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Welcome to March. 

We have quite a special line-up for you too. 

One point two million Pounds Stirling is a lot of money.  It is in fact about 21.5 million 

Rand.  This of course is the purchase price for the car on the cover - the Zenvo TS1 GT.  

An 867kW monster hypercar made by the same people who invaded most of the 

world a few centuries ago - the Vikings, or the Danish as they are known today.  Our Jennifer gets 

behind the wheel of this animal and puts it through its paces. 

We also review the new Jaguar E-Pace, which takes on the likes of the X3, with surprising results. 

Then for something different we interview crime fighter and CEO of No Jack Vehicle Tracking & 

Recovery, Anton Koen about his relentless assault on crime and car thieves.  We salute him. 

A new feature, Sunday Cruiser debuts in which our readers can have their special pride and joy cars 

featured.  This month we look at a very  special 1991 BMW 325iS Evo II. 

My team has scoured the globe in search of things to entertain you, and this month the Detroit Motor 

Show was on that agenda.  The largest show in North America and the showcase for all things duelling 

banjo and V8 mowterrr.  Next month of course is Geneva, which needless to say we will all be 

covering. 

The Poets are in top form this month, where they were all tasked to write about the same subject - “it 

was a dark day for motoring when…”  How their individual minds work is quite fascinating. 

We also explore the science fiction world of mirror-less, camera technology. 

So please come take a ride with us, and we hope that it is memorable and something from which you 

can take some lesson away. 

In this regard The Savage sheds his rather strange and unconventional view of love, relationships and 

courting.  A must read… especially for the romantically inept. 

And then lastly a very special and heartfelt thank you to our 371 500 odd readers who downloaded and 

read our February issue, because without your support none of this would mean anything. 

 

 

Leon Rehrl          editor@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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Meet the Naked Motoring Team 

GLEN 

HOWARD CHARLENE 

THYS SAVAGE MARK 

JAMES 

OLIVER JENNIFER 

KATE 

KEVIN 

THEMBI 

This is the Naked Motoring Team, who all come from massively 

different backgrounds, which, as a result allows them to bring 

to the table a varied and completely fresh approach to 

journalism. 

The Johannesburg team is led by editor-in-chief, Leon  

comprises Howard, Charlene, Mark, Glen, Kevin, Kate, Ashleigh 

and Thembi . 

In Cape Town we have Thys who is a member of the original 

and founding Naked Motoring team who is responsible for and 

runs all things Mother City related. 

All ex-pats and now based in Europe we welcome James, Oliver 

and Jennifer to the team. 

Then all the way in Japan is expert driKer Ichika, who shares with us all 

things Asian. 

And of course there is The Savage, a former professional driver who has 

returned to us to bring his vastly knowledgeable and somewhat unusual 

approach to all things motoring… he of course doesn’t really have a home at 

all, except of course the one he sits in... and holds its steering wheel…  

If you would like to write to them, then please send a mail to 

team_mail@nakedmotoring.co.za and specify the addressee. 

ASHLEIGH 

ICHIKA 

precision trimmer 
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We invite our readers to e-mail us their le9ers, comments, ques5ons or sugges5ons, 

and wherever possible we will try to publish all communica5on. 

Please send to magazine_submissions@nakedmotoring.co.za 

Dear Curious. 

Your point, however valid it may 

appear does require some 

clarifica on and correc on. 

Firstly we don’t only test big and 

fancy cars - we in fact test all new 

cars as and when they are available. 

In other words, when the new 

Mercedes Benz C-Class is launched I can 

assure you that we will definitely 

review it. 

Thanks for your ques on.  Ed. 

Dear Naked Motoring. 

I drive a 2012 Mercedes Benz C250 and 

note that in your magazine you 

generally only test the bigger and 

fancier models. 

Would it be possible to review more 

“mainstream” cars? 

Thank you. 

Curious, Johannesburg. 

Hi Michael. 

To be completely frank, I myself 

shared that view of Mahindra, 

because they were really terrible cars 

back in the day. 

However, for whatever reason, 

which I suspect is probably to remain 

compe  ve, and perhaps even to 

turn a profit, they have pulled up their 

sock and are now producing a decent 

product. 

It is not a Toyota Hilux 3.0 D-4D, but 

Rand for Rand you can’t get a be8er 

double cab 4x4 deal - anywhere.  Not 

even a second hand Hilux offers a 

be8er deal. 

Howard did the review and I completely 

trust his judgment. 

Just goes to show that anything can be 

improved. 

Ed. 

Hi. 

I read your review last month of the Mahindra 

bakkie and was really surprised with the results. 

Mahindra were always horrible cars.  Badly 

engineered.  Badly made.  And just nasty in every 

possible way. 

What has happened that now they appear to be 

making a proper car, or did your reviewer get it 

all wrong? 

Regards. 

Michael, Port Elizabeth 

Hi Carol. 

Thanks.  We wouldn’t have it any other way.  Ed. 

Hi. 

I love the fact that you have six women on your team, 

considering the whole team appears to be 15 strong. 

Women buy cars too, just as many as men, and our views 

are just as important. 

Thank you for being so diverse and representa ve. 

Carol, Johannesburg. 
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Keep writing in and the person who sends 

us the best letter will get a 12 month 

subscription worth R180 for free! 

Dear Editor. 

I am an avid motoring fan.  I love cars, and all things car related. 

My own car is a late model Alfa Romeo Giulie8a QV and I also have an old Jeep as 

a play thing. 

I also make a point of reading as many motoring journals as possible in order to get 

a balanced and comprehensive view of any par cular car.  I was of the view that 

this system worked very well. 

However since I started reading your magazine late last year I have begun to no ce 

a trend.  All the local magazines seem to test the same cars a the same  me, which 

is good.  But the views that they share also tend to be very similar. 

You guys tend to review some of the same cars, and a lot of other cars too, but 

your views are not always the same, or in some cases even similar to those 

expressed in other magazines. 

I have inves gated this further and downloaded some of your older edi ons and 

compared them to others of the same age.  The results are pre8y much as they are 

today - they all agree and you don’t always.. 

I recently read your review of the Volvo V90 Cross-Country, then read those of 

[other magazines], and then went to a Volvo dealership and drove one myself.  As a 

result you have earned my respect. 

Your review was completely accurate.  It seems then that some of the others tend 

to not report on bad quali es, which of course is basically being dishonest. 

Thank you so much for your honesty and impar ality. 

# naked motoring is the best! 

Greg, Cape Town.  

Hi Greg. 

I know what you are talking about, and whilst it is not my 

place to comment on other publica ons I can confirm that 

our approach is quite simple.  If a manufacturer gives us a 

car then they carry the risk of the outcome of the review. 

Its that simple, and we don’t pander to anyone. 

Honesty is always the best policy and more importantly it is 

our policy. 

Thank you, and when the magazine goes on sale you have a 

years free subscrip on.  Regards.  Ed. 
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Cool and funky hand painted shoes at a great price 

Sizes 3 and up and all made to order 

For more product information please visit 

www.tekatekkies.co.za 
or call 

(+27) 079-024-6159 
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Michigan, USA:  A rather strange 

combina5on - a Japanese girl-driKer 

and an American muscle car - but 

here I am in the US of A to drive the 

new 2018 Chevrolet Camaro ZL1. 

Of course you are thinking that this should 

be the perfect car for driKing, which is also 

something I wanted to establish.  Typically, 

though, American cars don’t work that well 

for driKing because whilst they have loads 

of power, they don’t rev very high and are 

quite heavy on the front which significantly 

affects their balance. Smaller turbocharged 

high revving engines and cars with a 50:50 

weight split work be9er. 

What Chevrolet have done with the ZL1 is 

to take the 6.2 litre supercharged V8 

muscle of the Corve9e ZR1 and the slightly 

more prac5cal four seat configura5on of 

the Camaro, and create something new. 

It is also cheaper than the Corve9e.  The 

ZL1 costs $ 62 000. 

Another car it needs to beat is the Ford 

Mustang GT350, which it does.  It in fact 

has 85kW more power than the Mustang, 

which is a reasonable amount. 

What that means is that this car has 

478kW under the bonnet, with 884Nm 

torque to accompany it.  And that is a lot. 

The car will sprint from 0 to 100km/h in 3.5 

seconds and tops out at a limited 317km/h, 

which no ma9er which way you look at it is 

previous genera5on supercar fast. 

More impressive though is that the car is 

quite heavy, weighing in at 1 790kg, so in 

theory if you put it on a proper diet it 

would be even faster.  Which is quite scary. 

Now whilst all these figures are important 

to the GM engineers who created this car, 

the most significant one is 7 minutes and 

16 seconds, which is how long this car took 

to nego5ate the Nordschlieffe. 

That car was admi9edly the more track 

biased ZL1 1LE, but regardless it is s5ll a 

very good 5me. 

The ZL1 comes with either a conven5onal 

manual gearbox or a 10 speed automa5c 

gearbox.  The test car was fi9ed with the 

Yeee haa! 

The Chevrolet Camaro ZL1 
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la9er. 

Ten gears is a lot though, and I found it hard to hold the car in a 

gear for any reasonable period of 5me before it shiKed up. 

The cars styling is brilliant - it turns the aggression of the standard 

Camaro to something close to a steroid rage, with a huge front 

spli9er and the bonnet’s power bulge finished in raw carbon fibre. 

Now cars like this are not supposed to be prac5cal, nor are they 

supposed to even make sense.  They are just meant to be fun!  

Something that makes enough noise that everyone no5ces it, and 

can at the drop of a hat smoke and then shred its rear tyres. 

The supercharger sounds fantas5c too.  Its whine is reminiscent of 

something out of a Mad Max film. 

My own car, as was revealed last month, is a seriously modified 

old Skyline R33 with a twin-turbocharged V6, which can run the 

quarter mile (400m) in just under 11 seconds, which is very quick 

in any language.  This car is just as fast, if not slightly quicker. 

One area though where American cars have always suffered over 

their non-American compe5tors is when it comes to handling.  

Miraculously, perhaps, they seem to have sorted this problem 

out.  It did admi9edly take them a while, but progress is s5ll 

progress.  I wouldn’t go so far as to say its handling is excellent, 

but rather that it is hugely improved. 

There is negligible body roll in heavy cornering, and all four 

wheels seem to stay on the road and work independently.  This is 

of course because of a newly discovered inven5on in America - 

independent suspension. 

The grip levels are impressive and you can throw the car into 

corners fairly hard without too much fear.  Go anywhere near the 

thro9le though and you best be ready to deliver some opposite 

lock, because it is quite twitchy. 

The car also has adap5ve dampers, so in its soKest seUng, 

something called “TOUR” it is acceptably comfortable. 

The steering rivals the engine as the Camaro's star feature.  The 

fat alcantara trimmed wheel feels heavy, but every bump and 

contour of the road is passed through it outstandingly, and the 

ZL1 can be placed with an accuracy that belies the savagery of its 

performance. 

When you put it into “RACE” things become quite exci5ng.  Firstly 

there is almost no assistance from the trac5on control system, 

and everything else firms up.  And this is what I came to find out. 

It driKs, and it driKs well.  My only complaint is that the 

handbrake is electronic and therefore can’t be used in this 

context.  So more skill is required to maintain the balance of 

thro9le steering and actual steering.  But once you get used to it 

the ZL1 is a great driK car, albeit a very thirsty and tyre hungry 

one. 
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I found a suitable loca5on, stuck it into 

RACE mode, forced it into first gear and hit 

the thro9le.  There is ini5ally no sense of 

anything, apart from noise, and then you 

feel it and the back begins to start moving 

slightly towards one side, and then it begins 

to creep forward. 

Into second gear, and I turned it in and 

then snapped back to induce a rear flick, 

then keeping the revs up I just held the fine 

balance between thro9le and steering.  

Into third - carefully so not to lose the driK - 

some minor correc5ons and it holds again. 

The smell of rubber is everywhere and the 

noise is deafening.  This is a brilliant car. 

If I were to buy one I would personally strip it out and replace the 

seats - which are s5ll very nice - with proper bucket seats with race-

spec restraints.  I might also consider the manual version.  However 

I would want it for compe55ve purposes which is, admi9edly, not 

quite what every prospec5ve buyer wants or needs. 

As you would expect the fuel consump5on is abysmal.  Its average 

for normal driving was 17.6 litres per 100 

kilometers, and when used hard that figure 

more than doubled. 

It is a crazy car, but I love it, and to admit that 

is quite hard because it is not the sort of car I 

would ordinarily like. 

When however you are not trying to get it to 

eat its own feet it is a very comfortable drive 

and, at a push and as long as they are not too 

big, you can even carry passengers in the back. 

Unfortunately GM for reasons I can only 

a9ribute to extreme selfishness don’t sell the 

ZL1 in that many, if any, countries outside 

America and it is only available in leK hand 

drive, which I understand would be a problem 

in South Africa even if you were to privately 

import one. 

Fortunately in other countries this strange restric5on does not 

exist. 

So, if you’re reading this from the United States, or one of the 

few other chosen territories where GM sells the ZL1, then the 

answer to whether or not to buy one is “yes, immediately” – then 

gloat about your ability to enjoy what is – on a dollar per 

horsepower basis – probably the world’s outstanding 

performance bargain. 

At the end of the day a small girl from Japan went to America and 

found something special which wasn’t covered in ketchup or 

American Cheese.  It was painted red, had black leather seats, 

carbon fibre trim, a massive supercharged V8 engine and nearly 

480kW to play around with at will. 

I won’t go so far as to say that I have become “Americanized” but 

what I am prepared to say is… yeee haaa!! 
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Corsica:  This is the E-Pace, which is not only Jaguar’s first 

compact SUV.  It’s also the first Jaguar to be manufactured 

outside of the United Kingdom. 

Now as I write this ar5cle Jaguar Land Rover SA have just 

released pricing for the E-Pace and have announced that it will be 

arriving in SA during this month, being March 2018.  I can’t wait to 

get my hands on one, or two, on home soil.  The reason being is 

that this review was conducted in Corsica, which obviously is not a 

new province of South Africa, and therefore the local cars will most 

probably be differently equipped and so on.  For example I know 

that only the AWD (all-wheel drive) variants will be coming to our 

sunny shores. 

The segment in which the E-Pace falls, being the small SUV 

segment, is becoming increasingly compe55ve with its arrival 

shaking things up a bit.  Interes5ngly even Jaguar are of the view 

that the car will outsell their larger, already quite popular F-Pace. 

This is highly significant because the F-Pace represents half of 

Jaguar’s total sales. 

But the status quo has not been en5rely disregarded.  There’s been 

the barrage of nega5ve publicity, fears over residual values and, in 

some parts, associated parking surcharges, but it’s s5ll expected 

Could this be the best small 

SUV on the market? 

We explore possibilities with 

the Jaguar E-Pace D240                 

R-Dynamic S AWD 
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that three diesel E-Paces will roll off the 

produc5on line for every petrol.  

Surprising?  Perhaps not, because 

effortless diesel punch s5ll suits this kind of 

car very well. 

Our test car of course is a diesel, the D240, 

and the current top-of-the-range diesel 

too.  There are also a couple petrol engines 

expected. 

In the D240’s favour is the greatest torque 

output of any E-Pace, with 500Nm from 

only 1 500 r/min, which is enough to 

propel it from 0 to 100km/h in 7.4 seconds. 

It would be quicker s5ll was it not for the 

fact that this E-Pace is heavier than an 

equivalent-engined F-Pace, which is 

admi9edly quite strange considering it is 

smaller.  

The E-Pace is however a beau5ful and very 

‘clean’ looking car.  There is nothing 

clu9ered or off looking about it.  The lines 

are elegant, and Jaguar have applied a 

simplis c perfec on type approach to it, 

whilst at the same 5me load it with all 

sorts of clever technology. 

There’s more to the D240 than just having 

more power, though.  The four  wheel 

drive hardware in the D240 is different to 

that which you will find in lesser models.  

They use a Haldex system borrowed from 

the Evoque.  Here you get the same GKN-

built system found in a Ford Focus RS, with 

clutch packs either side of the rear 

differen5al.  Their job is to control the flow 

of power to each wheel in such a way that 

the E-Pace is endowed with the rear-driven 

feel that an SUV built 

on a front wheel drive 

pla\orm naturally 

lacks. 

When driving normally 

there is no discernable 

difference, however 

should you exit 

corners with some 

commitment and 

there is a faint but 

sa5sfying sensa5on of propulsion from the 

rear outside corner.  Admi9edly, it’s a li9le 

ar5ficial, and only half of the available 

torque can head rearwards.  It means that 

while the D240 feels sure-footed and brisk, 

it never really entertains – not to the 

standards set, admi9edly, by Jaguar itself. 

The stylish interior is a strong point, and 

looks really good when upholstered in two-

tone leather, and I would definitely 

recommend the digital dials, which are a 

bit extra.  Moreover, while the exterior 

design might seem a li9le ’cleaner’, or dull 

to some, next to the F-Pace, it also has 

more about it than most rivals, and looks 

excellent in Borasco Grey (another, but 

expensive op5on).  Another must is the ‘R-

Dymanic’ trim op5on.  This adds really nice 

sports seats over the usual benefits. 

The list of rivals is however quite 

interes5ng because some like, for example 

the BMW X3, is actually a bigger car.  So 

rivals must then be the X1 and Audi Q3, 

both of which, I have on good authority, 

are cheaper than the E-Pace.  This is of 

course a bit of a problem. 

It is a brilliant car, and in my view quite 

possibly the best in its segment, however 

pricing is a considera5on and with the test 

car nudging R 900 000 finding jus5fica5on 

for the spending of that extra money is 

going to be difficult for some. 

It performs very well, and handles 

brilliantly.  It is comfortable, spacious, 

sophis5cated, beau5ful, ergonomically 

superior and fantas5cally fun. 

So, I say, forget about the price for a 

minute and applaud it for what it is and 

what it can do. 
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Köln, Germany: I in fact just recently bought a 2010 911 996 

Carrera 4S and it is a lovely car, and something I have always 

wanted.  So it is in the spirit of now being a Porsche owner 

that I enter the fray and tackle the newest member of the 

911 Carrera family - the ‘T’. 

According to the marke5ng blurb in 1968 Porsche launched a car 

called the 911T which was a stripped out, lightweight car designed 

for long distance touring.  It was in essence a true drivers’ car.  And 

now the new 911T pays homage to it. 

That is u9er rubbish. 

FiKy years ago, the 911T was a cut price, low spec 911 designed for 

the poor to boost sales.  Porsche took money out of it wherever it 

could – none more so than in its engine, which was so detuned 

that, at 82kW, it was and remains the least powerful 911 ever 

offered to the public. 

The new Carrera T is in fact the complete opposite.  It is powerful, 

and more expensive than the car on which it is based, the Carrera.  

It is also a true driver’s car - a true road warrior. 

Even so, there’s been no revolu5on here.  So if you were hoping the 

Carrera T would be a mini-me GT3, look away now.  But that’s not 

to say there’s nothing interes5ng going on.  The motor is the stock 

3 litre turbocharged Carrera unit, as is its seven-speed manual 

gearbox.  But the shiKer has been made a li9le shorter and the 

whole thing runs through the final drive from the Carrera S, 

dropping the gearing more than a touch.  More significant s5ll is 

the standard limited-slip differen5al, Porsche’s highly effec5ve 

The Porsche 911 Carrera T 
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PASM adap5ve damping system (and the 

20mm suspension drop that comes with 

it), 20 inch rims and standard fitment of 

the Sport Chrono pack, with its steering 

wheel mounted mode switch.  It has a 

sports exhaust too.  These items alone 

would amount to almost the addi5onal 

cost asked by Porsche were it possible to 

fit them all as op5ons to a Carrera.  Four-

wheel steering, unavailable on the Carrera, 

becomes an op5on here.  So far, so good.  

Very good indeed! 

Then Porsche, having added quite a few 

extras, set about to put the car on a diet to 

compensate for the addi5onal weight. 

There are no back seats and no 

infotainment system.  But then Porsche 

offers these both as no cost op5ons.  Um, 

right, so moving on.  Some cynics might 

argue (correctly) that Porsche have done 

this to create the false impression that 

they have made a lighter car.  In 

truth, despite lightweight glass being fi9ed 

to the side and rear windows and the 

removal of some sound deadening, even 

without rear seats and naviga5on the car 

is just 5kg lighter than a standard Carrera.  

And that is just a beer and a few sausages 

at the end of the day. 

However, Porsche points out that were the 

cars in comparable specs – i.e. if you fi9ed 

the Carrera with the diff, dampers, big 

wheels and so on – that figure would be 

20kg.  Don’t you just love it when 

companies start to jus5fy things before the 

ques5ons are asked? 

Visually, apparently, the Carrera T has a 

“deeper” front spli9er – which to me is 

indis5nguishable from the one fi9ed to the 

Carrera S – and badging down the side and 

on the engine cover.  

Inside, leather is now used only for the 

seat side bolsters, with the rest covered in 

a rather a9rac5ve Sport-Tex material.  

There’s more badging in the rev counter 

and on the kick plates, door pulls rather 

than handles and, if you are a real 911 

nu9er, you will no5ce the gate map on top 

of the gearlever is now drawn in red paint. 

Now, to expect such changes to transform 

the car would be op5mis5c to the point of 

naïvety, but it is also to imply that the car 

is in some need of transforma5on.  It is 

not, because before Porsche’s design team 

laid a finger on it, the 911 was by some 

distance already the most desirable and 

effec5ve performer in its segment. 

You should rather think of it as being the 

difference between standard ammuni5on 

and match-grade ammuni5on.  Both will 

shoot a bullet down range, but one will 

just be that li9le bit be9er and more 

accurate. 

Compared to the standard Carrera the T, 

with its thinned and removed sound 

deadening material, sounds frac5onally 

more urgent, when driven hard.  When 

however you are using the car in normal 

condi5ons the result is pre9y much 

unno5ceable. 

What the Carrera T does however do very 

well is teach Porsche buyers that every 

5me you 5ck an op5on you essen5ally 

remove from it a li9le bit more of the very 

reason you bought the thing in the first 

place, and the reason I say this is because, 

compared to the Carrera S, which 

produces 309kW the Carrera T only 

manages 272kW, BUT feels just as fast.    

From 0 to 100km/h it is in fact only 3/10th 

of a second slower than the S.  However, it 

produces the exact same 0 - 100km/h 5me 

as the standard Carrera. 

But these figures do not tell the whole 

story about a car; they are in fact just one 

5ny li9le considera5on. 

During the test I oKen found myself 

wondering why Porsche did not do to the S 

what they did with the T because the 

results are impressive. 

There is also a definite and certain purity 

here that plays perfectly to the less-is-

more theory that has accompanied the 

911 in the 25 odd years I have been driving 

and wri5ng about them; and you no5ce it 

most on roads and in condi5ons which are 

not considered ideal or perfect.  Where, 

however, the GT3 analogy is briefly but 

significantly relevant is that if you want a 

911 that handles be9er than the Carrera T, 

that’s what you are going to need to get. 
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The Carrera T, despite all the cri5cism, is a fantas5c car, and one 

which makes you feel alive and brings back the joy to driving.  It is 

so easy to drive, fast and so much fun. 

I will confess this is partly because the car came on Pirelli So9o Zero 

winter rubber ideally suited to the test condi5ons; but even taking 

this into account, it feels almost unnaturally fluid given that it’s s5ll 

a powerful, rear wheel drive car traversing unusually treacherous 

German countryside roads. 

The PASM system allows you to s5ffen the dampers, but it’s far 

be9er to keep them soK and let the body move a li9le.  Then you 

can really lean on the car’s strengths, par5cularly the immense 

trac5on provided by the engine loca5on and the limited slip 

differen5al.  

It’s not a GT3, so it does lack the kind of heart thumping, white 

knuckled life affirming ride you might have hoped for, but it is s5ll a 

deeply sa5sfying and significantly augmented 911 driving 

experience most will delight in savouring. 

And then there is the gearbox.  A proper manual, three pedal 

arrangement - admi9edly with seven gears, which does take some 

geUng used to, and I do wonder why they never stuck to the six 

speed one from the Cayman and Boxster.  But it brings back the 

basic stuff that made the 911 so good.  Yes, the PDK what-what is 

very good, but some5mes you want to take control and do things 

yourself. 

The gears are slick, smooth and 5ght.  The gear knob slides into 

place with mechanical precision, like the well oiled bolt of a hun5ng 

rifle. 

I will concede it has faults - quite a few in fact - the number of gears 

being one of them and the massive imprac5cality element being 

another, however perhaps that is irrelevant in the grand scheme of 

things. 

Cars are not just transport and anyone who says otherwise is an 

idiot.  If that were so there would only be one car for sale to 

everyone.  Cars are evoca5ve things, oKen purchased best when 

fuelled by emo5on and passion.  And cars like this are aspira5onal 

things, which people yearn for because they are beyond their reach. 

So yes, it’s a silly car without back seats and it’s covered in s5ckers, 

but when you look beyond that what you have is not only a trip 

down memory lane, but a powerful delivery of the return of 

something almost forgo9en - the joy of driving. 

I expect the car to cost about R 1 500 000, which is not a lot of 

money for something which will give you the same, if not more, real

-world pleasure than a Lamborghini Aventador at R 6 000 000 more. 

It is something affordable to more people and something which will 

make you feel special when you are behind its wheel.  Out on twisty 

roads it is supple as a Mongolian contor5onist, and on the highways 

feels as fast as a Carrera S. 

Please go drive one, and if you can buy it too because I promise you 

that you will not regret it. 
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Things change.  They always do and it is 

a rule of life. 

However some5mes the changes which 

things undergo are unnecessary or just 

plain wrong.  The motoring world is not 

exempt from this. 

I drove a new Porsche, the 911 Carrera 

T which is a pre9y decent stab at 

simplifying and then improving.  

Regre9ably though this is not always 

the case. 

Porsche, as we all know, is German and 

has always been the torch carrier of 

German higher performance vehicles.  

The brand brings with it status and any 

person owning one would be very 

happy with their purchase.  I know this 

because I recently bought myself an 

oldish 911 Carrera 4S. 

Within every brand there are mistakes.  

The awful Porsche 924 for example is 

testament that some5mes even the 

greats get it wrong. 

Mistakes do happen.  I get that. 

What I don’t get though is when 

manufacturers lose their primary focus 

in the name of marke5ng and sales. 

Take Lamborghini; un5l recently every 

Lamborghini was a statement of 

madness.  They were designed by 

crea5ve minds and then built with the 

sole purpose of being an expression of 

the company - the car that Lamborghini 

wanted to make.  Just look at the 

Diablo, Murcielago and Aventador; they 

are all bonkers cars.  The Aventador, 

which is the tamest of the lot, looks like 

a stealth fighter, and has V and W 

shaped wings which move about.  Its 

looks frighten small children and it has 

a stupidly massive engine, drinks like a 

miner with a Barclaycard, is completely 

imprac5cal and is way too fast for its 

own good.  It is the perfect 

Lamborghini… or is it?  You see it is also 

reliable and quite comfortable, so 

despite its crazy looks and ballis5c 

engine the car is quite easy to drive. 

The Murcielago, which preceded the 

Aventador, on the other hand is even 

more crazy.  It also had a massive V12 

engine, but could be ordered with a 

manual gearbox.  The clutch was so 

heavy that you needed three legs to 

work it - two to work the clutch pedal 

and the third for the brake and thro9le 

- and it was not comfortable or 

prac5cal by any stretch of the 

imagina5on. 

Its handling was also such that any 5me 

you tried to go around a corner it tried 

to kill you. 

Lamborghini had in essence created the 

perfect car in terms of the statement 

that THEY wanted the brand to make, 

and had nothing whatsoever to do with 

what the customer wanted. 

Things however have changed,  Just 

look at the Gallardo and compare it to 

the Huracan. 

The Gallardo had a terrible gearbox and 

you needed to chop off one of your legs 

to sit comfortably in the car.  The 

bu9ons to open many of the things 

including the fuel cap and engine cover 

were in the most inaccessible places, 

and the switches were upside-down, 

and yet they literally sold thousands of 

them. 

The Huracan on the other hand is 

perfectly engineered.  It has a lovely 

double clutch gearbox, and everything 

is in the right place and the right way 

up.  It is a car made to please the 

customer.  But as a result it is a bit 

unLamborghini in every possible way. 

It handles brilliantly and is very fast, 

which is nice but wrong at the same 

5me. 

Tradi5onally if you wanted a good 

supercar which did all supercar things 

well then you got a Ferrari and, more 

recently even, a McLaren.  But if you 

wanted a supercar to thrill, frighten and 

amaze you then the only choice was 

the Lambo.  It was a simple thing to 

understand. 

I reckon that the Huracan would be a 

be9er Lamborghini if, even, it was a bit 

slower, had its seats upholstered in 

barbed wire, spat fire out the back and 

had knives s5cking out of the wheels. 

Evidence is clear that Lamborghini s5ll 

know how to make proper Lambos 

because their concepts, special edi5ons 

and celebra5on models wreak of 

madness and lunacy.  Just look at the 

Centenario, Sesto Elemento or the 

Ergosta for confirma5on hereof. 

They have however bent to the will of 

their German masters and moving units 

is clearly more important that 

preserving the thing that made them 

special and deeply desirable in the first 

place. 

The House of Sports Cars, a name some 

will remember, was in Rosebank many 

years ago and eventually became 

Investment Cars.  I can remember 

seeing scores of people standing 

outside the showroom’s windows at 

night looking in at what was on the 

floor, and the majority of people were 

always congregated in the most leK 

corner, which was not surprisingly 

where the Lamborghinis were parked. 

I fear that the death of the excitement 

of motoring in imminent and at the 

same 5me really hope that I am wrong, 

because I want my kids, and their kids 

eventually to be able to experience the 

joys that I have in fantas5c cars like the 

Gallardo, the Diablo and the Countach. 

We are inspired by things, so lets keep 

hoping that the bean-counters will be 

killed off and something good will 

return because we really need it. 

#justletmedrive 
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I am very happy to announce that I am 

an advanced driver.  Yes, that’s right I 

have completed two advanced driving 

courses.  The first taught me defensive 

driving and the second high 

performance driving, which was very 

exci5ng. 

It is a funny thing though because 

before doing the training I really thought that I was a good driver 

and that the training would maybe sharpen what I already knew 

and possibly teach one or two new things.  I could not have been 

more wrong. 

This is admi9edly something which I have wanted to do for quite 

some 5me now, but owing to issues of a fiscal nature it fell fairly 

far down on my to-do list.  Fortunately my editor came to the 

rescue and sent me off to do the thing.  And in hindsight I have to 

say that I really do believe that this is something that everyone 

who drives should do as soon as they can. 

In our January 2018 issue I spoke about an experience I had 

where one of my colleagues took me around a racetrack in her 

Audi RS3 sedan, and how thrilled and frightened I was all at the 

same 5me.  However being a passenger is quite a different 

experience from being in control of the car. 

Defensive driving is in essence the immense honing of skills that 

already exist.  It teaches you to be more aware of everything 

around you and to be a safer and more considerate driver.  It 

also teaches you how to control a car in slippery situa5ons, 

literally on a skidpan, and how to deal with general driving 

emergencies.  However what it doesn’t do is teach you how to 

drive fast. 

The high performance course however does that.  And mine was 

done with a company who are not affiliated to any vehicle 

manufacturer, but seem to prefer the use of the BMW 3 Series. 

Rear wheel drive and lots of power is the perfect combina5on for 

this type of training. 

My classroom was a 335i and what a classroom it was!  I love 

that car now. 

Naturally the training was not done on public roads, but rather at 

a racetrack, which is loads of fun too. 

Most drivers tend to think that they know how to handle a car at 

high speed, and in almost every report wri9en by The Savage he 

gives an example - what would you do if you were sliding 

sideways towards a highway bridge support at 120km/h?  A very 

good ques5on.  Pray?  Scream?  Close your eyes?  Hope for a 

miracle?  Well, none of those work.  And before I am cri5cised of 

ques5oning God’s abili5es please consider this. 

We are given the power of choice, by God even if that is what 

you believe.  Right, so if you choose to NOT make yourself a 

be9er drive and find your self in trouble then who’s fault is it? 

So I did the course and passed with flying colours.  I was a freshly 

minted advanced high performance driver. 

Then on a Wednesday morning I got a call.  It was The Savage.  

First he congratulated me, and then he told me I needed to now 

be taught properly.  Somewhat confused I agreed to meet him at 

a local racetrack on the coming Friday.  I called Leon but he was 

just as much in the dark, and just told me to comply.  Now what I 

thought?   

When I arrived at the track The Savage met me and introduced 

me to the car - it was white, started its life as a Nissan GT-R but 

was covered in s5ckers - sponsor s5ckers.  It was a racing car. 

Now, whilst I had previously met The Savage I had never before 

driven with him.  This was about to change. 

Terrified doesn’t even come close to what I experienced the first 

few laps, but eventually when I opened my eyes and stopped 

holding onto the restraint belts for dear life I started watching  

The Savage doing what he does best.  It was like watching an 

ar5st pain5ng.  Fluid and beau5ful, but something you know is 

harder than it looks. 

He then started explaining to me what was happening in fine and 

perhaps too much detail.  But I was happy for this level of 

instruc5on.  It was something new. 

So when we stopped I thought that the lesson was over.  

However it had just begun.  Next thing I knew I was in the 

drivers’ seat strapped in and wearing a helmet. 

Racing cars are quite difficult to drive, as it turns out, and it took 

quite a while for me to figure out how to just keep the damn 

thing on the track.  It was twitchy and at the slightest steering 

wheel input would change direc5on quite suddenly and violently 

like a rat being chased by a broom wielding housewife. 

But I eventually relaxed again, and found myself pushing the car 

a li9le harder with each lap, and by the end of the day I was 

driving it properly and to the best of my ability. 

I am not fooling myself to think that I am now a racing driver, but 

having been trained by one I know that I know quite a lot more 

than someone who just thinks that they know how to drive. 

This experience was something beyond compare and the 

knowledge I gained in something which I, effec5vely, thought I 

could already do well is of a staggering amount. 

There is no such thing as “knowing enough” when it comes to 

driving, and I recommend in the strongest possible terms that if 

you want to be be9er, or even suspect that you could learn 

something new, then please go and sign up at one of the schools.  

Most of the German motor manufacturers have schools and 

there are also loads of private ones too.  Be all you can be - who 

said that?  #justletmedrive 
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I turn thirty this year and 

for me this is a significant 

moment.  Not because I 

have some stupid and 

irra5onal fear of growing 

old.  That is just the 

inevitability of nature’s way, which can be, and usually is, a cruel 

mistress. 

However the significance is that I won’t be in my twen5es any 

longer and therefore need to (perhaps) grow up and take a more 

mature approach to life.  Or not?  That is the ques5on. 

I drive fast.  It is my thing.  I love high performance cars.  My 

thing too.  But does that need to change?  I don’t think so. 

You see when a person around the fiKy mark runs out and buys a 

Ferrari it is viewed as a “mid-life crisis”, yet, if that same person 

always drove Ferraris from, say their 30’s then it would just be 

the norm and they would be praised for not becoming a slave to 

the stereotypical ‘family man’ or ‘homebody’ expecta5ons. 

In my li9le world, which as far as I am concerned is perfect, I 

have two homes, a car at each, two jobs that I love; one of which 

allows me to see the world and the other puts my skinny bum in 

the seat of many, many different cars, I have zero rela5onship 

a9achments and enough financial freedom to the extent that I 

am happy and can do the things I want to do.  I also have no real 

debt to worry about and when I get a bit bored and want to go 

out and play I can with complete freedom, and on my terms. 

So now, why is it that society insists that I trade in my current life 

to ‘se9le down’ and probably drive a beige sta5on wagon, pop 

out a few kids and cook meals for an adoring husband?  The 

thought alone nauseates me. 

Now when you look at all of this in context you will see that 

society is in fact quite ignorant and perhaps even stupid. 

Look at the situa5on on our roads, for example, where people 

are smashing and crashing into one another like luna5cs every 

day just to get to work on 5me.  It is u9er madness. 

And this got me thinking. 

The legislators of the world decide pre9y much, on our behalves 

apparently, what it best for us and then dictate how we should 

do certain things, yet none of them have ever thought about 

how to make people enjoy their ‘old age’.  You see, if you are the 

sort of person who doesn’t love your skin covering, then you 

would go out and buy a motorbike, but depending on numerous 

factors, principally what sort of license you have, the size of the 

bike’s engine is restricted.  And this is because the legislators 

have miraculously figured out that bikes are stupid, dangerous 

things which require varying levels of skill to drive. 

So, why not apply the same logic to cars? 

I am not just, of course, referring to the engine size but also to 

the type of car factoring in your age and such. 

Therefore if you are a young, newly licensed driver then by law 

you are restricted to a small hatchback with an engine no bigger 

than one litre.  Then things like addi5onal and advanced driving 

qualifica5ons get considered and should you be deemed to be a 

good driver then you are allowed to buy a proper car. 

But once you pass a certain age you may then only buy sports 

cars and if you are in your fiKies and caught in a beige sta5on 

wagon you go to jail.  Obviously exemp5ons may be granted in 

excep5onal circumstances, such as when transpor5ng more than 

one child around and going on you annual family holiday. 

I think this will make life much more happier for many people 

because you can never be accused of having a mid-life crisis - you 

can just blame it on the law makers, “… I really wanted a Peugeot 

3008 but it’s the law, you know…” 

In job number one I get to meet all sorts of people, and when 

working first or business wealthy ones too.  And they all have 

more than one car.  The Range Rover for school runs and such 

and the 488GTB for themselves, when they want to enjoy life a 

bit.  We really should take a lesson from them. 

And before arguments about how expensive cars are get voiced, 

please consider that a second hand Mini Cooper S conver5ble is 

also a fun car and doesn’t cost five-bar. 

Life is way too short to be miserable, and we really should make 

every effort to have as much fun as possible. 

There are those boring, kill-joys who spout rubbish like “cars are 

just transport” or “… that’s a waste of money”.  To those people I 

have only three words.  SEEK PROFESSIONAL HELP. 

I love life and am glad that nearly three decades have passed 

which have not been wasted in meaningless board mee5ngs and 

PTA func5ons.  Just last night I was out in Los Angeles, clubbing 

my arse off, and it was brilliant.  I wandered back to my hotel at 

some ungodly hour and woke up feeling fantas5c, because I 

didn't spend the evening in the hotel room watching television 

wai5ng for death. 

So, go speak to you bank manager if you must, and go find 

something exci5ng to drive.  And when your significant other 

ques5ons your sanity, remember to tell them that you “… heard 

somewhere that there might be a law passed, so you are geFng 

ahead of the rush..”  I don’t know if it will work, but your 

happiness ma9ers most.  #justletmedrive 

THIS GIRL CAN 
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AKer a recent trip to 

a few places I had 

an epiphany. 

We are a bunch of 

suckers.  When I say 

“we” I am of course referring to South 

Africans.  In par5cular buyers of used, pre-

owned or ‘nearly new’ cars. 

Any car, and I really do mean any car 

besides some exo5c classic collec5ble 

things, depreciate in value at an 

astounding rate to the point where 5 years 

aKer being a new purchase the car is 

basically worth nothing at all.  However the 

robbers who comprise the second hand car 

dealers have decided that we are too good 

for cheap used cars, and that they must 

push the prices up to unrealis5c amounts 

just to profit off our naïvety. 

Take the BMW M3 as a prime example.  A 

simple trolling of the pages of Auto Trader 

and the like will reveal that one, aged say 5 

years old - which also means it is out of its 

maintenance plan - will cost you roughly 

60% of its original new sales price, thus a 

deprecia5on of only 40%.  However the 

same exercise in Europe will place its value 

at about 25% of the new price.  You don’t 

need to be a mathema5cian to work out 

that that’s a knock of 75%, as opposed to 

40% for the exact same car. 

Now, why is that?  Well in Europe older 

cars are subject to more stringent 

roadworthy tes5ng, done annually, to 

ensure they are s5ll safe for use.  This is 

hardly a bad thing.  However the result 

thereof makes keeping an old car on the 

road a more expensive exercise than a new 

one. 

But the main reason I suspect is because 

the Europeans, and that includes the 

Americans too, know that cars over a 

certain age are worthless, whereas we are 

stupid and don’t. 

We pay far too much for old cars.  All the 

jokes about used car salesmen are born of 

this deceit and their blatant disregard for 

offering fair value to consumers is quite 

appalling. 

I remember trading in a car to buy a newer 

model of the same brand, and having the 

salesman telling me nonsense like, “… I am 

cuFng my throat by doing this…” and “… I 

have never given this sort of help to anyone 

else…” 

I am sure many of you have heard this 

before. 

So the salesman eventually cut his throat 

and did me a ‘deal’ which according to him 

would basically mean he would have to 

resell the old car for exactly what he gave 

me for it. 

Imagine my surprise two days later when 

passing the dealership and I saw my old car 

out front with a price thing in the 

windscreen showing the price at R45 000 

more than what I was eventually offered. 

I understand that these bastards have to 

earn a living but surely ethics and honesty 

must come into the equa5on at some 

point? 

Right, so we have established that used car 

sellers are basically villains. and we get 

ripped off beyond measure on second 

hand car sales.  Good. 

The next ques5on is what to do about it?  

We the answer is surprisingly simple 

actually. 

Just stop buying them.  You see car 

dealerships cannot have cars siUng on 

their floors.  They have to move them. 

It a bit like a property developer building 

10 houses and then not being able to sell 

them… every day that they are empty he 

loses money.  They call it “holding costs”. 

And in the car world it’s the same. 

When you think just about how much 

power the consumer wields it puts a smile 

on your face. 

If we didn’t pay their extor5onary rates 

then they would have to lower their prices, 

or face financial ruin (… insert evil laugh…) 

In fact the same principle applies equally to 

new car prices too, which are in my view - 

in some instances - way too high, and 

those par5cular manufacturers are 

seriously taking the piss. 

However we shall a9ack them another 

5me, for now our horns are locked on the 

cheesy smiling, gold toothed used car 

selling bastards. 

Boyco9 them.  It’s easy in fact.  It’s easy if 

you try.  Just for fun go in to a used car 

dealership and decide that you won’t 

agree to any posted price and then take 

40% off that price and refuse to budge one 

cent over that.  Watch what happens. 

I did that recently.  I popped into Randburg 

- along Beyers Braam Malibongwe or 

whatever the bloody road is now called - 

where there are dozens of used car places. 

At first they think you are joking, but when 

you look into the swine’s piggy eyes and 

tell him in your most serious voice that you 

will not pay a cent more than, say R 60 000 

on a car marked at R 100 000 you will see 

sweat form on his brow.  The reason is that 

they HAVE to sell cars, and he knows that 

even at R 60 000 he is s5ll making money, 

or at worst breaking even, but if you walk 

out the door the car costs him money. 

Out of 10 dealerships 3 agreed to my 

immovable price insistence.  Of the others 

4 told me they would get back to me, and 

never did, and the last 3 refused.  So, in 

short the odds are actually quite good that 

if more people start taking this hardliner 

approach then the others will have to 

comply because of the ten, three would 

have been able to move the cars and seven 

wouldn’t.   

But what if seven were selling? 

Do you honestly think the remaining three 

will stubbornly hold out?  And for how 

long? 

Call it a rebellion, call it a revolu5on, call it 

a revela5on, or call it what you will - but 

you can’t call it stupid or deny the merits 

of the idea. 

Maybe you don’t mind paying more for 

something than it is worth, but I am not 

and I know that most people will agree 

with me. 

If we force the prices down, then the flip 

side if that we will be able to drive be9er 

cars, more oKen and this is a brilliant thing 

too. 

In fact, I dare you to go out and try this.  

Then please write to me and tell me what 

happened. 

#justletmedrive 
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Paris, France:  DS is to Citroen what 

Maybach is to Mercedes Benz, more 

or less.  It used to be more what 

AMG is to Mercedes, but that has all 

changed now with the DS7 

Crossback. 

The DS 7 Crossback therefore signals an 

apparent change in philosophy for the PSA 

Group’s developing luxury brand. 

This is a car that’s ‘avant-garde’ in some of 

its details and features only.  Otherwise, it 

is a fundamentally – almost tediously – 

familiar sort of offering; yet another 

upmarket compact SUV among the 

plethora of them introduced over the last 

few years, seemingly, by virtually every car 

maker with ambi5ons of expansion. 

As such, this upmarket SUV, and the shiK 

in thinking it represents, could prove to be 

the making or the breaking of DS 

Automobiles. 

If everything goes according their plans, 

though, then the DS7 Crossback will be the 

Jaguar E-Pace rival that will spearhead its 

maker’s transforma5on from rela5ve 

obscurity to established global market 

success… or at least that’s the idea. 

The biggest problem which the French 

have always faced with their cars is best 

expressed as an old joke, “in heaven the 

police are Bri sh, the chefs are French and 

the cars are German, BUT in hell the police 

are German, the chefs Bri sh and the cars 

French”.  This I believe perfectly sums up 

the French.  They are incredibly good at 

many things - wine, cognac, cheese, bread, 

beau5ful food, love, clothing, shoes, 

BugaU, traffic jams and art.  Making cars, 

apart from BugaU, is not one of them.  

Citroen were always pioneering things, 

many of which were very clever but more 

oKen than not completely pointless and 

unnecessary.  The old DS from the 70’s 

could drive on three wheels.  Clever, but 

not exactly something which anyone would 

really want to do. 

So they, having tested the waters with a 

couple of genuinely interes5ng, if not 

troubled, introduc5ons that have largely 

fallen on deaf wallets so far this decade 
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(think of the DS5 and DS4 Crossback), DS appears to have 

concluded that perhaps their peculiar ways of the past are best leK 

in the past, and that its customers don’t actually want pioneering 

cars at all; rather, largely conven5onal ones with some innova5ve 

features, made with just a dash of iden5fying fanfare.  This usually 

is a recipe for disaster, because quirky things come into and go out 

of fashion quite quickly, and date badly. 

So poten5ally what you have is a French car with luxury SUV 

pretensions, quirky technology and generic styling.  Which then of 

course it comes as no huge surprise that as much as fans of a 

‘varied car market’ may regret it, that's what the new DS7 

Crossback amounts to. 

It’s a car which, you would have to blind not to no5ce that it owes 

far too great a debt to the styling of Audi’s smaller Q-badged 

models to be considered original, but one which does have plenty 

of noteworthy technological and material lures about it and does 

rolling refinement and material richness as well as any big French 

car of the last decade. 

Built in the same factory and pla\orm as the dull, yet now vastly 

improved, Peugeot 3008 the DS7 Crossback is a front wheel drive 

SUV available with a choice of 1.5 and 2 litre diesel engines or a 1.6 

litre turbocharged petrol engine.  All of which go on sale this month 

(in Europe). 

Then a range topping petrol-electric plug-in hybrid version with 

220kW and four wheel drive will join the range in 2019. 

Inside the DS7 Crossback's cabin, and what’s going on inside 

its wheel arches, is about what DS makes its boldest claims. 

Designed with more style (like bouillabaisse) than that of any 

exis5ng compact premium branded SUV and appointed with 

greater lavishness than most (like Yves St. Laurent), the car's 

interior can come upholstered in nappa leather or alcantara 

depending on trim level, and with massager seats and colour 

adjustable ambient ligh5ng. 

Adap5ve LED headlights are standard on all models, but the entry 

level one, and a night vision camera is an nice op5on and a full 

suite of ac5ve safety systems are available too. 

DS’s big push is clearly to give this car a dis5nguishing, tech-rich 

kind of luxury appeal, which has the poten5al for disaster as this 

par5cular flavour of food is tradi5onally very German and not 

French.   It is however an effort capped by a segment-first ac5ve 

suspension system (standard on high end trim levels and op5onal 

elsewhere) that combines a forward facing camera somehow 

coupled to adap5ve dampers, which reads the road and then 

perfectly adjusts the car’s suspension for the road surface it is 

about to cover.  Clever. 

Dubbed Ac ve Scan Suspension the system is only truly ac5ve 

when you are in the car’s Comfort driving mode, and was much 

more effec5ve on the test car’s 19 inch, rather than 20in, alloy 

wheels.  But at its best, it gives the DS7 Crossback a par5cularly 
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comfortable, supple and absorp5ve ride that’s also quiet. 

The DS7 Crossback handles very competently, too, even in Comfort 

mode, with decent grip, steering precision and lateral body control. 

Our BlueHDI 2 litre diesel test car’s engine is fairly muted and 

torquey at low and middling revs, becoming more loud and coarse 

above 3500 r/min.  Its gearbox works quite well in laid-back mode, 

but less well – and with the odd hint of shunt – when pushed.  The 

performance level is reasonable but won’t be a selling point. 

The interior, meanwhile, is one of the car's highlights and at the 

same 5me one of its low points too.  Where DS has put effort in – 

with the a9rac5vely s5tched leathers, decora5ve switchgear and 

12 inch widescreen colour infotainment system, for example – the 

DS7 Crossback begins to jus5fy the prices that are asked for it.  But 

there are too many ordinary looking and feeling mouldings used in 

places to see that process through. 

Likewise, there are too many frustra5ons in the opera5ng 

capaci5es of the driver assistance systems; typically Citroen, too 

baffling an array of digital instrumenta5on layouts, most of them 

plainly preferring ar5ficial style to legibility; and too slight a sense 

of spaciousness in the front seats. 

The DS7 Crossback boasts a number of advanced driver assistance 

systems which they claim sets it apart from its compe5tors, and I 

tested them all, but was not impressed by any of it.  The car’s 

‘piloted’ lane-keeping assist system is unhelpfully fussy about 

keeping the car dead centre in its lane; its adap5ve cruise control 

(unlike others) offers no op5on to automa5cally adjust your 

cruising speed as posted limits change and won’t automa5cally 

stop short of undertaking traffic in an outside lane (where others 

will); and the graphical resolu5on of the various parking and night 

vision cameras is shockingly low.  I wonder if it can drive on three 

wheels too? 

One thing which it does have which is absent in many rival 

products, which also actually works, is lots of rear legroom, and the 

boot is a vast 555 litres before lowering any seats. 

However anyone paying a premium-level price has a right to expect 

much more from the interior than that, and be9er sea5ng comfort 

than the slightly flat and hard-cushioned front seats provide. 

Looking ahead at what other cars are coming this year, I would 

have to say that it is going to be a very busy year for this segment, 

and my first impression is that, over and above all the small SUVs 

launched last year, there are going to be several more consistently 

classy, premium worthy small SUVs coming up too, as well as more 

a9rac5vely priced leKfield alterna5ves to the obvious German 

picks.  The new Range Rover Evoque comes to mind. 

So what is my verdict?  Well, if for whatever reason you don’t want 

a BMW, Audi, Mercedes Benz, Jaguar, Range Rover or even a Lexus 

then this is an op5on.  If however you know what is good for you 

then you wouldn’t even dream about it. 
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MINI LAUNCHES DUAL CLUTCH 

TRANSMISSION (DCT) COOPER 

For the first 5me in its 17 year history, the BMW-era Mini hatchback is being offered with a dual 

clutch transmission (DCT). 

While the first genera5on Mini used a CVT automa5c transmission, more recent versions have 

u5lised torque converter units as the alterna5ve to a manual. From early next year, however, a 

seven-speed DCT will be offered on the One, Cooper and Cooper D models, with further versions to 

follow suit later in the year. 

Mini hasn't offered a dual clutch transmission un5l this point because they’ve typically been bigger, 

heavier and more complicated than conven5onal automa5cs.  Now, though, drivetrain specialist 

Getrag has developed an electronically - rather than hydraulically - actuated twin-clutch unit that’s 

as compact as a regular auto. 

For the 5me being, the new DCT will not be available with steering wheel or column-mounted 

paddles.  Manual shiKs can be made using the gear selector, though, and paddles will become 

available on spor5er models later on.  The new transmission is rated to a maximum torque output of 

300Nm, which means it will eventually be offered on all but the 2 litre diesel models and top-spec 

John Cooper Works.  

TOYOTA RECALLS 730 000 CARS OWING TO FAULTY AIRBAGS 

Toyota announced recently that for the last fiKeen years they 

have been installing faulty airbags in many, many of their 

models, and as a result have recalled 730 000 cars. 

The problem as it seems stems from their airbag supplier Takata 

who have been manufacturing faulty airbags for some 5me now 

and was recently, and successfully, sued for damages. 

If you have a Toyota we urge you to take it to your closest 

dealership to ascertain whether or not it is one of the affected 

models. 
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Jaguar has confirmed that 

its first EV, the I-Pace, will 

be capable of charging to 

80% of its capacity within 

45 minutes, from a 100kW 

charger. 

The latest development in 

Jaguar’s eagerly an5cipated 

EV confirms claims made 

by the company ahead of 

its ini5al launch as the I-

Pace concept, as Jaguar 

prepares to launch the 

produc5on version at the 

Geneva motor show this 

month.  

Unfortunately the Jaguar I-

Pace 45min rapid charge 

5me is 'not yet possible in 

South Africa'. 

Jaguar has also revealed that the car has been tes5ng in Sweden, with 

temperatures as low as -40 deg tes5ng the ba9eries’ efficiency - low 

temperatures tradi5onally lower the range of EVs.  

The car’s maximum range on a fully charged ba9ery is about 500km, as 

measured on the New European Driving Cycle. 

It was previously mooted that a 50kW direct current (DC) charging point - 

currently the most common type of public rapid charging system in Europe - 

can replenish the ba9ery to 80% in 90 minutes and to 100% in just over two 

hours. 

Jaguar has future-proofed the electrical architecture to accept higher-capacity 

charging than 50kW DC when such charging points become commonplace.  

The charging socket is situated in the car’s front wing. 

JLR engineers are flat out in the development of the I-Pace, using mul5ple test 

cars in several loca5ons across Europe as the race to market ramps up. 

The I-Pace is on course to beat the Audi E-Tron into showrooms later this year 

in order to earn the 5tle of first electric SUV from a premium car maker.  

Although the Tesla Model X, which is already on sale, is technically the first EV 

SUV, insiders claim the Jaguar and Audi will offer a more tradi5onal SUV 

experience, so fall into a slightly different segment. 

Although photographed test cars are s5ll heavily disguised, the fact that 

engineers are happy for them to be leK in public spaces with branding on the 

camouflage - swirled green livery that mimics the team's Formula E racing 

colours - confirms that the car is nearing its final stages of development. 

JAGUAR I-PACE PROMISES 45 MINUTE CHARGING 
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David Brown Automo5ve (DBA) will reveal a new high performance 

Grand Tourer model at the upcoming Geneva motor show with 

what it describes as a “more aggressive” design language. 

The company has only released an image of the car’s badge at this 

stage with a promise that it’ll “capture David Brown’s vision of a 

high-performance classic Grand Tourer”, sugges5ng its look will be 

more focused on illustra5ng its performance. 

The car will join the classically styled Mini Remastered, which was 

launched last year, and the Speedback GT in David Brown’s line-up. 

Like those cars, it will be handmade at the company’s Silvertstone 

headquarters using tradi5onal build techniques. 

“This is something that we’ve been looking forward to doing since 

launching the Speedback GT and I can’t wait to reveal more,” said 

David Brown, company founder and CEO. 

“With its unprecedented levels of performance, this vehicle allows 

the David Brown Automo5ve brand to appeal to our exis5ng 

customers – and new customers alike.  The car brings yet another 

exci5ng opportunity for our company.” 

David Brown’s Geneva stand will feature the first customer 

examples of its Mini Remastered. The Mini sells from £70 000 while 

the Speedster GT that came before it starts at £600 000, sugges5ng 

the Speedback GT could command something between those 

figures. 

Such is the level of customisa5on on offer from DBA that no two 

models leave the brand’s build site in the same specifica5on.  As 

such, prices can vary by vast sums – the Mini Remastered we tested 

last year featured £30 000 worth of extras on top of its base price. 

DAVID BROWN AUTOMOTIVE TO LAUNCH NEW CAR AT GENEVA MOTOR SHOW 

BMW will ramp up the inherently spor5ng quali5es of the next 3 

Series in a bid to extend the depth and overall reach of its best-

selling range of cars - and new spy pictures offer a fresh glimpse of 

the G20-genera5on's design. 

The first variant will be the rear wheel drive M340i M Performance 

which will feature a 270Kw version of BMW’s twin-scroll 

turbocharged 3 litre inline six cylinder petrol engine.  It will be 

followed by a four wheel drive M340d xDrive M Performance, 

which is set to receive a 240Kw version of the company’s twin 

turbocharged 3 litre inline six cylinder diesel engine. 

Key to the expansion plan for the seventh-genera5on 3 Series – set 

to arrive next year – is the addi5on of two new M Performance 

models powered by six cylinder engines.  In a strategy mirroring 

that undertaken with the latest 5 Series, the new M Performance 

variants will go on sale shortly aKer more mainstream versions of 

the new 3 Series are launched in both saloon and estate body 

styles.  The new deriva5ves will be offered as either a petrol or a 

diesel and will bridge the gap in the line-up that presently exists 

between standard six cylinder models and BMW M’s range topping 

M3 sedan. 

The new performance orientated 3 Series models will be targeted 

at the likes of the Audi S4 Qua9ro and Mercedes-AMG C43 4Ma5c. 

They will have individual styling touches, their own unique chassis 

tuning and rela5vely high 

equipment levels.  We can 

reveal they will also 

form the basis for the two 

door M440i M 

Performance Coupe and 

M440d M Performance 

Coupe models, which will 

arrive in showrooms in 

about 2020. 

Let’s just hope that the 

final design is as gorgeous 

as the drawings. 

ALL-NEW BMW 3 SERIES (G20) ON THE TABLE, AND SPOTTED BEING TESTED 
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Detroit, Michigan, USA:  The North American Interna5onal 

Auto Show, or just the Detroit Motor Show, is one of, if not 

the largest car show in America.  It is the showcase for, 

firstly all American car makers, and then their European 

and Asian counterparts to put their finest, weirdest and 

most revolu5onary technology on display.  I have selected my 

highlights of the show, which ran for approximately two weeks, 

and here they are: 

The latest offering from Mercedes-AMG.  The all-new CLS in 

powerful 63 guise.  We like cars like this because they are 

intelligent and make perfect sense. 

And behold the all-new Mercedes Benz G-Wagon, which looks 

exactly the same as the old one, and the one before that, and the 

one before that too. 

However despite the unchanged exterior design, the interior is all 

new and it boasts all the latest toys in the Mercedes Benz toy box. 

I am interested to see what AMG do with this car... 

Japanese car maker, Infini5’s new ‘Q Inspira5on’ concept.  Quite 

what it inspires remains a mystery, but it is electric and doesn’t 

look half bad.  

Perhaps this is what Americans want? 

The Nissan X-Mo5on concept.  A, supposedly, fully autonomous 

serious off road car. 

Um, if they say so.  It is ugly and however interes5ng they claim it 

to be I can assure you that something like this would never work 

off road… for autonomous cars to work there need to be proper 

roads with clear markings… it is that simple. 

Personally, being a9acked by rats would be more interes5ng. 
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The new Honda Insight.  God help us. 

Every single one which came before was horrifically bad, so my 

guess is that so is this one.  It looks slightly more flamboyant, as a 

concept, but come produc5on I suspect dead boring. 

The Ford Mustang Bulli9. 

Some tradi5on somewhere birthed it, and this version is painted 

green, has “iconic” wheels and a 475hp (355kW) V8 engine. 

There is a certain coolness to it despite being unrefined. 

And then Hyundai decided , correctly, that a strange colour blue 

paint was a bit dull and set the car on fire. 

Adding flames, purple paint, Goodyear Eagles and side mounted 

exhausts of course also adds about 1 000kW to the engine power 

and makes it go to 100km/h in under a second. 

Clearly the Koreans are not the humourless people we thought 

them to be.  Well done Hyundai for making a crap car a million 

5mes be9er in a very crea5ve way.  I actually like this. 

______________________________________________________ 

The next motor show on the calendar is Geneva, which is the 

biggest, and usually the best show, and happening this month. 

I will be there, and I know the rest of my colleagues, who are able 

will be too. 

So watch this space because I think we are in for a real treat. 

For more show informa5on visit www.naias.com 

The GAC something or the other. 

It’s Chinese and electric.  That’s all they will tell us. 

The name says it all though.  Maybe replace the G for a K? 

The Hyundai i30N, which appears to be the exact same car I tested 

a few months ago, with the noted difference being an absence of 

back doors.  This does admi9edly make the car look quite a lot 

be9er, but I suspect once you get inside and you can’t see the 

exterior changes it will be the same driving experience, which as I 

reported has a lot to be desired.  Maybe, though, they fixed that 

too?  I guess un5l we get hold of one, the jury is out. 
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Criminals beware... 

It is no secret that Naked Motoring doesn’t like crime, or 

criminals, especially those who steal cars, because we love 

cars.  Based out on Johannesburg’s East Rand is a dedicated 

crime fighter who takes the fight to these scum.  His name is 

Anton Koen, and we caught up with him for a quick interview. 

Oliver Smith: Please tell me something about yourself.  I 

  understand that you are ex-police. 

Anton Koen: Yes, I am a former SA Police Force member;

  joined in 1987.  But am now the CEO of 

  NoJack Vehicle Tracking and An5 Hijacking 

  Unit.  I have 31 years experience in law 

  enforcement and public service.  I also have 

  Diplomas in electronics. advanced driving

  and advanced vehicle recovery.  

OS: Please could you introduce your opera on.  What is it 

called?  How long have you been in business?  How many 

people work for you?  What areas do you cover? 

AK: NoJack is a vehicle tracking, fleet management, 

communica5on and technology service provider with our 

head office in Benoni, Gauteng, South Africa.  We 

specialize in vehicle and cargo security and monitoring. 

Our products consist of various satellite tracking op5ons 

as well as live video monitoring and borderless two-way 

radio communica5on systems.  We have representa5ves 

in the main centres in South Africa.  These 

representa5ves are also our response teams.  They are 

reputable security companies that offer our services to 

prospec5ve clients.  We cover the whole country and if 

we have a need in a specific area we will appoint a 

representa5ve there. 

OS: In the YouTube videos on your channel (h8ps://

www.youtube.com/c/antonkoen) there are loads of your 

car chase videos.  What cars do you use, and what 

modifica ons, if any have you done to 

them? 

AK: We prefer the VW Golf 7 GTi and R as our response 

vehicles.  At head office we use the 7.5 R.  Of all the 

different vehicles we used over the years the R has 

outperformed them all in terms of durability, 

performance and handling and VW has always been very 

service orientated, which is good because our work is 

tough on certain parts of the vehicles.  Our vehicles are 

100% standard.  Other models and makes are also 

available. 

OS: I see that you deal mainly with the recovery of stolen 

vehicles, but you also a8end to other “alpha complaints” 

too.  Is this the result of some sort of co-opera on with 

the police?  Or are your guys just trying to help out 

wherever they can? 

AK: Our primary work is to respond to stolen or hijacked 

vehicles, cargo or assets.  We do however assist where 

possible in any other schedule 1 ‘alpha complaints’ where 

our experience and equipment allow for successful 

apprehension of suspects and the inspec5on of vehicles 

that may be cloned or duplicated. 

OS: With regard to the vehicle recovery side of things, what 

are your successes and do you have any recovery 

sta s cs? 

AK: Regarding our own clients, fi9ed with our units, by our 

techs, on ac5ve accounts we have a 100% recovery rate. 

OS: Understandably you come from a long career in law 

enforcement, and finding examples might be difficult, but 

please could you share a personal story or two of 

incidents which stand out in your mind. 

AK: As a police officer there were many serious incidents.  

Crime fighting has a new face… and his name is Anton Koen 
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One that stands out was the night of the fatal shoo5ng of 

Charlize Theron’s father by her mother on a plot in 

Benoni.  I was the first police officer on that scene and 

had to ensure that the scene was secured and comfort 

those involved.  It was very trauma5c for her and the 

family as her father also shot at her and her mother and 

narrowly missed them. 

 Saving a drowning li9le boy in the former Kwa-Ndebele is 

also something I will never forget. 

OS: Similarly in your career with No Jack are there any 

par cular events which stand out? 

AK: A client had two Toyota Quantum’s fi9ed with our units. 

Two days later, on a Sunday night, he was hijacked in 

Johannesburg.  We proceeded with the recovery but lost 

the signal in Orange Farm where it went on and off and 

for a while had no signal.  Suddenly the signal came back 

again.  We proceeded to that area where we found the 

vehicle in a property with a gang of 13 armed robbers in 

the house around a table.   We did not expect that.  

On 30 November 2016 we received info about a hijacked 

silver VW Polo in the Boksburg area.  The vehicle that 

spo9ed it lost it, but then shortly thereaKer I picked it up 

near the Eastrand Mall in Boksburg.   It was posi5vely 

confirmed that the vehicle was sought aKer the number 

plates were tested with the police several 5mes.  The 

driver then sped off and at speeds exceeding 150 km/h, 

skipped red traffic lights and intersec5ons endangering 

many lives.  I pursued this vehicle for about 10 minutes 

aKer disabling its wheels and aKer going through a police 

roadblock, almost killing some police officers, the vehicle 

became undrivable; at which point the suspect turned his 

firearm on himself.  It turned out it was a police officer 

from the Soweto detec5ve branch.  His commanding 

officer who had no jurisdic5on on that scene came and 

interfered and gave an instruc5on to arrest me for 

murder even though the paramedics and forensic 

evidence was clear it was suicide with his service pistol.  I 

spent the night in the Boksburg police cells.  My advocate 

and legal team together with awesome, honest police 

officers proved to the court that it was suicide and that 

my arrest was without any merit and jus5fica5on.  Even 

aKer 30 years in service I encounter things like this.  It did 

not deter me, instead it inspired me more to expose 

corrup5on wherever I find it.  Despite a very large civil 

claim is pending against the police service I s5ll work very 

closely with honest and hardworking police officers 

around the country.  

OS: The tracking industry is quite compe  ve and dominated 

by the likes of Tracker and Netstar.  Clearly you are doing 

something be8er than them.  What sets your opera on 

apart and makes you different? 

AK: We are unparalleled by our hardware quality, dedica5on, 

client service and general service.  Every client has my 

direct mobile number from the Chinese client that does 

not speak English to the corporate transporter.  We have 

some secrets that we can’t disclose, though.  With us you 

have true peace of mind and our clients know that this is 

not a job - it is our calling. 

OS: Looking to the future, where do you see your business in 5 

years  me? 

AK: Technology is rapidly expanding, but we are not being leK 

behind.  We are hopeful that we will a9ract investment 

which will allow us to offer our services to an even 

greater market at even more affordable rates.  We would 

like to see that no vehicle owner, no ma9er what they 

drive, should be without a reliable security loca5on 

device.  

OS: What addi onal driver training, if any, do your staff 

receive? 

AK: They have undergone the relevant advanced driver 

training.  Many are also qualified paramedics. 

Unfortunately, when on a high-speed pursuit, the 

condi5ons are vastly different from a track, as it is in peak 

hour traffic where other motorists are around you and 

their safety is of utmost importance while you need to 

concentrate on apprehending the fleeing suspects. 

OS: What is your personal mo8o? 

AK: A lion does not concern himself with the blea5ng of 

sheep. 

OS: In general terms private security operators can, quite 

oQen in fact, find themselves outgunned by criminals, 

especially when it comes to firepower, what with 

restric ons on automa c weapons and such.  How do you 

maintain your tac cal edge over criminals? 

AK: Training and vigilance is very important.  We do also have 

high calibre rifles and are trained to use them with very 

effec5ve results.  Our mandate within the security 

industry is vastly different from the rest of the security 

industry.  Not only do we need to know the law but as 

(former) police officers need to make split decisions on 

when and when not to use maximum force.  The guys 

who are trained as recovery agents deal with the worst of 

the worst criminals and are trained by the best of the 

best. 
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Liverpool, England:  We have tested the new Audi RS3, and 

one of my colleagues even bought one, and nowhere in the 

review was any sugges5on made that the car lacked in the 

power department.  So, what we have here is an Audi RS3 

with more power than the previous genera5on Porsche 911 

Turbo. 

What has happened is that tuning specialists Litchfield have taken 

the standard car with its 295kW & 481Nm five cylinder engine, and 

sub 4sec 0 to 100km/h 5me, and given it more power and speed. 

The headline figure is 373kW, but the upliK in torque output to a 

massive 660Nm almost certainly has an even more significant effect 

on the way the RS3 fires itself down the road.  

You might be thinking Litchfield’s engine builders must have thrown 

everything they had at the RS3's five-pot - bigger turbo, uprated 

exhaust system, reinforced internals. The works.  However you 

would be wrong because, in fact, all it’s taken to liberate the extra 

power and torque from the 2.5 litre engine is a remap, a new air 

filter and a bigger intercooler. That’s it.  

Li9le wonder Iain Litchfield calls it, "one of the best engines we’ve 

ever modified". 

He says the previous RS3 motor was good but reckons this new unit 

is on a different level altogether.  His theory is that manufacturers 

are being so oppressed by stupid emissions regula5ons these days 

that the only way they can make their high performance engines 

efficient enough to pass the tests, whilst also producing the 

necessary power is to 

really overload them 

with high-end tech, 

such as high-flow exhaust systems.  Then, they’re forced to cork the 

engines with restric5ve maps.  It all means that with just a simple 

remap - and, in this case, a few other tweaks - tuners like Litchfield 

can very easily uncork them and realise huge power gains. 

The upshot of all this is that for customers to realise their car’s true 

poten5al is to buy a rela5vely cheap upgrade - this one costs £2058, 

or about R 35 000.  Not bad considering the whole cars cost around 

a million Rand.  

What this buys you is a 0 to 100km/h 5me of 3.5 seconds and 

massive amounts of overtaking accelera5on.  It is brilliant and I love 

cars like this. 

As an alterna5ve to a 911 you can’t go wrong, and its half the price. 

The Litchfield Audi RS 3 Quattro sedan 
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Johannesburg:  Last year the sixth 

genera5on VW Polo was launched in 

Germany, and one of my colleagues 

was there who drove the 1 litre and 

1.0TSi versions.  Then a while later the 

Polo GTi was launched and we drove that 

too. 

The car is now available in South Africa, 

and I must point out that this is not (yet) a 

full road test, but rather a preview. 

There are two 1.0TSi engine deriva5ves 

available; in 70kW and 85kW output.  

There are several trim levels available too. 

They are the Trendline, Comfortline, 

Highline, R-Line and beats.  Basically with 

an increase to the next trim level the cars 

get more equipment.  And the beats gets a 

Dr. Dre inspired 300 wa9 sound 

system. 

The engines, all three cylinder turbo 

charged efforts can be a9ached to either a 

manual or automa5c ‘DSG’ gearbox.  

All models also come standard with a 

three year / 45 000km service plan, as well 

as a 3 year / 120 000km warranty and 12 

year an5 corrosion warranty.  Service 

intervals are every 15 000km. 

As already established, three 5mes, in this 

magazine the new Polo is built in a 

pla\orm shared with several other models 

within the VW stable, which as a result 

makes it quite nice.  It enjoys technology 

usually found, only, in bigger and be9er 

cars and boasts an array of safety and 

driver aid systems such as; the 

rather amusingly named New 

Driver Assistance System 

which basically helps people 

park and do things that ‘new 

drivers’ ba9le to do properly, 

then there is a blind spot 

monitor, rear traffic alert, 

driver alert system, a braking 

system which ac5vates aKer 

an accident - which is a bit odd in my view 

- there are also driving modes, a tyre 

pressure monitor and a parking assistance 

system. 

The infotainment system is also 

configurable, upgradable and very nice.  As 

is the interior which can be specked pre9y 

much to your individual taste with colours 

and fabrics to choose from. 

The car is a decent drive, whilst not being 

breathtakingly powerful, or fast, it is a 

good run-about type car. 

It however not very cheap.  Before any 

op5onal extras the entry level 70kW 1.0TSi 

Trendline costs R 235 900 and dials up to a 

quite expensive R 302 200 for the 85kW 

Highline with a DSG gearbox. 

Whether or not I think it is good value for 

money is immaterial.  What ma9ers most 

is what a poten5al buyer would think of 

the car, and in this regard I am of the 

considered view that is a decent buy, and 

that for your money you are geUng a very 

nice car. 

An Engineering Marvel 

VW Polo 1.0 TSi 
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Monaco:  The Ghibli is to Masera5 what the Polo is to 

Volkswagen.  A unit mover. 

Admi9edly an expensive unit, but one which moves 

regardless.  The car has been around for about four or so 

years now, and in the past there have been some updates like the 

new infotainment system, adap5ve cruise control with a stop-and-

go traffic jam func5on, forward collision warning, autonomous 

emergency braking and blind spot monitoring.  However this new 

upgrade is the most significant yet. 

The 2018 model year changes build on this with electronic driver 

aids and safety systems enabled by the subs5tu5on of electric 

power steering for the previous hydraulic system, the car now self-

steering to remain in lane.  The Ghibli’s nose, grille and tail have 

been redesigned, there’s a power upgrade for the petrol S, adap5ve 

LED headlights are standard and the range has been restructured 

similarly to the Levante and Qua9roporte’s.  Buyers are now able to 

choose a base model, or versions with either the comfort 

GranLusso or performance GranSport pack.  The test car being the 

former, and incidentally both trim op5ons are the same price, 

which is a nice departure from the norm. 

Lusso in Italian means luxury, and that is exactly what they have 

done. 

The GranLusso has conven5onal suspension but provides soK-close 

doors, 12 rather than six-way electric front seats, electric 

adjustment for the steering wheel and pedals and interior trim that 

includes silk inserts by fashion designer Ermenegildo Zegna. 

Quite who in the 

world Ermenegildo 

Zegna is remains a complete 

mystery to me, but I am not a fashion guru, and according to my 

kids not even fashion conscious. 

The ‘S’ model also gets more power - up to 316kW - which makes a 

big difference. 

The GranLusso S is a nice alterna5ve because from Monday to 

Friday you have a beau5ful luxury car to meet the exac5ng 

requirements of the work environment, and on the weekends a 

very comfortable car to head off somewhere nice with the family. 

However when that li9le boy-racer upstart stops next to you in his 

revving hot hatch at a traffic light, all you need to do is select the 

appropriate driving mode, nod at him, smile quietly and leave him 

trailing in your dust.  It’s the perfect combina5on of every driving 

need. 

Absolute Perfection 
Maserati’s Ghibli S GranLusso 
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Los Angeles, USA:  What we have 

here is a mid-life faceliK of the S-

Class coupe with a brand new engine. 

As a result the car doesn’t look very 

new, but underneath its surface 

everything is new. 

I have never really been a fan though of 

the S-Class coupe.  It was always, in my 

mind, far too big and cumbersome for a 

coupe, which by its very defini5on should 

be agile and sporty, like a springbok 

dar5ng through the bush and not a rhino 

crashing over it. 

However personal feelings aside the model 

is quite popular and the new one, what 

with its Swarovsky crystal headlights is 

quite a fancy car.  The ques5on is have 

they made it even be9er? 

On the outside there have been some 

slight changes including an altered 

bumper design, addi5onal chrome 

exterior highlights, new OLED rear 

lights and revised tail-pipes, but they 

hardly help to dis5nguish the ’new’ 

model visually. 

Inside however the changes are far more 

pronounced.  Mercedes Benz has provided 

the reworked S-Class Coupe with a revised 

instrument cluster spor5ng new graphics, 

an upgraded infotainment system 

suppor5ng 3D topographical map displays, 

a new Ac5ve Distance Control cruise 

control system and Ac5ve Steering Assist 

func5on.  Another new func5on is 

Mercedes’ Car to X communica5on 

system, which relays messages between 

cars and the traffic infrastructure to give 

the driver informa5on about poten5al and 

hazards over 

the horizon.  

This has been 

described as 

the first step 

in the firm’s 

“e-mobility” 

plan. 

The bigger news, though, is the 

appearance of a new twin turbocharged 4 

litre V8 engine based on the more heavily 

tuned unit used in the Mercedes-AMG 

S63.  This new engine replaces the old twin 

turbocharged 4.7 litre V8 from the 

outgoing S500.  It has slightly more power 

bringing the figure up to 344kW, while 

torque is the same at 700Nm.  Insofar as 

performance is concerned the car will 

sprint from 0 to 100km/h in 4.6 seconds 

and tops out at a governed 250km/h.  It 

also has a nine speed automa5c gearbox. 

I would like to see this car in local, SA, spec 

and have the opportunity to give it a 

proper road test when it becomes 

available to the media. 

That aside, it looks pre9y good, for now 

and perhaps even a bit ‘springbokkie’. 

The Mercedes Benz S560 coupe 
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Nice, France:  This, believe it or not, is the new X3.  It is in 

more ways similar to its predecessor than different and in a 

segment with constant supply of newcomers it is, to be blunt, 

quite bland and uninteres5ng. 

Or at least that’s how it looks on paper. 

You see BMW launched the X3 fourteen years ago, and since then 

they have sold 1.5 million of the things, which is quite a lot.  The 

first genera5on was admi9edly one of the most stupid cars ever 

made by BMW.  It was totally useless at anything which remotely 

involved leaving a smooth tar road, and a 3 Series sta5on wagon 

was bigger and cheaper.  It just made no sense. 

The second genera5on one however miraculously righted many of 

the wrongs of the first and was actually quite a good car.  However 

in true BMW fashion the car suffered numerous upgrades and 

faceliKs, so when it was discon5nued, its replacement was virtually 

indis5nguishable.  This then is the third. 

It seems though that the things which made cars great in the past 

have been replaced by some very strange things indeed.  For 

example if you order your X3 with Fineline open-pored wood, and 

Aluminium Rhombicle (I am not making this up) interior trim 

highlights, you’ll discover that it’s impossible to resist touching each 

of these textures a second 5me, and many more, once you have 

run your fingers over them.  The open-pored wood allows you to 

feel the contours of its grain on both dashboard and door tops, 

while the aluminium trim decorates the centre console, dashboard 

and more.  Um, okay, right... 

This may seem 

the stuff of mildly 

irrelevancy, except that 

it underlines how well 

finished this cabin is, regardless of your decor choices, making this 

latest X3 a par5cularly rewarding place to be. 

The engine, the 30d is actually, for a change, a three litre diesel, fed 

by a turbocharger and it produces 195kW and a more impressive 

620Nm at very low revs.  The fuel consump5on is however much 

more impressive at (an average) 5.7 litres/100km. 

Silly tac5le surfaces aside the X3 is s5ll a decent enough car and in 

terms of pricing against its many rivals isn’t too badly placed. 

I just wish that they would do something to make the thing more 

interes5ng and less generic looking, because once you whip off the 

badges it could be an X5 too.  Like I said bland and uninteres5ng. 

Remastered... 
The BMW X3 xDrive 30d 
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The Vikings have returned 

to Britain to pillage and 

plunder in a 867kW attack 

machine 

We explore the 

frightening 

Zenvo TS1 GT 
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Buckinghamshire, England:  I have been a motoring 

journalist for ten years now and in that 5me I driven a lot of 

cars.  I have also taken the 5me and trouble to train myself to 

be the best possible driver, and therefore have a well above 

average driving skill-set .  I have raced cars, and I have driven 

almost all the supercars on the market.  Therefore I am qualified as 

such to tell you that this one, though, is very different. 

When Zenvo, a Danish company surfaced about ten years ago their 

car, which looks mostly the same as this one, was called the Zenvo 

ST1.  It was very, very fast, but unfortunately also prone to 

unwanted things like breaking down and catching fire.  It was also 

very expensive cos5ng around £ 800 000 - the same more or less, at 

the 5me, as a BugaU Veyron. 

Then some Russian with a hell of a lot of money stepped in and 

gave the Danish car maker a much needed lifeline to explore the 

unknown without the fear of bankruptcy to thwart their efforts. 

The new car, the TS1 GT, brings forward just what Mister Russian 

billionaire’s money had bought in the last couple years.  A brilliant 

hypercar to challenge the likes of the Pagani Huayra and BugaU 

Chiron. 

Now I love both those cars.  In fact I reviewed the Huayra in our 

January issue, and my colleague James who reviewed the Chiron in 

the same issue invited me along to co-pilot the Chiron. 

The TS1 GT is staggering, and its numbers are a collec5ve of 

amazing.  One thousand two hundred horsepower (or 867Kw), 

1103 Nm of torque and a top speed of 375km/h.  However the 

price is more staggering, and there is no easy way to say this.  It 

costs £ 1.2 million!  Which translates to about twenty one and a 

half million Rand. 

In this price bracket, understandably , you can’t just be very good.  

You have to be the best and then some.  The only ques5on is, have 

they managed to get it right? 

Well, it’s almost ready.  Bright as the burning sun, this lime green 

car is a pre-produc5on prototype rather than the finished product 

and it is in the UK for late-stage tes5ng, mostly in low speed driving 

condi5ons, and also probably also to drum up some interest with 

poten5al buyers. 

So all things considered I will excuse certain shortcomings for the 

5me being and instead focus on the cars true poten5al, because I 

really believe that it has massive poten5al. 
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It opens and unwraps like an intricate 

Japanese giK, and is just a crazy thing to see.  

The Zenvo is a cartoon character - a very 

expensive incredibly fast and powerful 

cartoon character, but one nevertheless.  No 

ma9er how many 5mes you look at it, or for 

how long you look at it, its crazy styling always 

makes you smile and you feel like a kid on a 

mechanical car ride when you climb into it. 

It either looks like it’s been liKed straight out 

of an Play Sta5on game or as though 

Lockheed Mar5n has had its first crack at a 

performance car.  I can’t decide which.  Either 

way, it’s quite the thing to feast your eyes on, 

with its gaping intakes and unbelievably low 

roofline, but it's also interconnected and well 

rounded.   

What’s most impressive about the way the car 

looks is that you couldn’t accredit it to any 

other supercar manufacturer; it isn’t at all 

plagiaris5c.  You see most supercars, or in fact 

most cars are pre9y much clones of other cars 

- the vic5ms of generic and ‘safe’ design work. 

There’s a fla9ened hexagon design theme on 

the outside that builds to a mad, six-sided 

frenzy within the cabin.  There are hexagons 

everywhere you look, from the naviga5on 

screen surround to the s5tching in the seats, 

as though hexagons spread like a virus if leK 

untreated.  It isn’t una9rac5ve, actually, but 

Zenvo should have dropped the whole 

hexagon thing when it got to designing the 

steering wheel. 

The interior is bathed in the same lime green 

as the exterior and there is a lot of carbon 

fibre, leather, alcantara and polished metals.  

And I love that sort of thing.  Car interiors are 

always grey which is bloody boring.  When 

you are paying over a million Quid for a car 

you want exci5ng and unique.  This it is, in 

bucket loads. 

Beneath the engine cover is a 5.8 litre V8 fed 

by two superchargers, which is very 

interes5ng and en5rely Zenvo’s own design. 

Zenvo realised superchargers were easier to 

cool than exhaust-driven turbochargers. 

Besides, using a pair of superchargers is 

completely unique and, I think, a big part of 

the car’s appeal. 

There are a number of gearbox op5ons 

including, believe it or not, a six speed 

manual.  There’s also a paddle shiK gearbox 

with conven5onal synchromesh or, if you 

want the rawest experience and quickest 

shiKs possible, a dog ring paddle shiQ 

transmission.  That was the op5on fi9ed to 

the test car and, as I found out, there’s s5ll an 

awful lot of development work s5ll to be 

done. 

The TS1 GT drives its rear wheels via a Torsen 

limited slip differen5al.  This car also has 

“The Zenvo is a cartoon character - a very expensive incredibly fast and powerful cartoon character, but one nevertheless.  No ma8er how many  mes you look at 

it, or for how long you look at it, its crazy styling always makes you smile and you feel like a kid on a mechanical car ride when you climb into it” 
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op5onal carbon ceramic brakes from 

Brembo, with Michelin Pilot Super Sport 

rubber on 19 inch wheels on the front and 

20 inch ones on the rear.  The rims also are 

part carbon fibre which looks stunning. 

With launch control, 100km/h is 

dispatched in 2.8 seconds. 

Contrary to just about every other car that 

dares reference that word ‘hyper’, the 

Zenvo is built around a conven5onal steel 

and aluminium monocoque rather than a 

carbon fibre tub.  Despite fully carbon fibre 

bodywork, the TS1 GT is a li9le on the 

chubby side, clocking in at 1 710kg. 

Speaking of chubby, Zenvo seemingly 

knows very well that most people who can 

afford to drop £1.2 million on a play thing 

are usually not exactly malnourished.   As a 

result thereof the car has normal style 

doors and their openings are quite large 

and the cabin, in context, is fairly spacious. 

Similarly the car isn’t a difficult car to get 

into or out of, and there’s even a useful 

135 litre storage compartment beneath 

the front ‘bonnet’.  

For now though, the seats are posi5oned a 

li9le too high and you don’t quite sink into 

them, which means you feel like you are 

perched up on a stool. 

According to Zenvo’s marke5ng literature 

the car is described as a hyper-GT; it has 

been developed, supposedly, to be 

luxurious and comfortable over long 

distances.  In reality though on uneven 

Buckinghamshire back roads, close to 

Super Veloce Racing, the first appointed 

Zenvo dealer, the car felt 5ght and 

nervous, but never unreasonably s5ff or 

outright dangerous.  If however you ignore 

the constant twitching and secondary 

bounciness, you do no5ce the poise and 

composure in the chassis, the taut body 

control and the fluid shrugging off of 

solidi5es. 

The steering - hydraulic - is very good, too, 

or it is once you have a li9le lock on. 

Around the centre point, it’s quite vague 

and vacant, but beyond that it becomes 

very direct, with a natural weigh5ng and 

rate of response.  It allows you to lean on 

the massive front end grip right away the 

way you would in a lesser sports car.  The 

car feels incredibly well balanced in 

corners and has colossal trac5on despite 

the huge power and torque. 

The engine is an absolute monster and 

without any s5fling turbochargers it has 

immediate thro9le response and a rich, 

deep soundtrack too.  The con5nuing and 

seemingly endless undevia5ng power 

delivery is completely addic5ve, 

meanwhile, the rate of accelera5on 

building to a panic inducing rage as the 

motor charges towards the 7700 r/min 

redline.  I have driven a lot of very fast cars 

in my day but nothing I have ever driven is 

this terrifying.  It is beau5ful and leaves 

you breathless and wan5ng more… a lot 

more. 

It’s a astonishing engine, no doubt, but for 

the 5me being it is joined to a pre9y crap 

gearbox.  On a wide open thro9le in the 

upper reaches of the rev range, the shiKs 

are quick and clean, but everywhere else 

they are about as smooth as stroking a 

crocodile with a s5ck.  The igni5on cut on 

half thro9le upshiKs is so abrupt that 

pulling the right hand paddle is like quickly 

jabbing the brake pedal.  I hope this is one 

of the “pre-produc5on” issues that will be 

resolved by produc5on 5me. 

The car is expensive, and for most 

supercar owners that will be an issue and 

make the car unreachable, but that makes 

its ownership exclusive which is a big plus. 

In the course of my day-job I meet a lot of 

very wealthy people and there is one thing 

I have learned about them.  They don’t 

mind paying extra, a lot extra even, for 

exclusivity. 

Zenvo hopes to sell between 2 and 5 cars 

in the UK in a year, which I suppose is at 

least realis5c.  Although just look a the 

more expensive BugaU Chiron which sold 

half its total 500 produc5on run before the 

world even saw it. 

Money is a funny thing. 

When I drove the Pagani Huayra I felt that 

I had perhaps found the best hypercar, but 

now I am not so certain. 
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You see the Pagani is brilliant and with is whoosh turbo dump noise 

it is also fun and very unique.  Its design is gorgeous and every 

detail is honed to perfec5on.  But it is a bit too drama5c and you 

worry about breaking the thing and scratching its switches with 

your fingernails. 

The Chiron is a technological mel5ng pot of the most brilliant stuff 

in the automo5ve world, but it is a bit too German, despite being 

French, and everything just works a li9le too well.  Yes, sure when 

paying £ 2 000 000 you expect perfec5on, but it is just a li9le too 

perfect. 

The Zenvo on the other hand is not the sort of car you can damage 

with a sharp fingernail and it is far from ‘too perfect’.  It does 

however deliver brutal performance in a way which neither the 

Pagani or BugaU car match. 

You have to know how ridiculous it is when its only two rivals are 

those two. 

And then there is the way it looks.  BugaU describe the Chiron as 

having sweeping curves and floa5ng light bars.  Pagani go in 

completely the other direc5on with the Huayra unleashing every 

Italian adjec5ve they know.  The Danes - well they are a li9le more 

sensible.  They just make it look like what it is.  A very angry and 

ferocious thing. 

It won’t win any design awards and small children will, out of fear, 

want to be picked up when it drives past instead of chasing aKer it. 

And don’t forget that this par5cular car is s5ll being developed, so if 

it is this good despite several glaring issues I can only imagine how 

it will be once they are all sorted out.  It is a truly brilliant, mental 

car which will frighten you out of your wits in such a way you will 

want it to keep doing it. 

If you must sweep up dead leaves then I recommend this method 
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Aukey EP-C5 Noise Isola5ng 

Earphones (grey) R 199  

www.thegadgetshop.co.za Fascina5ons Electric Jellyfish Lamp   

R 1699 

www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

Audi Premium Baseball Cap 

(available from Audi dealerships) 

Helicute H817W Nano Racer VR 

Drone with camera and WiFi R 1499 

www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

Aukey SK-M12 Rugged Soundtank Wireless 

Speaker R 1499 

www.thegadgetshop.co.za 

Jaguar Men’s Heritage Polo Shirt £45 

(available from Jaguar online store) 

Breitling 

Superocean 

Heritage II 46 

bronze R 80 500 

Breitling 

Superocean 

Heritage II 42      

R 64 700 

Breitling 

Superocean 

Heritage II 45      

R 56 300 

available at all official Breitling stores 
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In the ever changing world where one product replaces another with alarming frequency we 

oKen forget just how good some of the older adver5sing was.  So in the interests of 

preserving the stuff that used to make us smile we will every month feature an old advert, or 

two which of course will be motoring themed. 

Enough said, now on with the fun stuff. 

DISCLAIMER:  As a point of seUng the record straight before we have to actually do so, we must point out that the adverts featured are OLD and therefore the products depicted therein 

are NOT available for sale, and similarly the content whether expressly stated or implied may not be an accurate statement regarding the brand in current 5mes.  And that those adverts 

shown are NOT provided by the companies concerned for the purpose of adver5sing.  All such are published with bona fides and with the reasonable assump5on that all adver5sing material 

is genuine.  We cannot be held liable for any misrepresenta5ons as we did not design or create the adverts ourselves… sort of obvious though, isn’t it... 

What we have here is a Volkswagen advert which is a take on the old Marlboro adverts from the days 

when cigare9e adver5sing was s5ll socially acceptable, and allowed by law. 

VW always pride themselves on making sure there is always a “material truth” in all their adver5sing 

It was admi9edly being used prior to the whole diesel-gate scandal where VW were rather 

embarrassingly found to have rigged their emissions figures for various wicked reasons, and for which 

people went to prison.  However, despite the possibility for a sma9ering of fraudulent intent, it is s5ll a 

brilliant advert. 
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Getting one Up! over 

the opposition... 

VW Up! GTi 
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France:  Owing to the powers that 

be within Volkswagen’s marke5ng 

department pre9y much every 5me 

you read about the new Volkswagen 

Up! GTI, you’re going to read a lot 

about the Volkswagen Golf GTI Mk1, 

because Volkswagen has pitched the 

original GTi as the Up!’s spiritual ancestor. 

If one has regard for the original’s 

performance figures they are quite close to 

that of the Up! and the general design 

concept is also quite similar - build and 

then remove weight. 

That however is where the similari5es end.  

The Up! in fact whilst being about the 

same size as the Golf 1 is significantly 

smaller than the current Golf, or Polo for 

that ma9er, and in fact slot into a segment 

populated by an in veritable list of nasty 

cars; things like the Chevy Spark, Chery 

QQ3 and Renault Twingo.  Of those three 

the Renault is really the only one which has 

a slightly faster model in the Twingo GT, 

but it does not bring to the table the punch 

of three li9le le9ers - G-T-I. 

Insofar as design cues are concerned, most 

notably, though, the Up! is meant to have 

the sparkle, the entertainment, the breath 

of fresh air that came as standard with that 

first hot Golf, and speaking about fresh air, 

the Up! is among the first cars to have a 

‘close-coupled petrol par5culate filter’, 

which Volkswagen claims reduces 

par5culate emissions by up to 95%. 

In other words a filter to catch par5cles of 

something coming out the back of the car.  

So it’s nice to know the company hasn’t 

lost its sense of humour because last 5me I 

checked the only par5cles apart from the 

dreaded carbon to burst forth from any 

tailpipe was water… but I could be wrong. 

Anyway, not as I men5oned earlier the Up 

is modelled on the light is good principle, 

so it is surprising that during all this 

homage and spiritual ancestral business 

there is one figure they don’t reference; 

which is that while the Up GTi weighs 

1070kg, the first Golf GTi weighed 810kg, 

despite this li9le car being not just one but 

two en5re classes lower than the Golf 

small family hatch. 

However despite this the Up! is s5ll a 

be9er car than the original Golf at pre9y 

much everything, so it is hardly an issue 

upon which to found any complaint.  

Besides 1070kg is s5ll sufficiently light that 

you can make this a ho5sh hatch by giving 

it a one litre three cylinder engine, making 

a modest 85kW at 5000 r/min, and a more 

immodest 200Nm, which is generated from 

just 2000 r/min thanks to the fact the 

engine is turbocharged 

Drive it to the front wheels through a very 

nice, and really smooth six speed manual 

gearbox, and it is enough to propel the Up 

GTi to 100km/h in 8.8 seconds. 

I also really like the look of it, especially in 

3 door form with sporty 17 inch rims shod 

with 195/40 tyres, and in a decent colour, 

like the test car’s red. 

Unlike, say, a Golf GTi outright speed was 

never what this car was about.  It is what I 

like to call an “every day performance 

package deal”.  What that is, is something 

which you can drive everyday, has loads of 

charm and good looks, handles well, and 

can use its performance in a real world 

environment. 

The Zenvo TS1 GT which Jennifer tested a 

few pages earlier has 867kW and 1103Nm.  

It accelerates to 100 in under 3 seconds 

and has a top speed of 375km/h.  Where 

the hell, in this country, can you even use a 

frac5on of that might?  In an UP! GTi 

though, which has about 10% of that car’s 

power, you can use all of it racing around 

in the suburbs.  It is also one percent of the 

Zenvo’s price.  And that my friends is a 

“everyday performance package deal”. 
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Even a Golf GTi or the Golf R will struggle 

to find a place in a city where to unleash all 

its poten5al. 

Compared to the standard Up! there are 

changes beyond the quite obvious ride 

height.  The electrically assisted steering 

rack and ven5lated brakes are Polo derived 

but modified, the torsion beams at the rear 

and MacPherson struts at the front have 

s5ffer top mounts, with new shape lower 

arms on the front too.  There are no 

adap5ve dampers or such like because the 

car is ’cheap’  but being a small, light car, it 

shouldn’t need them anyway. 

VW at least now, unlike in the days of the 

Golf 1, gets some things right.  The doors 

close with a reassuring thunk, interior 

materials and their layout are good quality, 

sensible and clear.  The front seats are big, 

tartan clad jobbies somewhere nearer flat 

than hugging, but the ergonomics are the 

sort of thing you don’t really no5ce, which 

is always a good sign, and to the extent 

that you could comfortably replace your 

Golf or Polo with an Up! and drive it 

without no5cing the difference, for at 

least, most of the 5me, except when you 

look in the mirror because there is less car 

and interior behind you. 

The test drive, occasioned by the car’s 

launch, started on some village roads near 

the airport and followed a decently long 

route of mixed condi5ons. 

My car had low profile tyres which are 

usually not very good on anything other 

than smooth highways, yet very 

surprisingly the li9le car managed to lap  

up the bouncy bits like a thirsty puppy but 

without making the usual mess of things.  

It is very comfortable and offers an 

excellent ride - all things considered. 

A big, heavy car would obviously do much 

be9er, but considering the Up! pre9y 

much weights about half that of a big, 

heavy car it clear testament to its good 

engineering. 

The noise levels of wind and road are also 

very minimal, giving the car the feel of 

something be9er than it actually is. 

And on highways it is silky smooth and 

an absolute pleasure to drive. 

However once you have finished bouncing 

it about and / or coas5ng down highways 

you need to get it onto twisty roads with 

corners and hairpins to really discover its 

secret weapon.  Firstly few cars make them 

entertaining, and secondly a nicely judged 

brake pedal feel makes corner approach 

enjoyable in the Up!, as does its light but 

extremely posi5ve gearshiKs. 

It scampers around corners like the same 

puppy chasing aKer its favourite toy, and is 

incredibly composed with very li9le body 

roll.  The front end just tucks into the 

corner and when you accelerate the car 

just grips and pulls itself around in a 

physics defying manner. 

As a big plus the thro9le is posi5oned high 

for easy heel-and-toeing, though I suspect 

that right hand drive cars might have 

be9er spaced pedals.  But really hairpins 

The cabin is  funky, good looking, neat, unclu8ered and very func onal.  Just as it should be. 
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are all about braking, then turning but without challenging the 

chassis’ limit of lateral grip, bar the front, wai5ng a lot, and then 

geUng into a winding off of lock vs. applica5on of thro9le 

nego5a5on  And visibility is usually terrible too.   

So on paper it is fine, but on the road it takes a really special car to 

make bends like that exci5ng, and one usually driven by the other 

pair of wheels.  The Up! somehow is that really special car.  

Yet it’s in even faster corners where the chassis gets to show what 

it’s capable of; where you can load them up and where both front 

and rear wheels come into play and where, when there is enough 

sideways grip, the steering takes on some weight and tells you what 

it’s doing beyond just understeering under power while you try to 

get the car straight.  It really is a phenomenal li9le car.  Brilliant in 

fact. 

The GTi’s steering is accurate, quick and gathers useful weight, so 

even though it doesn’t bristle with feel, it’s rewarding, while the 

chassis’ natural balance is fla9ering.   

If you keep pushing the car harder and harder, eventually, you will 

find understeer, but to reach that point takes quite some 

considerable effort.  However for the most and in normal driving 

condi5ons, even fast normal driving condi5ons, you will never pass 

beyond the cars abili5es and levels of grip.  Chances are you will 

chicken out first before the car lets go. 

The engine and gearbox just lend itself to this kind of driving. 

There’s no dual clutch op5on at this price, but you won’t be so busy 

or brusque that you can’t be bothered to change gears yourself. 

 There is admi9edly a li9le turbo lag at low revs, despite peak 

torque arriving at 2000 r/min, but its is hardly no5ceable and hardly 

negates all the cars good quali5es.  VW have fi9ed a “sound 

symposer” which adds to the three cylinder’s growly soundtrack, 

which has been made to sound more sporty than I expected. 

It is a brilliant package and It’s huge fun.  It’s rewarding.  It’s a bit 

like a Suzuki SwiK Sport but with more ride maturity and a less 

immediate engine, if that makes sense. 

In reality it is nothing like the original GTi - that is what VW’s 

marke5ng department think - because it is just so much be9er. 

I can’t wait to do a full road test back home, because I suspect the 

South African version will be quite something to behold.  We are a 

na5on of sporty car lovers and I suspect VW knows this too, 

I am even prepared to say that as a driving tool it is be9er than the 

Golf 7 GTi.  It makes you feel special and alive.  It makes you drive it 

and not the other way around.  It tests your driving skills in a 

posi5ve and reassuring way. 

It is a fantas5c li9le car, and I would buy one in a heartbeat - in fact 

I just might when it is available. 

So for now we will just have to wait pa5ently for this ray of 

sunshine to descend upon our sunny shores.  Pa5ently indeed. 
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This month, instead of 

being allowed to write 

about anything I (and 

my fellow Poets) were 

given a subject and 

asked to write on it, 

keeping things within 

our personal column 

themes.  The subject was “… it was a dark 

day for motoring when…” 

Well, here goes.  It was a dark day for 

motoring when… the Chinese started 

making cars. 

You have to hand it to them though, 

despite being really terrible at doing it, 

they are determined li9le buggers with a 

never give up aUtude. 

Their efforts though have been pre9y 

much in vain because to date not one 

decent car has ever been made by the 

Chinese.  And when I say that I am 

obviously referring to actual Chinese 

brands and not, say MG or Volvo, which 

are European companies owned by the 

Chinese. 

Geely own Volvo.  And Volvo makes very 

nice cars.  Nothing wrong with them at all, 

but would you buy a Geely?  Of course not.  

Unnecessary surgery would be preferable 

to owing a Geely. 

Historically the Chinese don’t exactly have 

a very good car track record, but it is very 

interes5ng regardless. 

In 1977 there were only one million cars in 

China, and by 2008 there were 51 million.   

Of course up to the early 1990s the 

majority of Chinese ci5zens were s5ll not 

allowed to actually own a car. 

Now there are in excess of 85 million, and 

every day that number increases by a 

further 38 000. 

What that means is that every 2.3 seconds 

somebody in China buys a new car. 

To keep up with demand the Chinese 

automo5ve industry is producing them at 

warp speed.  In Europe 

last year 16.9 million 

cars were produced by 

all the car makers 

combined.  In China 1.3 

million more were 

produced. 

Then there are the 

European companies 

cashing in on China’s 

strange car demands, such as wan5ng long 

wheelbase versions of ordinary cars.  In 

China you can buy, for example, an Audi 

A6L or for that ma9er a long wheelbase 

version of your favourite BMW, Mercedes 

Benz or Volvo.  And these manufacturers 

offer these models ONLY in China. 

China is also the world’s second biggest oil 

consumer, taking more barrels per day 

than India and Japan, combined. 

It all began with one of the fist cars to be 

sold in China, the CA6410UA, which was in 

essence an Aus5n Maestro, or at least half 

of it was with the front end from the 

Aus5n Montego, and the engine was an 

old unit from Toyota.  It was built by a 

tobacco company who snuck the parts in 

under the guise of bus building. 

In Britain the Montego and Maestro were 

terrible cars, so imagine what was the 

result of a combined thing made with worn 

out tools used by people who were used to 

making cigare9es.  Dreadful doesn’t even 

come close. 

Then some industrious Chinese figured it 

would be easier to copy cars the Chinese 

actually want than trying to make ones 

that nobody wants.  Of course the fact that 

there are no real copyright infringement 

laws in China made this all the easier. 

And then there is the ma9er safety.  In 

China they do safety tes5ng, BUT their 

criteria is very different (and worse) to 

those tested in Europe. 

China makes cheap, and they do it well.  

They copy things cheaply, and when asked 

to make their own cars the recipe for 

disaster is inevitable. 

In South Africa the offerings are Chery, 

Geely, GWM, FAW and Haval (if I am not 

forgeUng anyone).  Now whilst I 

understand that Naked Motoring would 

not bother tes5ng something as nasty as a 

Chery, because lets be honest nobody 

would want to read a Chery review, and 

the same could be said for the others too, 

there are a quite a few of these horror 

shows sold here - to whom I can’t imagine 

- which makes the discussion all the more 

interes5ng. 

We have yet to meet a decent Chinese car. 

For me the darkest day in motoring was 

when these bloody things were exported 

to the free world and darkened our 

roadways.  They are rubbish cars, through 

and through, however there is one bright 

light at the end of this very dark tunnel… 

You can laugh 

at people who 

drive them, 

because aKer 

all you have to 

have a sense 

of humour. 

Is this not the saddest thing you have ever seen? 
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No more can I write 

about anything and 

entertain you with 

my random and odd 

thoughts, at least for 

this month, because I 

have been tasked to 

finish a sentence. 

It was a dark day for motoring when… 

Aston Mar5n launched the Lagonda in 

1976, and the one-off revol5ng shoo ng 

brake version of 1998. 

Aston Mar5n make some of the best and 

most gorgeous cars ever to grace our 

roads, however their history is marred by 

this beast of burden. 

Calling it ugly insults the ugly.  It is ghastly 

in every imaginable way. 

The car’s history is described on a popular 

website as, “Aston Mar n was facing 

financial pressure in the mid-1970s and 

needed something to bring in some much-

needed funds.  Tradi onally, Aston Mar n 

had worked on 2+2 sports cars, but the 

Lagonda was a four-door saloon.  As soon 

as it was introduced, it drew in hundreds of 

deposits from poten al customers, helping 

Aston Mar n's cash reserves. 

The car was designed by William Towns in 

an extreme interpreta on of the classic 

1970s "folded paper" style. It was as 

unconven onal a design then as it is now.  

Car enthusiasts are fiercely divided on the 

car's aesthe c value.  The Lagonda 

combined striking styling with opulent, club

-like leather interior, and then-state-of-the-

art instrumenta on.  Coupled to a Chrysler 

3-speed "TorqueFlite" automa c 

transmission its 4-cam carbure8ed V8 

provided poor, oQen single-digit miles-per-

gallon, li8le improved by the change to fuel

-injec on in the Series 3. 

Throughout the history of the marque, 

these hand-built Lagondas were amongst 

the most expensive saloons in the world.  

The only other "produc on" cars to 

approach its loQy price tag were the Rolls-

Royce Silver Spirit / Silver Spur and Bentley 

Mulsanne. 

The Lagonda was the first produc on car in 

the world to use computer management 

and a digital instrument panel, although 

the computers in many of the original cars 

are failure-prone.  The development cost 

for the electronics alone on the Lagonda 

came to four  mes as much as the budget 

for the whole car.  The Series 3 used 

cathode ray tubes for the instrumenta on, 

which proved even less reliable than the 

original model's light-emiFng diode (LED) 

display. 

It was named by Bloomberg Businessweek 

as one of the 50 ugliest cars of the last 50 

years and Time Magazine included it in its 

"50 Worst Cars of All Time", describing it as 

a mechanical "catastrophe" with 

electronics that would be very impressive if 

they ever worked.” 

So basically Aston Mar5n made the thing 

to swindle hardworking millionaires out of 

their hard earned money promising them 

things which they knew could never be 

delivered.  We have word for that.  Fraud. 

Being revolu5onary means that things 

have to work and of course in the Lagonda 

this was not the case. 

Admi9edly aKer the Lagonda things got 

be9er - if would be impossible for them to 

get worse - and Aston Mar5n somehow 

managed to redeem themselves, but not 

long aKer it went out of produc5on Ford 

bought Aston Mar5n and such a horror 

show was never again seen.  Thankfully. 

So in my book the darkest day in motoring 

was when this disgus5ng, nasty and stupid 

thing was unleashed on our roads to 

forever put a black mark on the good name 

of Aston Mar5n, because whether they like 

it or not people, like me, will con5nue 

wri5ng about the Lagonda and its failings 

un5l the end of 5me. 
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Okay, so it would 

seem that we, the 

Poets, have to think 

inside the box as 

opposed to the 

usual mix of fun 

and  craziness.  This 

month I have been 

asked to write about what I think the 

darkest day in motoring history was.  

That’s not too difficult, it was obviously 

when the Dräger breathalyser system was 

introduced into the various South African 

traffic department’s arsenal of weapons 

against drunk drivers. 

However, and amazingly despite thousands 

of convic5ons based on guilty pleas for 

drunk driving the system was as inaccurate 

as the Mayan calendar which predicted the 

end of the world 5, or 6 years ago… we are 

s5ll wai5ng. 

I know about this because at various stages 

during my studies I have done work in 

hospitals, some as a prerequisite and 

others voluntarily to gain more experience.  

Some of which was at government 

hospitals where the ‘District Surgeon’ was 

in a9endance. 

Now for those who don’t know, the District 

Surgeon is basically any medical 

prac55oner, i.e. a doctor, who performs 

certain func5ons for an on behalf of the 

State, usually for the collec5on of medical 

forensic evidence for police ma9ers, such 

as assault, rape and, in this instance, the 

drawing of blood samples for blood-

alcohol level tes5ng in cases of suspected 

drunk driving. 

Then what happened is a German 

company called Dräger came along and 

sold a very expensive machine, which was 

in essence a very large breathalyser, which 

they claimed was totally accurate and the 

results of which could stand up to the 

scru5ny of the legal system. 

Like idiots the authori5es bought into this 

ridiculous science and spent a shitload of 

tax and ratepayers money on these silly 

machines. 

Almost immediately, and interes5ngly 

even before being given the formal green 

light, everyone started using the Dräger 

and taking drunken baddies to court, many 

of whom just pleaded guilty because, aKer 

all they had been drinking, and how can 

you fight a drunk driving case? 

Well my fellow alco-buddies the truth is 

stranger than you think.  The test is not 

whether they think you are drunk, it is 

whether they can prove it. 

The way in which alcohol is absorbed into 

the body happens as follows.  Firstly 

everything that goes into the mouth ends 

up in the stomach.  We all know that. 

What most people don’t know is that a 

blood alcohol test measures the amount of 

alcohol (ethanol) in your body.  Alcohol is 

quickly absorbed into the blood and can be 

measured within minutes of having an 

alcoholic drink.  The amount of alcohol in 

the blood reaches its highest level about 

an hour aKer drinking.  However food in 

the stomach may increase the amount of 

5me it takes for the blood alcohol to reach 

its highest level.  About 90% of alcohol is 

broken down in the liver.  The rest of it is 

passed out of the body in urine and your 

exhaled breath. 

So at the end of the day there is no way to 

actually beat a breathalyser.  However in 

the case of the Dräger you don’t have to 

beat it because it defeated itself all on its 

own.  Or at least that’s how it was.  

Apparently now, and since 2016 some 

traffic authori5es are using the bloody 

Dräger to “assist” in lightening the backlog 

of proper blood-alcohol tests, which in my 

book is bullshit. 

The Dräger machine basically 

measures the ra5o between the 

air in the exhaled breath and the 

ethanol fumes contained therein.  

But its not perfect. 

Independent tes5ng conducted on 

the machine found that the 

calibra5on tolerances fell way outside the 

acceptable parameters and therefore the 

results generated could not be trusted.  As 

a direct result of this the machines use was 

immediately stopped and no further 

prosecu5ons using its results were 

allowed.  Or at least that is how it was 

supposed to be. 

Of course this is South Africa and memos 

take a while to arrive, so for at least a 

couple years aKer the Dräger was formally 

decommissioned it was s5ll used all over 

the country and numerous people ended 

up, unnecessarily, with criminal records for 

something which could never be proven.   

Something which I really hope will be 

challenged, because any convic5on, even 

one based on a guilty plea should be 

quashed automa5cally, but of course that 

hasn't happened either and the State 

would rather, and massively unethically, 

wait for people to launch individual 

applica5ons. 

So, in my world of dreadlocks and body 

piercings the greatest calamity to befall the 

world of motoring was this stupid machine 

driven by even stupider people, whose 

blatant disregard for ethics or the law 

resulted in thousands of unlawful 

convic5ons for drunk driving. 

I for one would like to see all that damage 

undone, and someone held accountable 

for the mess. 

Of course the likelihood of this is about the 

same as Zuma paying back all the money. 

It does s5ll however give me some hope 

that one person’s voice can make a 

difference. 
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Every person who loves cars dreams of having that special 

something, kept under a cover for six days of the week, and 

on the seventh they unwrap it and take it out for a drive.  We 

call it a Sunday Cruiser. 

We recently posted on our site and social media that we were 

star5ng a new feature where readers who own such beau5es can 

send us their submissions and should it make the grade then we 

will publish their story and their pride and joy will get some well 

deserved fame and recogni5on… they can also show it off a bit too. 

Our first taker is Sifiso N from Johannesburg who owns a mint 

condi5on 1991 BMW 325iS, which was bought in late 2004 for 

R95000 from a panel beater who had restored the car to its original 

spec. 

The car, a beau5ful example of this iconic South African motoring 

trendse9er, is bathed in red and has a black leather interior. 

Perhaps not common knowledge is that the 325iS, like this the Evo 

II version, sports a 2.7 litre straight six engine and not a 2.5 as the 

badge suggests. 

Sifiso has kept the car in the same condi5on as he bought it, save 

for two minor changes namely 17” BBS rims - instead of the 

standard 15” - and a Wildcat free-flow exhaust system, which 

according to him, “… just sounds so much be9er”. 

What gives this par5cular car a more interes5ng story is the fact 

that Sifiso is a highly prized and frequent BMW shopper, who has 

owned no less than 16 cars, most of which were current models, 

and currently owns 6 cars of which 3 are new BMWs. 

This car is one of the 6, but this one is special. 

So when he looks into his garage, and then looks past a brand new 

X5 you know that this red delight has a special place in his heart. 

As a member of the South African Beemers Club Sifiso gets to show 

the car too.  These club mee5ngs are held on shopping centre 

rooKops.  They also organise “breakfast runs” which is basically 

where cars drive in convoy to a predetermined spot where the 

owners have breakfast and compare notes and cars. 

However before the car leaves for these events a ritualis5c 

cleansing and detailing process takes place.  Sifiso says, “… besides 

the wash and polish I some5mes do the detailing”, but adds, “… 

most of the 5me though I take the car to a professional valet 

opera5on in the Northgate area”.  Apparently the standard of work 

performed there is incredible and beyond belief. 

Brushes with 5ny hairs are used to clean dust out of places most 

people don’t even know are there - like inside the valve caps. 

At the rooKop shows cars are lined up and the public can come and 

look at, but not touch, them.  “… for those events I don’t even drive 

the car there, I put it on a truck and keep it covered un5l the last 

second to keep it as clean as possible...” adds Sifiso. 

When asked why he chose this par5cular car he told us that he, 

since he was young, had always envied people who owned the 

325iS and as a result always wanted one, so when the opportunity 

Sunday CruiserSunday CruiserSunday CruiserSunday Cruiser    
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came along he grabbed it with both 

hands. 

The story behind him geUng this car is 

also quite an interes5ng one. 

He apparently used to drive a par5cular 

route every day to work, and every day he 

saw the car parked at the exact same 

spot, but one day curiosity got the be9er 

of him and he popped into the place, a 

panel beater, and spoke to the owner.  

Sadly he was turned away as the owner 

was not interested in selling it. 

However having now met, Sifiso and the 

panel beater used to spot one another in 

their respec5ve daily commutes and 

would hoot and wave at one another.  

Then one day the panel beater almost 

suffered a tragedy when thieves tried to, 

fortunately unsuccessfully, steal the car.   

So not long thereaKer he decided that 

perhaps it would be be9er off in the 

hands of a fellow car lover, and he called 

Sifiso, who was ecsta5c and could not 

believe his ears, “...I rushed over 

immediately, we agreed on a price and 

the rest is history”, says Sifiso. 

This par5cular BMW also enjoys cult 

status within certain communi5es where 

it was the preferred getaway vehicle for 

robbers and other baddies. 

It is also highly sought aKer in the local 

spinning and driKing world, which Sifiso 

adamantly states will “never happen” to 

his pride and joy. 

He adds, “the car is a show piece, 

something which I am very proud of…” 

The car wears an ‘M’ badge, which is 

testament to its heritage and in South 

Africa at the 5me was pre9y much the 

closest thing to an M3.  Some call it the 

shadowline others call it the gusheshe (lit. 

go faster). 

The man is a serious BMW lover and 

treasures this car above all others. 

From his youth this was a car he always 

wanted and as he slowly built his business 

he remained focused on his dream that 

one day he would be able to find and buy 

this par5cular car. 

His wife, his kids, his friends - are all 

allowed to look at it but he is the only 

person who may drive it.  This is a 

seriously passionate man and his seriously 

good Sunday Cruiser. 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE YOUR SUNDAY CRUISER FEATURE IN THE MAGAZINE PLEASE WRITE TO US AT info@nakedmotoring.co.za 

The car just aQer being bought - 15” rims et al 
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Buckinghamshire, England:  This month it is my turn to 

present my best of the old cars.  Basically a guide to buying a 

superb second hand car.  My choice then, kind of obviously, 

has to be the McLaren MP4-12C Spider, which was 

manufactured between 2011 and 2014. 

The 12C as it was known was McLaren’s very first car which was 

en5rely of their own engineering, design and build.  Previous 

models were the F1, which was a McLaren with a BMW engine, and 

the SLR which was a Mercedes Benz with a McLaren engine. 

For McLaren it was the most significant turning point in the 

company’s history.  It was their genesis moment. 

When the car was ini5ally launched its twin-turbocharged 3.8 litre 

V8 produced 441kW and 600Nm, but this was upped in 2012 to 

460kW (with torque remaining the same).  The test car in ques5on 

is the la9er, a 2012 model.  This in incidentally the same year the 

spider was launched, so what we have here is one of the first 

spiders made. 

Both the coupe and the spider were iden5cally sized, with the only 

excep5on of the spider being 4mm taller, which without a ruler 

would be unno5ced. 

The spider was however 40kg heavier because of the roof 

mechanism.  However unlike most other cars which started out as a 

coupe and then were beheaded, the spider did not have any added 

supports to compensate for loss of rigidity.  The reason being that 

the carbon fibre tub upon which both cars were built was iden5cal 

and incredibly strong.  So roof on or roof off the spider performed 

exactly the same. 

The car was also revolu5onary in many ways too, for the 5me, as it 

featured technology before not seen in cars within the same price 

range, and segment. 

It had an air-brake - the rear spoiler under heavy braking would flip 

up ver5cally to create drag to slow the car down - and the steering 

was assisted by the brakes.  Something McLaren aptly named Brake 

Steer.  The use of carbon fibre was also marked, and more 

importantly the process to make the tub changed so dras5cally 

from the old SLR days. 

To make the tub for an F1 car took McLaren 3 000 hours, which 

improved a lot by the 5me of the SLR’s, which only took McLaren 

500 hours to make.  But the 12C’s only took 4 hours owing to the 

new manufacturing process.  As a result the car cost a lot less to 

manufacture and therefore, and sort of obviously, cost a lot less to 

buy. 

McLaren MP4-12C Spider 
2011 - 2014 
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The car was brilliant and performed equally brilliantly.  It could sprint from 0 to 100km/h 

in 3.1 seconds and topped out at 333km/h (329km/h in the spider). 

It has launch control, which was a bit tricky to use properly, but this too in 5me was 

rec5fied. 

The gearbox was also very good.  Called by its maker ‘SSG’ (seamless shiK gearbox) it is a 

seven speed dual clutch gearbox, with something called Pre-Cog which allows you to pre-

select the next gear by lightly tapping the shiK paddle.  Pre-Cog of course also being the 

term of phrase used to describe the ability to see into the future… clever, but perhaps 

unnecessary because with or without Pre-Cog you are assured of lightning fast gear 

changes, and when you don’t need to race about there is a perfectly good automa5c 

mode, which is incredibly smooth. 

Insofar as driving modes are concerned there were three - normal, sport & track - and 

each could be configured separately for either the engine & gearbox, or the suspension & 

steering.  So you could leave the suspension & steering in ‘normal’ and put the engine in 

track if, for example, you wanted to nego5ate some uneven and bumpy roads at speed. 

One of the significant things about the car was its every day drivability.  It was incredibly 

comfortable, much like the Ferrari 458 Italia against which it competed, and could be 

quite literally used for every day commu5ng. 

The doors, winged efforts, whilst being very cool were a bit imprac5cal because they 

opened to the exact width of a normal car door, which is fine UNLESS some idiot parks too 

close to you, but because their opening is assisted by gas struts you have to hold the door 

to prevent it from banging into the idiots car and then somehow shimmy underneath it to 

get out of or into the car.  The car also on launch came fi9ed with a telekinesis-inspired 

door opening system which somehow detected your presence and the swipe of your hand 

across the underside of the door.  This was later replaced with an actual bu9on to open 

the doors which worked far be9er. 

Once inside you were surrounded by minimalist func5onality.  Everything that you needed 

was there, and anything that you didn’t was not.  The car was an exercise of weight saving 

the likes of which have never been seen at the 5me in a produc5on supercar. 

The centre console was narrow, and to achieve this they turned a standard display screen 

sideways.  There were controls for necessary things, and where possible carbon fibre was 

used. 

To move forward you press a bu9on marked “D” and to reverse “R”.  Neutral was “N”.  

Three bu9ons to decide on the direc5on of travel.  That’s it.  You could of course pull both 

paddles to select neutral and by pulling the right you engaged first, in manual mode. 

The parking brake was electric, and the driver programmes console contained two knobs 

and four bu9ons - one of which started the engine and another the launch control. 

Entry and start was of course keyless. 

On each door panel were controls for the climate control, which was also a very 5dy set 

up. 

In the coupe behind the driver is a glass topped cavity inside which the engine lives.  In the 

spider it is covered by a body coloured panel.  If this were a Ferrari I would call it a 

drawback, but the engine in this car, which whilst being made to look nice is not the work 

of art that the Italian engines are, so not seeing it makes li9le difference. 

There are two tailpipes in the middle of the car’s rear, and under heavy accelera5on a 

blueish flame is visible.  Admi9edly only by motorists you pass, but visible never-the-less. 

It may not have the most beau5ful design.  It looks like it was designed in a wind tunnel 
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with li9le regard for aesthe5cs, and you would be right thinking 

these things because they are true, however the car is not ugly and 

func5on meets form very well, but the best part of the car however 

is how it feels on the road.   

It is savagely quick, and handles like a dream. 

I took my test car, borrowed from a second hand exo5c car 

dealership I know well, on a long drive deep into the 

Buckinghamshire countryside, mostly on back roads so that I could 

unleash its fury.  Now usually bumpy back roads are to supercars 

what Kryptonite is to Superman - the beginning of the end and 

something best avoided - yet the 12C somehow manages to defy 

the odds of supercar conven5on and is an incredibly comfortable 

ride; and I am not talking about leaving it in ‘normal’ mode either.  

In any driving mode, including ‘track’ the car, perhaps using magic, 

manages to offer you a decent and comfortable ride. 

It is quite literally one of the nicest and most comfortable supercars 

ever made.  Its rivals, the Ferrari 458 Italia and Lamborghini 

Gallardo LP560-4, are places are insufferable misery compared to 

the 12C, which is quite a statement because both the 458 and the 

560-4 are good cars in their own right.  Okay maybe the Lambo is a 

bit rubbish in this regard, but the Ferrari is excellent. 

There are lots of cars which are fast but very few prefer to be 

driven fast.  The 12C is one of them.  It is a car which requires you 

to be awake, but at the same 5me the driving dynamic is excellent. 

I blasted it down roads which were twisty, uneven and narrow and I 

have to admit it was the most fun I have had in a long 5me.  Rand 

for Rand this is the best second hand, pre-owned, or whatever 

other euphemism describes a used supercar that you can buy.  For 

around the same price as a BMW 7 series you can have one of 

these.  For me it is the be9er, obvious and most intelligent choice. 
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Crete:  In last months issue I was involved in a three SUV compara5ve review 

where, as my second choice, I chose the “old” Porsche Cayenne S diesel.  The reason 

why I had to do that was two-fold; firstly one of my colleagues beat me to get my first 

choice of car, the Range Rover Velar, and secondly because the new Cayenne line-up 

doesn’t yet offer a diesel.   

This is then the all-new third genera5on Porsche Cayenne.  When I say new I of course am 

not referring to the design, which you have probably already surmised looks quite similar 

to the second genera5on car.  Which itself wasn’t a million miles away from the original.  

However, with 770 000 Cayennes sold since 2002, Porsche is understandably wary of 

meddling with a style that works so well.  

Gradual evolu5on hasn’t done the 911 any harm now, has it? 

Now, speaking of which, the Cayenne was originally born out of necessity and not desire.  

Porsche were losing 911 customers to other brands when those customers became family 

people.  Baby seats do not work in the back of a 911. 

So they created something to keep those customers brand loyal for the dura5on of 

nappies, school runs and movie nights un5l the dear darlings could drive themselves 

around and then the 911 was welcomed back into the home.  And that is the truth behind 

the original Cayenne recipe, and obviously those too which followed. 

However the similarity to the outgoing model sort of ends at styling because underneath, 

the changes are much more dras5c, with this Cayenne based on the MLB pla\orm that also 

sees service in the Bentley Bentayga, plus a host of driver focused chassis technology such 

as rear wheel steering (as an op5on), along with the electromechanical an5-roll system first 

seen on the Audi SQ7, and updated air suspension too.  Add to those new engines and an 

u9erly revamped interior and it’s pleasantly reassuring that there is far more to this 

Cayenne than first meets the eye. 

Fairly colossal actually, at a great many things.  Poten5al buyers will make their own minds 

up about the looks, although it’s probably fair to say that those never previously sold on 

the largest Porsche SUV won't find much to change their minds here. 

The test car, the Cayenne S, has a 2.9 litre twin-turbocharged V8 petrol engine which 

produces 323kW and 550Nm, which is sufficient to allow the car to sprint to 100km/h from 

a stands5ll in a fairly brisk 5.2 seconds and has a top speed of 260 odd kilometers per hour. 

Power is sent to all four wheels through a very nice 8 speed gearbox, and when driven 

nicely the car returns a fairly respectable 9.5 litres per 100 km. 

It is however quite heavy 5pping the scales at 2 020kg. 

There can however be no complaints about the new Cayenne’s interior.  Both the Cayenne 

and the Macan have been recognised for their dynamic insight, though it’s seldom - if ever 

- that they’re complimented for a sense of luxury.  That changes here, this new Cayenne 

taking up where the Panamera leK off with a gorgeous interior comprised of lavish 

materials, seamlessly integrated technology and substan5al style.  It’s difficult to imagine 

wan5ng more from an interior in a car cos5ng not much less than R 2 million: immaculately 

appointed, intui5ve and as connected as any poten5al buyer would currently need, the 

Cayenne’s cabin is a noteworthy accomplishment.  Oh yes, and there’s now an extra 100 

litres of boot space, which is enormous. 

The engine lends the Cayenne S a fair turn of speed, certainly enough to make the 260km/

h claimed top speed seem highly possible.  With very li9le turbo-lag and a lightning quick 

automa5c gearbox, the turbocharged V6 will provide all the performance most people will 

want. 
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The car is a beau5ful cruising machine; comfortable, fast and quiet.  

On highways it is sublime and has loads of overtaking poke.  And 

when you turn off the highways you can fire it down back roads at 

ridiculous speeds, and despite its weight and thanks to a brilliant all 

wheel drive system, it handles very predictably and has 

considerable balance and poise. 

Thanks to carbon ceramic brakes braking is also excep5onally good, 

and geUng the two plus ton behemoth to a complete stop from the 

aforemen5oned ridiculous speeds is a breeze and void of any 

drama. 

While dynamic praise of this latest Cayenne is wholly jus5fied, it 

must be qualified, as is oKen the case nowadays, by how op5ons 

are chosen.  For instance, as men5oned this test Cayenne S 

featured carbon ceramic brakes - but they are op5onal and 

however nice to have though hardly vital for many SUV buyers - in 

addi5on thereto it also had adap5ve air suspension, rear axle 

steering and 21 inch wheels.  Now, when you bear in mind that a 

standard car would use steel springs, half the amount of steered 

wheels, smaller rims and iron brakes, you can see how it is hard to 

make a conclusive judgment on the ‘standard’ Cayenne S. 

As you might expect, however, the test car delivered a stellar 

dynamic performance.  With less weight than both the Bentley 

Bentayga and the Audi Q7 (with which it shares a pla\orm), the 

Porsche is a sharper, more direct and more responsive drive.  

Clichéd though it may sound, it doesn’t corner unlike a large hatch, 

dar5ng into bends with a neutral cornering aUtude; indeed, while 

Porsche’s claim of this being more like a 911 than ever should be 

taken with a few pinches of salt, it’s the Cayenne’s rear driven 

wheels that feel to be doing most of the work in heavy cornering. 

It is however all delivered in a very precise and German way.  There 

are no sudden and nasty surprises.  Even when you make a mistake 

- on purpose - the car is very forgiving, manageable and incredibly 

easy to control. 

Insofar as wondering whether or not to buy one is concerned, there 

is absolutely every reason to do so.  Not only has the Cayenne 

reasserted its posi5on as the driver’s choice in the SUV segment 

with this latest version (albeit with the right op5ons 5cked), it’s also 

more prac5cal and more luxurious - no5ceably so, in the la9er case 

- than ever before. 

It has rivals; the Range Rover Sport, or Velar, the Volvo XC90, BMW 

X5, Mercedes Benz GLE (I think that’s the one) and the Audi SQ7, 

but when you cogitate all relevant considera5ons and deciding 

factors the Porsche does sort of come out on top.  This is of course 

a strange thing because it was always, prior to this model, viewed 

as a bit of a niche product.  Sort of a big 911 for the family man, 

which incidentally as I men5oned earlier was Porsche’s game plan 

all along. 

However the Cayenne now seems to be a very serious product with 

lots of its own iden5ty, and is not regarded as a 911 replacement 

for the sake of convenience, but rather an alterna5ve to the 911 for 

many good reasons. 

It delivers respectable value, and all in all is a very decent, well 

engineered and beau5fully made car. 

I would like to see the other models in the line-up, especially the 

diesel, and tested on home territory too. 

In the big, big SUV challenge the Cayenne was my second choice, 

but had this one been available in diesel, not only would it 

definitely have been my first choice I would go so far as to say that I 

really believe it would have wiped the smug smile off the face of 

the Range Rover Velar, because it is just that much be9er. 
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Last month a reader, who also as it 

turns out happens to be a dear 

friend, wrote in and asked a very 

good ques5on.  He wanted to know 

why have car manufacturers not, in 

this day and age of self-driving cars and 

such, taken some sort of leap towards 

developing a camera system to replace 

mirrors, which are, pre9y much the oldest 

and most unchanged thing on a car.  Even 

tyres have evolved.  So has window glass. 

It is a funny thing because car makers 

spend quite a lot of R&D money finding 

ways to stop the sound of wind rushing 

over side mirror geUng into the car, yet 

surely the be9er solu5on is removing the 

source of the problem in the first place? 

So I inves5gated and made a surprising 

discovery. 

For years, automakers have shown concept 

cars with cameras in place of side-view 

mirrors, but two years ago at CES 2016 in 

Las Vegas, BMW displayed a “working 

demonstra5on” of a side-view camera 

system that eliminates blind spots and 

gives smart traffic alerts. 

It was called the i8 Mirrorless concept, in 

which BMW replaced the side mirrors with 

cameras, improving aerodynamics and rear 

visibility.  In essence they took a standard 

i8, chopped off the side mirrors and 

replaced them with camera, then added a 

few more cameras around the body and 

swapped out the inside rear-view mirror 

for a screen. 

Implemented on a BMW i8, a car that 

already looks like it came from the future, 

the system took imagery from four 

cameras around the car, showing it as a 

single video image on a display where the 

rearview mirror would be.   From reports 

of people who drove it one thing was 

patently clear, no pun intended, the view 

was very clear.   

One such tester wrote, “… as I drove down 

Las Vegas Boulevard, I saw a surprisingly 

clear and wide panoramic view of traffic to 

the rear and sides, and with just a li8le 

 me behind the wheel, I began to rely on 

this different view to see when it was safe 

to change lanes...” 

Side-view mirrors have been a standard, 

and mandated, feature in cars for decades, 

leUng us see if the lanes next to us are 

clear.  However, side mirrors notoriously 

leave a blind spot, which has caused many 

accidents.  And while we have come to 

accept these odd protuberances on the 

sides of our cars, they adversely effect a 

car's aerodynamic quali5es and, as I 

already men5oned, create wind noise. 

With the advent of inexpensive digital 

camera systems, concept cars in the recent 

past have employed them to create a more 

MIRRORLESS - ZERO REFLECTION BUT MORE PICTURE 
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cohesive design.  In the BMW i8 Mirrorless the side-view camera 

system moves from concept to something that could be considered 

a prototype, as BMW considers it a real possibility for cars of the 

near future. 

For this concept, the i8 Mirrorless s5ll sports struts off the doors, 

but these support cameras instead of mirrors, and the cameras are 

slimmer and more aerodynamic than tradi5onal mirrors.  Philipp 

Hoffmann, BMW's project manager of Camera Monitor Systems, 

said the cameras improve the car's aerodynamics by 3 percent, 

leading to about a 1 percent increase in driving range, which 

admi9edly doesn’t sound like much, but once others get involved 

and things become more compe55ve, then you know there will be 

be9er and more sleek versions available. 

In addi5on thereto, two stereoscopic cameras, mounted under the 

rear hatch glass, show what is directly behind the car, also serving 

as a backup camera for parking.  There are also another four 

cameras, bringing the total camera count to eight, mounted around 

the car, including the front and back. 

Then instead of an actual rearview mirror, BMW hung a side LCD 

display from the top of the windscreen.  Although this display is 

taller than a typical rearview mirror, its bo9om edge is at the same 

height in the standard i8, which is clever because it doesn’t impair 

visibility at all. 

Having also watched several video presenta5ons of this car’s 

technology I will try to explain as succinctly as possible how it 

works. 

The screen is in essence three screens in one, or rather one 

screen on which the collec5ve, and somewhat adaptable, 

view of at least four cameras is displayed.  When you are 

indica5ng the view changes and moves about to show the 

best possible view of what is located in your intended 

direc5on of travel, and when driving forward it gives a you 

180° view, from mirror to mirror. 

Heading out on the road, though, and the real magic begins.  

In its driving mode, fusing the imagery from each camera 

into a video image that appears to come from a 

single camera.  BMW implemented a 

representa5on of the i8 in the middle, which 

helps understand and adds context to the 

viewpoint, so it seems like the camera view is 

looking back from above the car's canopy.  It is 

superbly clever. 

The imagery is also apparently bright and clear, 

with much more informa5ve than what a driver 

would usually see in side and rear-view mirrors.  

And further adding to the benefits; should rain 

obscure the view out the side windows, which 

would obviously impact on the view of the side 

mirrors, the view from the cameras is unaffected 

and always remains clear. 

BMW has ingeniously used incredibly tough and aptly named 

Gorilla Glass to cover the side cameras, and also has fi9ed a hea5ng 

element to melt snow and ice, making the system more weather 

resistant than conven5onal side mirrors. 

As a further part of the concept, the processor for the system 

analyses the imagery and displays a warning if there is a car coming 

up fast on either right or leK side, aler5ng the driver when it's not 

safe to change lanes.  However, it is very different from a 

tradi5onal blind-spot monitor system as the camera view 

completely eliminates blind spots.  It is simply a courtesy just in 

case the driver isn't looking in the screen. 

Although it is s5ll just a concept car, BMW have said that they are 

talking to government officials in the Europe, the US and other 

markets, hoping to get rules modified that oKen mandate actual 

mirrors for side visibility - as is the case in South Africa. 

In Japan, interes5ngly, these rule changes have already been made. 

I think that this is brilliant technology and certainly sounds the 

business.  The mirror is the oldest part of the car, and now is 5me 

for change. 

The future looks bright with this sort of innova5on. 

We would like you to share your views with us on the subject of 

Mirrorless technology and we will publish the results in April.  

Please send your comments to mirrorless@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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Cambridge, England:  Back home 

we have the XC 90 T8 Twin-Engine, 

which I have not yet driven.  Pre9y 

much because Volvo South Africa 

have not responded to a single e-

mail request made.  In fact their press 

liaison guy asked me to stop sending him 

copies of the magazine… okay, fair enough, 

so maybe he doesn’t like motoring 

magazines or cars?  Who knows? 

Anyway, I like cars so my ‘plan B’ was to go 

to the UK and find one there.  Which is 

exactly what I did.  However I found 

something even be9er, and it’s from the 

same brand. 

You see, if you’re looking for a large luxury 

car or SUV equipped with a plug point your 

op5ons are surprisingly vast, however if 

you prefer a large luxury sta5on wagon 

then they are very limited. 

Mercedes Benz has yet (at the 5me of 

wri5ng this) to apply the 350e powertrain 

to the E-Class Estate, and it’s highly 

unlikely that BMW will offer a ‘Touring’ 

version of its excellent 530e and the arrival 

of an Audi A6 Avant e-tron remains a 

distant, if not shadowy prospect. 

That leaves the Swedes. Volvo, specifically, 

with the T8 badged version of its good 

looking V90 sta5on wagon, which in solely 

oil burning guise is already a very good car. 

This flagship sta5on wagon uses a similar 

mechanical set up to the T8 XC90 SUV, 

which is to say a force fed four cylinder 

petrol engine – Volvo weirdly no longer 

pander to a greater cylinder count for ANY 

model – that drives the front axle while an 

electric motor does so for the rear.  That’s 

pre9y much it in simple terms. 

I remember the first T8, which was in the 

old S80.  It was a 4.4 litre V8, but now 

Volvo have joined the rest in this naming 

lunacy.  It beggars belief. 

I digress.  Connec5ng the two power 

sources is a 10.4kWh ba9ery pack (larger, 

surprisingly, than the 9.2kWh unit in the 

XC90) that can be ’filled’ in as li9le as two 

and a half hours, if you plug it into the right 

place.  Volvo has usefully posi5oned the 

unit right down the centre, as though it 

were the car’s spine, meaning boot space 

Two engines? 

the Volvo V90 T8 Twin-Engine 
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isn’t forfeited in order to give the car its hybrid status, as is usually 

and tragically the case. 

Volvo claims that the car will drive 45km on pure electricity, which 

is, at the outset, a more conserva5ve and realis5c approach than 

that taken by some other car manufacturers who tend to get quite 

ambi5ous by what they think their cars can actually do.  Of course 

even the Volvo figure is subject to debate because if you are 

crawling through rush-hour traffic, on the N1 passing Rivoina Road, 

then 45km is quite possible.  If however you are blas5ng down the 

Krugersdorp highway at 120km/h, or more, then obviously the car 

is deple5ng the ba9ery power more rapidly. 

On the subject of power, the T8 (which is only a 2 litre) produces a 

staggering 299kW (which in my book is 300) and 400Nm.  It can 

also sprint from 0 to 100km/h in 4.8 seconds and has a governed 

top speed of 250km/h.  And don’t forget it is a Volvo sta5on wagon, 

not yet breathed upon by Polestar, and that is seriously impressive. 

That incidentally is more or less an exact match for the V8 engined 

B7 Audi RS4, which not so long ago seemed outrageously quick for 

an sta5on wagon. 

Another claim which Volvo make, where they are extremely 

ambi5ous is that of fuel economy.  They reckon, somehow, that the 

car will return 2 litres per 100km.  Right.  Apparently alcoholism in 

Sweden is s5ll rampant. 

Quite how they think this car will ever manage that figure is 

perhaps the stuff of mythology and wizardry.  For the period I 

tested the car, which admi9edly was only two days, the best I 

managed was, admi9edly s5ll very impressive, 4.7l/100km, and 

believe me that was doing everything possible to get the figure as 

low as possible including reseUng the computer to delete any 

unfair averages. 

As, though, it only farts out 46g/km of, apparently devil possessed, 

carbon you don’t have to pay that stupid tax as it falls below the 

120g/km threshold. 

Many years ago Toyota started all this hybrid stuff with the 

massively boring and hateful Prius, and persisted with annoying 

road users with it for years thereaKer.  And then suddenly 

everyone started following suit.  Now it seems the future is electric.  

Who would have known? 

However there are two ways of doing everything.  You can either 

make a hybrid car with 10kW and a top speed of 5, or you can 

rather use the technology for good instead of evil and make a 

300kW, 250km/h sta5on wagon. 

Volvo don’t exactly have the best reputa5on for performance cars.  

Not like, say, BMW or Audi, because the en5re focus of their 

marke5ng department, for the last few decades, has been on 

safety, and whilst safety is very important it isn’t exci5ng. 

However unbeknown to many they have been making fast cars for 

a long 5me, but just never marketed them properly.  I can 
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remember my predecessor in about 2001 or so bought an S40 T4 - 

which produced 147kW and 300Nm - that in its day was regarded 

as very quick.  Then he replaced it with the 2005 face liKed S60 

which was also very quick.  They also made the S60 R, and more 

recently we tested (in 2011) the lately discon5nued previous 

genera5on’s S60 T6 R-Design.  All these cars were a lot of fun, 

because they performed, albeit somewhat secretly. 

This car has an adroit powertrain, capable of persis5ng solely with 

electric power all the way up to 125km/h or, by concurrently 

engaging the twin-charged engine, locking itself into four wheel 

drive mode to improve low speed trac5on on precarious surfaces. 

Recharging the ba9ery on the go is a simple ma9er of engaging the 

ba8ery charge func5on within the slick central touchscreen, at 

which point the T8 morphs into a 233kW front wheel driver.  

Admi9edly the wheel spin this can induce is perhaps unbecoming a 

luxury car, but amusing nevertheless. 

Engaging kick-down, however, unleashes a four wheel driven, 

petrol-electric total of 300kW and an astonishing increase of pace 

that’s not always easily managed, given the car’s two ton plus bulk, 

with notable body roll owing to the relaxed suspension setup and 

perturbingly soK pedal feel from the regenera5ve brakes (highly 

effec5ve they may be once caliper finally meets disc).  

The rule of the day is to provoke this monster with care. 

However, and as is typically the way these sort of cars are used, the 

T8 should just be leK in hybrid mode, with both power sources 

working simultaneously, as it was designed to do in the first place. 

Our test car - op5oned to an eye-watering equivalent of R 1.2 

million thanks in part to its adap5ve damping with rear air 

suspension and Bowers & Wilkins sound system - is a gorgeous 

machine in so many ways but, at 2 011kg, it is certainly not the 

‘drivers’ car’ that its R-Design body kit might suggest.  Under the 

duress of successive direc5on changes, all that metal takes up the 

slack in the springs in a slightly ungainly manner, leaving the car a 

step behind the road’s structure.  The engine, however effec5ve, 

also takes on a flat, industrial tone when pushed hard. 

However, and because it is one of a very few hybrid sta5on wagons, 

it is the best of the bunch and therefore something worth serious 

considera5on.  We don’t see this model in South Africa, which is a 

crying shame because I can’t think of something to be9er fit into 

our lifestyle than this car.  Call me crazy but I love it. 

The interior is really neatly laid out, not exci ng, but incredibly func onal and very elegant made from premium materials 
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In the world of beau5ful things in classic Bri5sh motoring 

there are a few examples which stand out ahead of the rest.  

The Rolls Royce Corniche, the Jaguar XJ220 and the 1977 

Aston Mar5n V8 Vantage. 

The V8 Vantage was hailed at its 1977 introduc5on as "Britain's 

First Supercar" for its 270 km/h top speed.  Its engine was shared 

with the Lagonda, but it used high-performance camshaKs, 

increased compression ra5o, larger inlet valves and bigger 

carbure9ors mounted on new manifolds for increased output.  

Straight-line performance was the best of the day, with 

accelera5on from 0 to 100km/h in 5.3 seconds, one-tenth of a 

second quicker than the Ferrari Daytona. 

The first series had 280 kW, and series specific details such as a 

blanked bonnet vent and a separate rear spoiler.  Thirty eight of 

these were built (plus 13 "Cosme5cs" for the US).  The Oscar India 

(for 1 October, the date of introduc5on) version, introduced in late 

1978, featured an integrated tea-tray spoiler and smoother bonnet 

bulge.  Inside, a black leather covered dash replaced the previous 

walnut one.  The wooden dashboard did find its way back into the 

Vantage during the eigh5es, giving a more luxurious appearance.  

The Oscar India version also received a slight increase in power, to 

291 kW.  

This line was produced, with some running changes, un5l 1989, and 

from 1986 the engine had 301 kW. 

The Vantage name had previously been used on a number of high  

performance versions of Aston Mar5n cars, but this was a separate 

model.  Although based on the Aston Mar5n V8, numerous detail 

changes added up to a unique driving experience.  One of the most 

no5ceable features was the closed-off bonnet bulge rather than the 

open scoop found on the normal V8.  The grille area was also closed 

off, with twin driving lights inserted and a spoiler added to the boot 

lid. 

The 1986 - 1989 580 'X-Pack' was a further upgrade, with Cosworth 

pistons and Nimrod racing-type heads producing 301kW.  A 'big 

bore' aKer-market op5on was also available from Works Service, 

with 50mm carbs (instead of 48mm) and straight-through exhaust 

system giving 322kW (the same engine as fi9ed to the limited  

edi5on V8 Zagato), and 16 inch wheels were also now fi9ed.   

If this wasn't enough, a 336 kW 6.3 litre version was also available 

from Aston Mar5n, and independents offered a 7 litre version. 

304 Series 2 Vantage coupes were built - including 131 X-Packs -  

and 192 Volantes, which in spite of only having been officially 

introduced in 1986, near the end of produc5on. 

Of the 'Cosme5c' Vantage (for the US, Swiss and Japanese markets, 

with fuel injec5on instead of Weber carbure9ors), 14 Series 2 

coupes and 56 Volantes were built.  Cosme5c Vantages lacked the 

powerful Vantage engine but retained the Vantage name and most 

of its body altera5ons - though the lack of carbure9ors allowed a 

fla9ened bonnet.  From 1980 they featured DOT-approved 8 km/h 

safety bumpers front and rear.  Most of these cars, though, have 

since been retrofi9ed with full power, European spec engines. 

Although the full spec (carbure9or) Vantage models were not 

imported into the USA when new, they now qualify for entry under 
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the DOT's 'Show and Display' rules in most US States.  Federal 

requirements are also less strict for cars over 25 years old (as most 

Vantages now are). 

In South Africa - well we really are the land of the free because if 

you can find one, the car is all yours.  No worries or stupid 

regula5ons issues. 

A Vantage Volante conver5ble version was also produced, between 

1986 and 1989. 

Six mechanically similar cars had been built earlier to special order, 

but it was not regularly available un5l then.  The produc5on version 

featured an even deeper front spoiler than fi9ed to the Vantage, 

even wider wheel arches, and extended side skirts.  In 1987 

Charles, Prince of Wales took delivery of a Vantage Volante, but at 

his request, because Charles is a bit boring, without the produc5on 

car's wider wheel arches, front air dam and side skirts.  This became 

known as the 'Prince of Wales Spec' (or POW) and around another 

26 such cars were built by the factory.  These are, of course, now 

generally considered the most desirable of all the 1970s / 80s V8 

models. 

And what Aston Mar5n’s 

history would be complete 

without some input from 

MI6 secret agent, James 

Bond, 007, licensed to kill, 

Bollinger champagne, 

Beluga caviar, sex for 

breakfast and all that good 

stuff. 

James Bond's car was 

registered on 18 March 

1985 as B549 WUU and 

was last on the road on 1 

July 2006.   

In the 1987 film The Living 

Daylights where Bond was 

played by Timothy Dalton. 

At the beginning of the 

film, the car is a V8 Volante (conver5ble) which was actually 

owned by Aston Mar5n Lagonda chairman, Victor Gauntle9.  

Later, the car is fi9ed with a hardtop ("winterised") at Q 

Branch, and the scenes which followed feature a pair of non-

Vantage V8 saloons, fi9ed with the same number plate as the 

ini5al car, but with Vantage badges now fi9ed to match the 

previous Vantage. 

In true Bond tradi5on the cars were fi9ed with what Dalton 

described as. “a few op5onal extras”, which included a police 

band radio, deployable tyre spikes, a jet engine fi9ed behind 

rear number plate, retractable outriggers for skiing, heat-

seeking missiles fi9ed behind the front fog lights which 

retracted when the missiles were fired at a truck blocking the road, 

very clever lasers in the front wheel hubcaps which were used to 

slice an enemy police car in half,  bulletproof windows, a fireproof 

body and a self-destruct system.  Of course. 

In addi5on thereto and though not technically a gadget, Bond 

makes use of one of the front wheels as a weapon, by slicing 

through ice on a frozen lake to lose another pursuing police car. 

And once all this is said and done there is the way the car looks. 

It is a thing of absolute beauty, and so far ahead of its 5me that 

even today it looks fresh and modern.  Just look at the Chevrolet 

Camaro in the first review and you will see what I am talking about. 

This car is hugely collec5ble, but if you are a shrewd and 

resourceful sort of person you may be able to find one at a 

‘reasonable’ price.  However the rest of us will just have to either 

keep dreaming or pay through our noses. 

This is a true classic Aston Mar5n, and unlike the likes of the DB5 

and DB6 this is something you can drive every day. 
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Bristol, England:  I love Audi’s RS 

cars.  I always have and probably 

always will.  I in fact own two of 

them.  In the UK, where I work I have 

the previous genera5on version of 

this very test car, but with the V8 engine, 

and at home in Johannesburg I have the 

new RS 3 sedan.  Before that I had the RS 3 

Sportback.  And before that I had the old 

RS4 V8 sedan. 

Then late last year I tested the new RS 5 

with the new 2.9 litre V6 engine and found 

it to be a brilliant car, despite serious 

ques5ons concerning its rather suspicious 

power output - iden5cal to that of the old 

model. 

For reasons which defy logic Audi South 

Africa only sells the quite, no very, 

expensive RS 6 Avant (we will dispense 

with having to use the word “Qua9ro” 

aKer every name, as we all know that all 

the aforemen5oned cars host that system). 

There is however a new one - the RS 4 

Avant, tested in the UK. 

The RS4 Avant operates in a rare old 

sphere of fast compact execu5ve sta5on 

wagon (or ’estates’ as they prefer being 

called) that involves only it and 

the Mercedes-AMG C63 Estate.  There is 

no BMW M3 estate and, as yet, no sign of 

an Alfa Giulia Quadrifoglio with a square 

back, either.  So if you want a fast, smallish 

thingy carrier, which also goes really fast, 

here you are. 

The one thing though that sta5on wagons 

are not is sexy.  And when it comes to 

visual a9rac5on, a poten5al buyer’s needs 

tend to rule the decision making process 

rather than passion.  Regre9ably however 

nice as this car is, it does s5ll suffer from 

the ‘family car’ s5gma.  So to break away 

from that it doesn’t just need to be good, it 

needs to be f***king fantas5c. 

Now in its fourth genera5on, the RS4 also 

leaves the C63 as the only other V8 

powered car in this class.  Like the RS5, the 

new RS4’s engine has been downsized to a 

311kW 2.9 litre twin turbocharged V6, 

rather than having the previous 

genera5on’s cap5va5ng and gorgeous 

2.4 kids and a dog named Spot… 

bring it on… 

the all-new Audi RS4 Avant 
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naturally aspirated 4.2 litre V8, which also produced 331kW. 

This all drives through an eight speed ‘torque converter’ automa5c 

gearbox, to all four wheels, in a body given a bit more chunkiness 

and cooling and 30mm wider wheel arches (over the standard 

model). 

The new genera5on Qua9ro system is excellent, and even more 

advanced, faster and dynamic than ever before.  depending on 

need it can put 60% of the power to the rear wheels (under normal 

driving condi5ons), but can put as much as 70% to the rear, or, 85% 

to the front, or pre9y much any combina5on in between.  This is 

the kind of system intended to make the RS4 more agile.  To that 

end, as standard equipment there is also a ‘sport differen5al’; an 

electronically controlled rear differen5al that can distribute as 

much power as it likes to either side. 

There are other suspension op5ons, too: hydraulically linked 

dampers, a bit like those in a McLaren, to reduce roll and pitch.  

There is also dynamic steering, which adjusts the steering ra5o 

depending on speed, and carbon ceramic brakes.  Of course all of 

these were fi9ed to my test car.  Other op5ons included a carbon 

pack, at an equivalent R 180 000, which as the name suggests 

involved a lot of carbon fibre trim, and the wheels are 19 inch or 20 

inch, the la9er being fi9ed to the test car, shod with 275/30 R20 

tyres. 

Serendipity being the 

bitch that she is, and 

thus fortunately with the sad departure of the beau5ful V8 engine, 

and other die5ng tricks this genera5on of RS4 is up to 80kg lighter 

than the old one, but is s5ll a 1 715kg car; about the same as the 

C63. 

The two are also within a cen5meter of length, with the RS4 at 

4781 mm long.  This, at least in the civilised world, is one of those 

ultra compe55ve classes where all of the key numbers are a ball 

hair’s widths apart, including a boot of 505 litres (to the C63’s 490). 

This of course is the most boring dribble in the world and is 

men5oned only to appease the accoun5ng sorts in the world who 

are the only ones who care about this sort of thing. 

Now onto the bit that gets me going.  Speed. 

The car is fast.  Very fast in fact.  As well as the 331kW there is over 

600Nm available from just 1 900 r/min.  As a result there is power 

low down nega5ng the need for a lightning fast dual clutch 

gearbox.  It pulls and just keeps on pulling all the way to the 

governed 280km/h top speed. 

And you can drive it hard, very hard.  Which is exactly what I did. 

But before that I want to quickly discuss the styling.  As a ma9er of 

course sta5on wagons have got be9er looking.  I need only think of 

the old Volvo 850 boxes to illustrate this point.  But they s5ll have 

not quite yet managed to make them really appealing.  The test car, 

even though it was dressed in my current favourite Audi colour just 

Between the flat-bo8omed steering wheel and the acres of carbon fibre trim, you are constantly 

reminded that you are driving something special.  The ergonomics and technology are awesome too 
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looks dull.  Admi9edly aggressive, what 

with the RS body kit and so on, but s5ll 

dull.  And to cure it wouldn’t be that 

difficult. 

Those stupid roof rail things.  Take the 

bloody things off, and make their inclusion 

an op5onal extra.  You buy the car for its 

gargantuan boot and then s5ll want to 

strap crap to the roof… who does that?  

This is an RS Audi, so make it look like a 

performance car.  In the absence of those 

idio5c things the car becomes a long 

wheelbase hatchback, or a shoo5ng brake, 

which have a lot more appeal than the 

‘family car’. 

On the inside though the car is all Audi RS, 

through and through.  Everything, down to 

the last and finest detail comes straight 

from the Audi Sport tool box. 

The seats are basically the same as those 

found in the RS 5 - sporty looking, 

suppor5ve, comfortable and beau5fully 

trimmed.  There is much leather, alcantara 

highlights, red contrast s5tching and soK 

touch plas5cs. 

Right, back to the fun stuff. 

Remarkably, given the scarcity of tyre 

sidewall, the low speed ride isn’t too bad, 

either, while the steering is light and 

accurate, albeit with the same vagueness 

of communica5on as a teenager telling 

you what 5me they plan to be home. 

As a suburban crawler and, indeed, 

highway stormer, though, where high 

speed stability is good and noise levels 

low, the RS4 is refined, capable and 

perhaps more comfortable than you’d 

credit given the appearance and the wheel 

size. 

However, when it comes to more 

demanding roads the RS4 is a completely 

different box of frogs.  You can swap the 

drive modes between Comfort, Dynamic, 

Auto or Individual.  In the la9er, you can 

set your own modes for the suspension 

s5ffness, steering weight, engine and 

transmission response.  As a weapon 

though for scaring the bejesus out of your 

dog no other car in this class comes close. 

Some might argue that puUng the car in 

Comfort mode and coast along, using the 

power for things like overtaking is what a 

car like this is all about.  I say those people 

are stupid and don’t know what they are 

talking about. 

Dynamic - that is the driving mode for this 

car, and with the trac5on control turned 

off, which allows the Qua9ro system to do 

what it was designed to do without some 

electronic nanny geUng in its way. 

In Dynamic mode the car comes alive and 

everything sharpens up.  There is very 

li9le body roll and the steering, despite 

being a bit weird feeling, works very well. 

I drove the arse off the car through a 

series of very 5ght and windy roads and it 

was brilliant.  Its weight compliments it 

perfectly and it is so incredibly stable and 

planted.  The longer roof assis5ng in 

keeping the bum firmly planted. 

This car is without a doubt quicker than 

the C63, in a real world drivability sense, 

and it definitely handles a hell of a lot 

be9er.  It is however quite surgical in its 

applica5on whereas the Merc is a bit more 

analogue, but regardless the RS 4 Avant is 

a be9er car. 

The thro9le response is immediate, and 

there is no no5ceable turbo lag.  Quite 

how they do it remains a mystery though, 

but it just works very well. 

If I compare this RS 4 to the older V8 

version which I own there quite simply is 

no comparison, save for the soundtrack.  

There is nothing on earth, even with the 

liberal use of witchcraK which can make a 

V6 sound as good as a V8.  However that 

aside the old car can’t hold a candle to the 

new one. 

It is expensive though.  In the UK it costs a 

sweat inducing £ 62 000, which is quite a 

lot.  That is admi9edly inclusive of a few 

thousand Pounds worth of op5onal extras, 

but nevertheless a small fortune.  

Especially for such a niche market vehicle. 

Would I ever trade up?  Yes, not quite with 

the same reckless abandon as when I 

bought my RS 3 aKer tes5ng one, but aKer 

careful considera5on and a chat with my 

bank manager, I just might. 
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Getting dirty 

in style 

The Mercedes Benz E350d 

All Terrain 4Matic 
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Yorkshire, England:  If you cast your 

mind back to my Volvo XC40 mini-

review last month I men5oned 

something about other reviews in 

the pipeline which were conducted 

during my travels.  Well here it is. 

Now unlike my others, I have actually 

driven a Mercedes Benz prior to wri5ng 

this review.  It was my bosses car and I had 

to take him to the airport and then return 

it to the office, so lets say I had about 

100km of Merc driving under my belt 

before climbing in behind the wheel of this 

one, the brand new E350d All Terrain 

4Ma5c. 

What the car is in a nutshell is a Mercedes 

Benz E-Class sta5on wagon with added 

ground clearance, bigger wheels, four 

wheel drive and plas5c body bits, which for 

country dwellers where off road 

excursions can be part of the daily rou5ne 

the All Terrain is perfect as it is designed 

for exactly that purpose, with a 29mm 

higher ride height that's partly down to the 

Air Body Control air suspension (15mm) 

and also with 20 inch wheels fi9ed as 

standard (14mm). 

To complete the package, there’s also 

some external plas5c cladding to protect 

the body from scratches and scrapes, as 

well as the 4Ma5c permanent four wheel 

drive system with a 31/69 front-rear power 

split. This incidentally is also the only E-

Class sta5on wagon available with the 

combina5on of the 350d 3 litre turbo 

diesel engine and the 4Ma5c all wheel 

drive system. 

Now, my boss has the C350, which when 

compared to the E350d looks a bit 

underprivileged. 

The first thing you can’t ignore is the sheer 

size of the car.  It is a million miles long, 

equally wide and very tall.  But it is a 

beau5ful thing. 

I really like the styling.  It is quite 

conserva5ve, yet very modern at the same 

5me.  Just look at the line down the middle 

of the bonnet, for example.  It is just very 

classy, and quite elegant.  The E-Class All 

Terrain is a striking car and there is 
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nothing ungainly about the external changes from the standard E-

Class to spoil the handsome lines. 

Last year the E-Class All Terrain was launched in other markets 

however the UK, and other countries, are now seeing this 

respected V6 diesel combined with the 9G-Tronic automa5c 

gearbox (which features 9 gears), and it comes in pre9y much one 

standard specifica5on. 

The aforemen5oned specifica5on includes the equivalent of the 

AMG Line Premium Plus package, which includes a panoramic glass 

sunroof and the Comand system, with a huge 12.3 

inch infotainment screen.  The All Terrain is strictly a five seater, 

with no SUV-like op5on of seven seats, albeit with a massive boot. 

Addi5onal nice touches include an electric folding tow bar (as 

standard) and it has a towing capacity of 2 100kg - enough to tow 

another car on a braked trailer, or a horse box.  In addi5on thereto 

it sports 20 inch wheels (which are standard too). 

This by a long way is the nicest car I have ever driven, and nice 

comes at a price.  In South Africa, before taxes and du5es, the car 

would cost about R 1 100 000, which is a lot for something which is 

not an SUV.  But the fact that it is not an SUV is what, I feel, gives it 

a bit more charm. 

I say this because SUV’s are a dime a dozen these days, and pre9y 

much everyone, and anyone with a li9le bit more money than most 

owns one, but not one of these, which means it has an element of 

exclusivity and that makes it quite special. 

It can do anything an SUV can do, but doesn’t have a high roof to 

worry about banging in low roofed parking garages, and I am pre9y 

sure would also be low on a car thief’s wish list, compared to say a 

GLE 350d. 

Mercedes Benz reckons that this car is targeted at a “high-end 

customer” who probably already owns an SUV.  Interes5ng 

marke5ng blurb, but having driven this car I do wonder why you 

would want, or need an SUV if you had one of these. 

The inside oozes the usual Mercedes Benz high standards of luxury 

and opulence, too, but it’s in the driving that this adaptable sta5on 

wagon really excels.  

The interior is made from what seems like a selec5on of the finest 

materials known to automo5ve builders.  Every surface is finished 

to perfec5on, and I love the way the wood actually looks and feels 

like wood and not some highly polished veneer.  It has a earthy and 

very natural feel to it.  The driver has, in essence two large screens 

to view all that needs to be viewed.  Inside the car is a seriously 

nice place to be. 

The 210kW, 620Nm turbo diesel V6 engine may have been around 

for a while but it is simply flawless; turbine smooth, powerful and 

inconspicuous.  It can deliver a mighty punch and is also capable of 

towing a serious load.  The 9 speed gearbox is quick and smooth, 

reac5ng faster to more urgent thro9le inputs than smaller, gentler 

ones.  The steering is equally sharp and reacts immediately to input 
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and, despite the quite low profile tyres, the car rode well on the 

some5mes uneven surfaces of the test route.   

Off road, and only on the roughest surfaces was the ride comfort 

challenged, with a slightly ra9ling response, but the Air Body 

Control suspension adequately absorbed the worst of it 

The Dynamic Select driving modes system has the usual Comfort, 

Eco and Sport  selec5ons but, in addi5on, has an All Terrain mode, 

which, once selected, raised the ride height by a further 20mm to 

give extra ground clearance when driving (up to 30km/h).  Should 

your speed rise above this then it automa5cally lowers again so to 

maintain stability at higher speeds, however a handy func5on 

allows you to limit the 

speed to any speed of 

your choosing, which 

obviously could be 30km/h too, which would prevent the car from  

accidentally lowering when you don’t want it to on rough tracks. 

Any reserva5ons I had about the All Terrain’s poten5al ability on 

wet and loose surfaces was quickly dispelled by a towing exercise 

with a horsebox loaded with a 250kg load.  The car easily hauled 

the heavy trailer up a steep woodland track and restarted 

comfortably aKer a deliberate, and somewhat nerve wracking stop 

halfway up, in what was an extremely difficult test. 

In conclusion, the All Terrain is a brilliant car, and I really hope that 

it sees its way to South Africa because in our over-populated 

marketplace of SUV’s of all sizes, it offers a fresh and gorgeous 

alterna5ve.  An SUV is a car for the Nuevo Riche whereas this car is 

old school elegance - subtle, understated, refined, elegant and all at 

the same 5me hugely sophis5cated and capable. 

Two large screens comprise the dashboard display.  The car oozes elegance and sophis ca on 

The a8en on to detail is astounding; even the start bu8on is an artwork 
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The future, as it seems, is fuelled by everything other than 

fossil fuels.  One only needs look at Star Wars, or Star Trek if 

you prefer, to comprehend this no5on.  Yet we, for reasons 

best described as stubbornness or fear of the unknown, 

remain convinced that fossil fuel and those machines which 

it powers are in some way irreplaceable and fight to retain them as 

part of our way of life. 

Cars of course fall squarely into this equa5on. 

For nearly the last century and a half cars have been powered by 

engines which breathe life given to them by petrol and diesel, and 

we like that because it’s what we know.  Then about twenty years 

ago a new thing was created – the hybrid.  This new-fangled 

inven5on took a conven5onal petrol engine and gave it more power 

and flexibility with the clever use of electric motors.  These cars 

offered, seemingly, be9er fuel efficiency and could under very 

limited circumstances even be driven in full electric mode, thus 

completely saving fuel.  But they were quite expensive and as a 

result needed a very special sort of buyer.  They were also very 

boring and didn’t really offer an exci5ng drive. 

However three car companies, who were least expected to do so, 

came to the rescue and produced hybrids which would change the 

way the world saw them forevermore.  They were Porsche, Ferrari 

and McLaren.  Each created R 20 million plus hypercars powered by 

both sources.  The models in ques5on of course are the 918 Spyder, 

the LaFerrari and P1.  

In essence what they did was take the boring science and use it to 

make the cars be9er.  For the automo5ve world this was electro-

genesis.  These three cars were brilliantly engineered, massively 

powerful, insanely quick - all reaching around 350km/h. 

Progress however, being the thing that it is, waits for no man and 

despite the phenomenal results presented by the holy trinity of 

hybrid hypercars the world con5nued to seek something be9er. 

In South Africa, compared to the rest of the free world, there was 

perhaps more resistance to change but eventually even we started 

to see the benefits of this hybrid technology, and it began to 

become more affordable.  Toyota had several models including the 
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Prius, Auris and Yaris, all of which were hybrids, as did Honda the 

Insight, CR-Z and Jazz, and for a while that was it. 

But then BMW came along a couple years later with something 

incredible. 

Unveiled at the 2011 Johannesburg Interna5onal Motor Show the 

i8 concept drew the a9en5on of the public in an unimaginable 

way. 

It had see-through doors and was clearly a hybrid sports car of 

some sort.  The exact same car, being so futuris5c, featured in a 

Mission Impossible movie. 

A couple years later it was launched in produc5on form, albeit 

without transparent doors, and the results were staggering.  It 

had a 1.5 litre three cylinder turbocharged engine and a couple of 

electric motors.  It could accelerate from 0 to 100km/h in 4.4 

seconds and had an electronically governed top speed of 250km/

h. 

Again hybrid technology had been used to make something 

be9er and not boring.  There was however another car at the 

motor show, a curious metallic blue thing on the Nissan stand 

and it was called the Leaf.  It was a family sized hatchback, and 

had all the usual refinements.  However there was something 

else about it which separated it from every other car at the show 

– it was completely electric. 

This was the dawn of a new era. 

There was a snowball effect, interna5onally at least, with 

offerings from the likes of Peugeot and several others, but not in 

South Africa.  Well, not immediately at least.  One thing about 

Germans is that they never rest on their laurels and BMW, at the 

5me of the i8 launch, had another project on the go – the i3. 

A fully electric hatchback about the size of a VW Golf.  So when 

you look at Star Wars you will see that things powered by 

electricity work very well.  Their spaceships seem to run off the 

stuff, and certainly so do their weapons.  So, are electric cars in 

the same league? 

The i3, which now has a sporty brother called the i3s, costs 

around R 610 000 and the Leaf, being a Nissan costs about a 

hundred grand less.  That is not cheap for a hatchback.  The BMW 

is in fact more expensive than the most iconic hatchback, the Golf 

GTi (with the Nissan being propor5onately cheaper than the GTi).  

Of course around a racetrack, or just in a simple drag race the 

Volkswagen will win 11 out of 10 races. 

The theory behind electric cars is simple, especially when it 

comes to performance.  Their makers will have you believe that 

from the second you touch the thro9le all of the motor’s torque 

in instantly available, which is true, however what they fail to 

men5on is that ba9eries are very heavy and as a result the cars 

are slow.  The Leaf for example takes 11.5 seconds to reach 

100km/h. 
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 Admi9edly the i3 is quite a lot quicker at 7.3 seconds, but when compared to the GTi’s 

6.4 seconds and R 60 000 cheaper price tag, doesn’t look all that impressive. 

But this is a story about the future and despite the GTi’s many notable quali5es it is, in 

this regard, a complete dinosaur. 

So, the ques5on begs, which of these two cars would be the be9er choice? 

A hundred thousand Rand is a lot of money, so in the sense of pure affordability the 

Leaf is the be9er choice, however if you can afford the difference then you would be an 

idiot to not buy the BMW.  The next ques5on though is a more important one, how 

easy is living with one of these? 

Well, the answer actually has a lot to do with where you live and what you plan to do 

with the car.  You see, in Europe, par5cularly in ci5es, having an electric car makes 

perfect sense.  You crawl out of your driveway, you crawl to work and you crawl back 

home in the most horrible traffic known to man, never exceeding 10km/h.  So in that 

regard never having to use petrol is a serious plus because the car is perfectly suited for 

that type of environment and for that sort of use. 

If however you live in Pretoria East and work in Sandton, as many do, then you need to 

commute down the some5mes congested N1 / M1 and then deal with some sporadic 

traffic jams here and there.  Your driving style is an assortment of highway, byway and 

bumper-to-bumper.  And, assuming you don’t leave the office at any stage during the 

day are also doing maybe 150km/h.  Well that falls within the range of both vehicles, so 

they should work.  

The problem arises when you need to do more than that.  When manufacturers test 

these cars to determine the range they do so at low speeds in ideal condi5on and not at 

120km/h or more weaving around slow moving traffic who stubbornly refuse to get out 

of the fast-lane.  So in this regard I fear you would be pre9y buggered. 

And forget using your half-a-bar plus electric car to take your family to Durban on 

holiday – they quite simply will run out of ba9ery charge somewhere around Harrismith 

and will take a day to recharge from a conven5onal plug point.  And then again near, 

but probably not in, Pietermaritzburg for another day.  And when you come back, 

uphill, well let’s just say it will be a very long journey. 

In short you will need another car. 

So therefore the inescapable conclusion is that electric cars, in this case the Leaf and i3, 

or i3s for that ma9er are great for short hops, but useless at anything more than that. 

Now I am fully aware of the fact that for another R 100 000 odd over and above the 

base price of the i3 (or i3s) you can get what is called a range extender - a small petrol 

generator to top up the ba9eries and buy you a bit more range.  However that 

addi5onal range, in perfect condi5ons is only, at the most about 150km, which would in 

the above example get you past Harrismith and then leave you stranded somewhere in 

the middle of the Free State. 

There is another, and in my view be9er proposi5on – PHEVs. 

Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles.  In a nutshell PHEVs are ‘normal’ hybrids with one 

significant difference to conven5onal hybrids which charge their ba9eries from driving 

around - you can plug them in for charging. 

But that would be a discussion for another day. 
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Dorothy, we’re not in 

California any more… 
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Costa Merlata, Italy:  This is the 

most an5cipated Ferrari launch in 

recent years.  The Portofino was 

unveiled last year, and since then 

Ferrari has been keeping it under wraps. 

We of course heard reports that it was 

being sold in places like China, but nary a 

motoring journalist could find one.  Un5l 

now that is. 

What we have here is a the replacement 

for the California, and like its more export

-market-savvy model name, is all-new. 

The car’s new styling may be typically 

chic, but it undoubtedly makes for a much 

be9er propor5oned and visually 

appealing car than the California ever 

was.  With the roof up, there are even 

hints of the classic Daytona about the 

Portofino’s horizontal silhoue9e. 

Beneath the beau5ful body panels, 

meanwhile, there’s a substructure that is 

lighter and 35% more rigid than the 

California’s.  The car’s suspension has also 

been s5ffened, its magnetorheological 

adap5ve dampers retuned and its 

steering system both quickened and 

switched over from hydraulic power 

assistance to electromechanical. 

Under the bonnet, a refinement of forced 

induc5on and exhaust design of the car’s 

3.9 litre, 90°, twin-turbo V8, together 

with the inclusion of some new internals, 

invokes an addi5onal 30kW of power. 

The Portofino’s V8 is unique amongst the 

latest turbocharged equivalents, because 

the exhaust sides of its cylinder heads are 

the outer ones, and so its turbochargers 

are mounted low and wide rather than 

within the ‘V’ configura5on - Audi and 

Mercedes-AMG call a ‘hot V’. 

Ferrari says it experimented with both 

configura5ons but found that this one 

works best in both the Portofino and 488, 

and delivers less exhaust back pressure 

and a lower centre of gravity than the 

alterna5ve would.  And whilst Ferrari may 

only have liberated 5.5Nm of addi5onal 

torque here, given that it has also saved 

80kg in the car’s weight, this car trumps 

Aston Mar5n’s equally new DB11 Volante 

on power to weight ra5o by more than 

55kW per ton. 

When I cast my mind back I remember 

the days when Maranello’s idea of an 

infotainment system was a two inch wide 

monochrome display strip and naviga5on 

instruc5ons harder to follow than 

understanding the meaning of life.  How 

things have changed.  

The Portofino’s driver gets the familiar 

pair of 5 inch colour instrument displays 

flanking the central analogue rev counter 

(which s5ll remains a bit busy and 

unintui5ve), and the passenger, should it 

be opted, gets their own widescreen 

touch-sensi5ve display too. 

But the whole assembly is overshadowed 

by a 10.3 inch central display that carries 

naviga5on mapping (you can easily 

browse and which displays routes that 

you can actually follow) and that 

generally controls the car’s various 

configurable systems, which makes 

grasping them atypically uncomplicated. 

Another surprise are the comfortable 

leather seats with extendable bits, which 

are certainly less of a steep drop to get 

into than a 488’s.  The Portofino’s cabin 

remains a way off the level of Mercedes-

AMG or Audi in terms of general quality, 

but it gives li9le up to either McLaren or 

Aston Mar5n. 

In a car like this the sound it makes is very 

important, and in this regard Ferrari have 

outdone themselves.  The Portofino’s 

exhaust has an electronically controlled 

bypass valve, making it louder or quieter 

depending on the drive mode you have 

selected on the familiar ‘maneFno’ 

switch. It remains reasonably quiet in 

‘comfort’ mode, un5l of course you use 

more than about 50% thro9le – and 

makes a lovely, brash, brassy racket if you 

engage ‘sport’.  The engine revs to 7500 

r/min and it offers huge bursts of mid-

range torque, and it responds crisply at all 

5mes and feels unusually progressive in 

its power delivery for a highly stressed 

turbo. 

And being a Ferrari, it’s always a cut well 

above an AMG or RS Audi V8 for drama5c 
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character, in other words, very Ferrari, but 

not really the GT car it was meant to be.  I 

prefer to think of it more as a smaller 

version of the 812 superfast. 

The gearbox, too, gives further credence to 

the sense that the car’s iden5ty is possibly  

slightly blurred, and permanently at odds 

with itself.  The twin clutch unit is always 

at its best when you are changing gears 

manually, using the column mounted 

paddles; and when it changes each up and 

down shiK are processed with ligh5ng fast 

precision.  But it’s somewhat clumsy when 

you just leave it in ‘auto’ mode, oKen 

5ming its shiKs with frustra5ng hesitancy, 

and oKen refusing to creep forward as you 

liK off the brake pedal.  In a mid-engined 

supercar, all of those idiosyncrasies are 

easy to forgive, however in a grand tourer, 

effortless usability ma9ers a hell of a lot 

more. 

In typical Ferrari fashion the Portofino has 

three driving modes which adapts to 

configure its powertrain, suspension, 

steering and stability control – but it also 

has a separate ‘bumpy road’ suspension 

override bu9on so that you can have most 

of the systems set for op5mum driver 

engagement but the dampers set to very 

soK.  As the car was not tested on a mirror 

smooth racetrack, suffice to say, there was 

regular need of that ‘bumpy road’ bu9on.  

In ‘sport’ mode however the Portofino’s 

ride too easily becomes skiUsh on slightly 

uneven surfaces but calms down a bit 

when you dial down the suspension yet it 

never quite avoids a clunk or two for long 

enough, regardless of whatever sort of 

road you are on.  This is an issue because 

to successfully create the easy long striding 

atmosphere of a proper GT car you need 

lots of ‘calm and collected’. 

Last year, in our December “Supercars for 

Christmas” issue I drove and reviewed the 

812 superfast, and pronounced, as it 

happened, that the car despite being 

categorized as a GT isn’t really one, 

because it is so materially different from 

every other GT car in existence.  The main 

basis however related to power output. 

The Portofino however produces a far less, 

and more manageable 441kW, which 

allows it to be compared more directly to 

the likes of the 447kW Aston Mar5n DB11 

V8, which incidentally I also reviewed last 

year.  And this is where the car’s GT 

character comes undone. 

Now whilst I did not review the 488GTB for 

Naked Motoring I have however driven it, 

and you just can’t escape the feeling that 

Ferrari took a 488 and turned the driver’s 

seat around to make it appear to be a front 

engined grand tourer. 

The car also handles excep5onally well - 

supercar like in fact - but the handling also 

helps to rob it of the scale of ability needed 

to make it seem suited to any journey; 

relaxing, at 5mes, as well as exci5ng.   

The new electric steering’s very direct – 

hardly less so than is a 488’s – and while it 

has weight, doesn’t manage that weight 

cleverly enough to give you something to 

push against as the front wheels bite. 

For everything that the California lacked the Portofino delivers, and a hell of a lot more.  The cabin and 

interior layout is absolutely perfect and comparable to any current luxury car.  It is wonderful! 
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Thankfully there is almost no stability-minded ‘dead zone’ to the 

Portofino’s steering around the straight-ahead mark, and so it 

demands as much of your concentra5on on the highway as a 488 

would, which again kind of emphasizes my point. 

There is however a burning light at the end of the tunnel.  Just 

stop thinking of it as a GT but rather as a front-mid engined 

supercar.  Then Ferrari’s predictably effec5ve lateral body control 

and incredible handling response is absolutely in evidence of this 

in the way in which you can so easily throw the Portofino into fast 

corners.  

And then there is the ac5ve diff... the car’s ‘on-thro9le handling 

balance’ has been clearly taken to new heights by that ac5ve diff 

– to the point, however, that the whole dynamic mix now seems a 

touch over-seasoned.  However, there is no need for owners to 

worry; the stability controls work really well to make the car feel 

razor-sharp but tractable when they are ac5ve, and there’s plenty 

of fun to be had with them on. 

The car however does not sport all the toys found in the bigger 

Fezzas, so it requires more skill to drive it properly.  However, so 

saying, why anyone who can’t drive properly would buy a Ferrari 

in the first place remains a complete mystery. 

As a result there is certainly quite a lot of added alertness and 

aUtude about this car’s dynamic character, and for a great many 

people it may very well feel like the authen5c Ferrari roller-

coaster-ride that the California perhaps failed to serve up.  In 

some ways this is a more adaptable, be9er luxury sports car than 

a California, too. 

Whether by design or by accident this is a car that seems to me a 

li9le easier to drive, if at all, than several mid-engined supercars I 

could men5on - and one of them built by Ferrari itself. 

The car does make up considerably though where the California 

leK off in the looks department.  It is in my view the nicest looking 

cars Ferrari currently makes.  As if styled by angels.  Gorgeous in 

fact. 

When the 488 surfaced having been designed in-house, the world 

stood in shock because compared to its predecessor, the 

Pinninfarina penned 458 Italia it was very dull looking.  Thankfully 

lessons have been learned and history had not repeated itself. 

Looks however don’t count for everything. 

I suppose the true test would be within the presenta5on of a 

hypothe5cal scenario.  What if someone asked me to drive the 

500km odd N3 route to Durban from Johannesburg in either one 

of the others, or the Portofino, which would I choose? 

Well, there would be a process of vast delibera5on, but I would 

have to say that however good, pre9y and fun the Portofino is; if I 

wanted a mid-engined supercar for a long trip then that is what I 

would go for, and not one which pretends to be a GT car. 
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The Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of DrivingThe Dark Art of Driving    
with The Savagewith The Savagewith The Savagewith The Savage    

People, admi9edly stupid and ignorant 

people, have told me I am socially inept 

and prefer holding onto a steering wheel 

than a rela5onship.  What do they know?  

So, as it is around the month of love I am 

going to share with you some 5ps and 

tricks for impressing and thus a9rac5ng 

girls with your driving. 

Unfortunately the things that a9ract guys 

are different, so for this month the ladies 

will just have to sit this one out.  Sorry 

girls, but this is for your benefit anyway, so 

not all is lost. 

All throughout nature the males are 99 out 

of 100 5mes be9er looking than their 

female counterparts, the odd one out 

being human beings. 

Man birds have to fluff up colourful 

feathers and shake their manly bits 

around, wiggle their arses about and make 

funny noises just to a9ract a female who 

MIGHT, if the mood grabs her, allow the 

poor bugger near her.  And if he then 

outperforms others in things like nest 

building and the like she will, again if the 

mood grabs her, allow the poor and 

overworked man bird to get jiggie with her. 

And if you think about it things aren't that 

much different in the people world, save 

for the feathers and such.  So what do we 

have in place of feathers and song? 

Cars and mad driving skills of course - isn't 

it the most obvious thing on earth? 

The problem of course is that unlike the 

feathery and arse shaking birds, men have 

no natural and ins5nc5ve acumen for 

driving.  It is something we have to be 

taught and then perfect during our 

life5mes. 

Now, in my view the best way to a9ract 

the opposite sex is with good driving, and 

when I say “good driving” I don’t mean 

checking your mirrors and blind spots a 

million 5mes, and shuffling your hands 

around the steering wheel.  Oh no I am 

talking about good driving in the biblical 

sense. 

You see The Savage is a visionary, a 

soothsayer and more importantly smart.  

In the last few months I have imparted 

lessons on driKing, advanced high speed 

control, night driving, wet weather driving, 

how to drive a Qua9ro, how to use launch 

control, endurance driving and I have 

openly and repeatedly encouraged 

advanced driver training.  Now if you 

combine just those few lessons what you 

will have is the recipe for success. 

Woman will deny it but secretly they are 

turned on by flamboyant driving.  It is what 

we have to impress and woo our lady 

targets. 

But you can’t just say, “watch this” and 

throw the car into a slide at 100km/h 

because almost certainly the end result will 

be a long a lonely journey home. 

You need to display your skills in a clever 

and seduc5ve way. 

Talking about it for example - bad idea.  

Girls generally don’t like to hear men 

telling them how good they are at driving. 

You need to casually men5on, as if it 

means nothing on earth, that you have 

been sharpening your driving skills to make 

them more comfortable passengers.  You 

see, so now they relax and when you do 

something different it will be seen as life 

saving and not the complete opposite.  You 

have to get into their minds… 

Now whilst this is generally impossible for 

any man to do, there are certain 5me and 

places where a woman’s mind can be 

fathomed.  And this is one of them. 

Men can’t build nests but we can do 

handbrake turns.  We can driK and we can 

slice through corners at high speeds… if of 

course we have taken the 5me and 

expended the effort to learn these skills. 

I used to race cars, many, many years ago, 

and not some pokey Group N nonsense, I 

am talking about the real deal - Formula 1. 

HOW TO ATTRACT GIRLS WITH GOOD DRIVING 
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I entered and completed dozens of races over seven seasons, and 

then a ma9er of a small accident and a serious head injury sort of 

removed me from the game.  However F1 drivers are pursued by 

more women between races than they pursue one another during 

a race.  It can’t be our oil and dirt spla9ered faces or helmet hair 

that a9racts them, oh no, it’s the fact that we race cars - and cars 

which race secretly drive women wild. 

Some of my contemporaries were even dubbed ‘playboys’ and 

such.  Gentlemen, the proof is undeniable. 

So, what you need to do is get out there and prac5ce, and prac5ce 

some more because there is an invisible, but well established 

connec5on between G-Forces and the spot whose name bears the 

same le9er. 

There are a few things which I feel you need to know, which will 

make this journey all the more simpler. 

Firstly, handbrake turns - learn how to do one.  Nothing gets a girl 

ho9er than a well executed handbrake turn.  At the 5me she will 

roll her eyes and probably hit you, and then call you childish, but 

that’s because she is too embarrassed to tell you that she wants to 

jump your bones. 

Then, get your off-the-line technique sorted so that you can win 

drag races.  He who wins the race scores the most points… and just 

scores.  Ignore the seemingly terrified shouts and screams when 

you peel away from a traffic light, without warning, at 6 000 r/min.  

Again it is done to conceal what is really going on. 

Thirdly, the highway to a woman’s heart is paved with sand.  That’s 

right rally is a brilliant method of wooing and exci5ng.  This of 

course involves a collec5on of skills, such as counter steering, 

controlled sliding, ramping and high speed driving. 

Yes, racing on the dirt is quite dangerous, but it that element of 

extreme danger and being so close to death that get them going.  

She will shout and perhaps even beg you to drive properly, but that 

is a code for ‘go faster and show me what you can really do’.  A well 

executed and perfect slide, preferably with four wheel driK, will 

drive your lady wild.  Again, the shouts and dirty looks are 

subterfuge for the underlying reali5es.  Watch how 5ghtly she 

grabs the seat, seatbelt, and door handles… feet on the dash is an 

even be9er sign.  She is ready and she wants you. 

Then fourthly, there is the ma9er of speed.  The more the merrier 

is what I always say.  At 100km/h she is bored, at 150km/h she is a 

bit more a9en5ve and at 250km/h you have her undivided 

a9en5on. 

That is the perfect 5me to strike up a conversa5on about the 

ac5vi5es you wish to pursue later in the evening… she won’t be 

thinking about shopping, or nail appointments, or chairs, or 

whatever it is that girls think of… she will be listening to every word 

you say and agreeing with it all. 

And if she tries to suggest that you should slow down then, just say, 

“in a minute, I was just wondering if your would like to…” 

Results are guaranteed. 

Then lastly, psychology.  If you put on a pair of driving gloves then 

she will subconsciously know what you are trying to tell her.  That 

you want to… well you know what I am trying to say.  If you 

emphasise the way you click in your seatbelt - same message. 

Trust me a pat on the knee aKer that and you will be lucky if you 

get indoors before she pounces on you. 

And you are even remotely believing any of what I am saying then I 

can’t wait to see how badly I will get you next month, when it is 

April Fools... 

 Please mail your comments about this ar+cle to 

the_savage@nakedmotoring.co.za 
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The Final Word 

The science behind the batteries which 

power electric cars 

Now I must be frank, this is a 

massively complicated area of 

science and one on which I have only 

a basic grapple.  However in the 

simplest of possible terms this is 

what this fascina5ng area of technology is 

all about. 

An electric-vehicle ba9ery (EVB) or trac on 

ba8ery is a ba9ery used to power the 

propulsion of ba9ery electric vehicles 

(BEVs).  Vehicle ba9eries are usually a 

secondary (rechargeable) ba9ery.  Trac5on 

ba9eries are used in forkliKs, electric golf 

carts, riding floor scrubbers, electric 

motorcycles, full-size electric cars, trucks, 

vans, and other electric vehicles. 

Electric-vehicle ba9eries differ from 

star5ng, ligh5ng, and igni5on (SLI) 

ba9eries because they are designed to give 

power over sustained periods of 5me.  

Deep-cycle ba9eries are used instead of SLI 

ba9eries for these applica5ons.  Trac5on 

ba9eries must be designed with a high 

ampere-hour capacity.  Ba9eries for 

electric vehicles are characterised by their 

rela5vely high power-to-weight ra5o, 

energy-to-weight ra5o and energy density; 

smaller, lighter ba9eries reduce the weight 

of the vehicle and improve its 

performance.  Compared to liquid fuels, 

most current ba9ery technologies have 

much lower specific energy, and this oKen 

impacts the maximal all-electric range of 

the vehicles.  However, metal-air ba9eries 

have high specific energy because the 

cathode is provided by the surrounding 

oxygen in the air.  Rechargeable ba9eries 

used in electric vehicles include lead–acid 

("flooded", deep-cycle, and VRLA), NiCd, 

nickel–metal hydride, lithium-ion, Li-ion 

polymer, and, less commonly, zinc–air and 

molten-salt ba9eries.  The amount of 

electricity (i.e. electric charge) stored in 

ba9eries is measured in ampere hours or 

in coulombs, with the total energy oKen 

measured in wa8 hours. 

The ba9ery makes up a substan5al cost of 

BEVs, which unlike for fossil-fuelled cars, 

profoundly manifests itself as a price of 

range. In the case of the MiEV 2012 model, 

the price tag and adver5sed range is close 

to propor5onal between two versions with 

a different ba9ery, giving the (false) 

impression that the ba9ery makes up close 

to 100% of the cost (95% for the higher-

priced version). However, some of the 

price difference comes from extra features 

in the higher-priced version, plus an 

unknown price premium, making such a 

retail price comparison a very bad 

indicator of actual cost of ba9ery capacity, 

but nevertheless serves to quan5fy ba9ery 

capacity as a premium feature.  The few 

electric cars with over 500 km of range 

(including Tesla Model S with the 85 kWh 

ba9ery), are firmly in the luxury segment, 

as of 2015.  Since the late 1990s, advances 

in ba9ery technology have been driven by 

demands for portable electronics, like 

laptop computers and mobile phones.  The 

BEV marketplace has reaped the benefits 

of these advances.  However, Mitsubishi 

ascribes the price reduc5on of its 2012 

model MiEV, compared to the 2011 model, 

to "a drama5c reduc5on in the cost of 

ba9eries".  The cost of electric-vehicle 

ba9eries has been reduced by more than 

35% from 2008 to 2014. 

Rechargeable trac5on ba9eries are 

rou5nely used all day and fast-charged all 

night.  ForkliKs, for instance, are usually 

discharged and recharged every 24 hours 

of the work week. 

The predicted market for automobile 

trac5on ba9eries is over $37 billion in 

2020. 

On an energy basis, the price of electricity 

to run an EV is a small frac5on of the cost 

of liquid fuel needed to produce an 

equivalent amount of energy (energy 

efficiency).  The cost of replacing the 
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ba9eries dominates the opera5ng costs 

There are four main types of ba9eries; lead 

acid, nickel metal hydride, zebra and 

lithium-ion. 

Firstly, flooded lead-acid ba9eries are the 

cheapest and in past most common 

trac5on ba9eries available.  There are two 

main types of lead-acid ba9eries: 

automobile engine starter ba9eries, and 

deep cycle ba9eries.  Automobile 

alternators are designed to provide starter 

ba9eries high charge rates for fast charges, 

while deep cycle ba9eries used for electric 

vehicles like forkliKs or golf carts, and as 

the auxiliary house ba9eries in RV's, 

require different mul5-stage charging.  No 

lead acid ba9ery should be discharged 

below 50% of its capacity, as it shortens 

the ba9ery's life.  Flooded ba9eries 

require inspec5on of electrolyte level and 

occasional replacement of water which 

gases away during the normal charging 

cycle. 

Tradi5onally, most electric vehicles have 

used lead-acid ba9eries due to their 

mature technology, high availability, and 

low cost (excep5on: some early EVs, such 

as the Detroit Electric, used a nickel-iron 

ba9ery.) Like all ba9eries, these have an 

environmental impact through their 

construc5on, use, disposal or recycling.  On 

the upside, vehicle ba9ery recycling rates 

top 95% in the United States. Deep-cycle 

lead ba9eries are expensive and have a 

shorter life than the vehicle itself, typically 

needing replacement every 3 years. 

Lead-acid ba9eries in EV applica5ons end 

up being a significant (25 to 50%) por5on 

of the final vehicle mass.  Like all ba9eries, 

they have significantly lower energy 

density than petroleum fuels - in this case, 

30-40 Wh/kg.  While the difference isn't as 

extreme as it first appears due to the 

lighter drive-train in an EV, even the best 

ba9eries tend to lead to higher masses 

when applied to vehicles with a normal 

range.  The efficiency (70 to 75%) and 

storage capacity of the current genera5on 

of common deep cycle lead acid ba9eries 

decreases with lower temperatures, and 

diver5ng power to run a hea5ng coil 

reduces efficiency and range by up to 40%.   

Recent advances in ba9ery efficiency, 

capacity, materials, safety, toxicity and 

durability are likely to allow these superior 

characteris5cs to be applied in car-sized 

EVs. 

Charging and opera5on of ba9eries 

typically results in the emission of 

hydrogen, oxygen and sulphur, which are 

naturally occurring and normally harmless 

if properly vented. Early Ci5car owners 

discovered that, if not vented properly, 

unpleasant sulphur smells would leak into 

the cabin immediately aKer charging. 

Lead-acid ba9eries powered such early-

modern EVs as the original versions of the 

EV1 and the RAV4 EV. 

Secondly, Nickel-metal hydride ba9eries 

are now considered a rela5vely mature 

technology. While less efficient (60–70%) 

in charging and discharging than even lead-

acid, they have an energy density of 30–

80 Wh/kg, far higher than lead-acid. When 

used properly, nickel-metal hydride 

ba9eries can have excep5onally long lives, 

as has been demonstrated in their use in 

hybrid cars and surviving NiMH RAV4 EVs 

that s5ll operate well aKer 100 000 miles 

(160 000 km) and over a decade of service. 

Downsides include the poor efficiency, 

high self-discharge, very finicky charge 

cycles, and poor performance in cold 

weather. 

GM Ovonic produced the NiMH ba9ery 

used in the second genera5on EV-1, and 

Cobasys makes a nearly iden5cal ba9ery 

(ten 1.2 V 85 Ah NiMH cells in series in 

contrast with eleven cells for Ovonic 

ba9ery). This worked very well in the EV-1. 

Patent encumbrance has limited the use of 

these ba9eries in recent years. 

Then thirdly, The sodium or "zebra" 

ba9ery uses a molten chloroaluminate 

sodium (NaAlCl4) as the electrolyte. This 

chemistry is also occasionally referred to as 

"hot salt". A rela5vely mature technology, 

the Zebra ba9ery has an energy density of 

120Wh/kg and reasonable series 

resistance. Since the ba9ery must be 

heated for use, cold weather doesn't 

strongly affect its opera5on except for in 

increasing hea5ng costs. They have been 

used in several EVs. Zebras can last for a 

few thousand charge cycles and are 

nontoxic. The downsides to the Zebra 

ba9ery include poor power density 

(<300 W/kg) and the requirement of 

having to heat the electrolyte to about 

270 °C, which wastes some energy and 

presents difficul5es in long-term storage of 

charge. 

Zebra ba9eries have been used in the 

Modec commercial vehicle since it entered 

produc5on in 2006. 

And lastly, Lithium-ion (and similar lithium 

polymer) ba9eries, widely known via their 

use in laptops and consumer electronics, 

dominate the most recent group of EVs in 

development. The tradi5onal lithium-ion 

chemistry involves a lithium cobalt oxide 

cathode and a graphite anode. This yields 

cells with an impressive 200+ Wh/kg 

energy density and good power density, 

and 80 to 90% charge/discharge efficiency. 

The downsides of tradi5onal lithium-ion 

ba9eries include short cycle lives 

(hundreds to a few thousand charge 

cycles) and significant degrada5on with 

age. The cathode is also somewhat toxic. 

Also, tradi5onal lithium-ion ba9eries can 

pose a fire safety risk if punctured or 

charged improperly. These laptop cells 

don't accept or supply charge when cold, 

and so heaters can be necessary in some 

climates to warm them. The maturity of 

this technology is moderate. The Tesla 

Roadster (2008) uses "blades" of 

tradi5onal lithium-ion "laptop ba9ery" 

cells that can be replaced individually as 

needed. 

Most other EVs are u5lizing new varia5ons 

on lithium-ion chemistry that sacrifice 

energy and power density to provide fire 

resistance, environmental friendliness, 

very rapid charges (as low as a few 

minutes), and very long lifespans. These 

variants (phosphates, 5tanates, spinels, 

etc.) have been shown to have a much 

longer life5me, with A123 expec5ng their 

lithium iron phosphate ba9eries to last for 

at least 10+ years and 7000+ charge cycles, 

and LG Chem expec5ng their lithium-

manganese spinel ba9eries to last up to 

40 years. 

Much work is being done on lithium ion 
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ba9eries in the lab. Lithium vanadium 

oxide has already made its way into the 

Subaru prototype G4e, doubling energy 

density. Silicon nanowires, silicon 

nanopar5cles, and 5n nanopar5cles 

promise several 5mes the energy density 

in the anode, while composite and 

superlaUce cathodes also promise 

significant density improvements. 

Then insofar as the cost of these ba9eries 

is concerned, In 2010, scien5sts at the 

Technical University of Denmark paid $ 10 

000 for a cer5fied EV ba9ery with 25 kWh 

capacity (i.e. $ 400 per kilowa9 hour), with 

no rebates or surcharges.  Two out of 15 

ba9ery producers could supply the 

necessary technical documents about 

quality and fire safety.  In 2010 it was 

es5mated that at most 10 years would 

pass before the ba9ery price would come 

down to 1/3. 

According to a 2010 study, by the Na5onal 

Research Council, the cost of a lithium-ion 

ba9ery pack was about US$ 1 700/kWh of 

usable energy, and considering that a PHEV

-10 requires about 2.0 kWh and a PHEV-40 

about 8 kWh, the manufacturer cost of the 

ba9ery pack for a PHEV-10 is around US$ 3 

000 and it goes up to US$ 14 000 for a 

PHEV-40. The MIT Technology Review 

es5mated the cost of automo5ve ba9ery 

packs to be between US$ 225 to US$ 500 

per kilowa9-hour by 2020.  A 2013 study 

by the American Council for an Energy-

Efficient Economy reported that ba9ery 

costs came down from US$ 1 300 per kWh 

in 2007 to US$ 500 per kWh in 2012. The 

U.S. Department of Energy has set cost 

targets for its sponsored ba9ery research 

of US$ 300 per kWh in 2015 and US$ 125 

per kWh by 2022. Cost reduc5ons through 

advances in ba9ery technology and higher 

produc5on volumes will allow plug-in 

electric vehicles to be more compe55ve 

with conven5onal internal combus5on 

engine vehicles.  In 2016, the world had a 

Li-Ion produc5on capacity of 41.57 GWh. 

The actual costs for cells are subject to 

much debate and specula5on as most EV 

manufacturers deny to discuss this topic in 

detail. However, in October 2015, car 

maker GM revealed at their annual Global 

Business Conference that they expected a 

price of US$ 145 per-kilowa9-hour for Li-

ion cells entering 2016, substan5ally lower 

than other analyst's cost es5mates. GM 

also expects a cost of US$ 100 per kwh by 

the end of 2021. 

According to a study published in February 

2016 by Bloomberg New Energy Finance 

(BNEF), ba9ery prices fell 65% since 2010, 

and 35% just in 2015, reaching US$ 350 per 

kWh. The study concludes that ba9ery 

costs are on a trajectory to make electric 

vehicles without government subsidies as 

affordable as internal combus5on engine 

cars in most countries by 2022. BNEF 

projects that by 2040, long-range electric 

cars will cost less than US$ 22 000 

expressed in 2016 dollars. BNEF expects 

electric car ba9ery costs to be well below 

US$ 120 per kWh by 2030, and to fall 

further thereaKer as new chemistries 

become available. 

In 2010, ba9ery professor Poul Norby 

stated that he believed that lithium 

ba9eries will need to double their energy 

density and bring down the price from $ 

500 (2010) to $ 100 per kWh capacity in 

order to make an impact on petrol cars. 

Ci5group indicates $ 230/kWh. 

Toyota Prius 2012 plug-in's official page 

declare 21 kilometres (13 mi) of autonomy 

and a ba9ery capacity of 5.2 kWh with a 

ra5o of 4 kilometres (2.5 mi)/kWh. 

Ba9ery electric cars achieve about 8 km/

kWh. The Chevrolet Volt is expected to 

achieve 50 MPGe when running on the 

auxiliary power unit (a small on-board 

generator) – at 33% thermodynamic 

efficiency that would mean 12 kWh for 50 

miles (80 km), or about 240 wa9-hours per 

mile. For prices of 1 kWh of charge with 

various different ba9ery technologies, see 

the "Energy/Consumer Price" column in 

the "Table of rechargeable ba9ery 

technologies" sec5on in the rechargeable 

ba9ery ar5cle. 

United States Secretary of Energy Steven 

Chu predicted costs for a 64km range 

ba9ery will drop from a price in 2008 of $ 

12 000 to $ 3 600 in 2015 and further to $ 

1 500 by 2020.  Li-ion, Li-poly, Aluminium-

air ba9eries and zinc-air ba9eries have 

demonstrated energy densi5es high 

enough to deliver range and recharge 

5mes comparable to conven5onal fossil 

fuelled vehicles. 

Different costs are important. One issue is 

purchase price, the other issue is total cost 

of ownership. As of 2015, electric cars are 

more expensive to ini5ally purchase, but 

cheaper to run, and in at least some cases, 

total cost of ownership may be lower. 

According to Kammen et al., 2008, new 

PEVs would become cost efficient to 

consumers if ba9ery prices would decrease 

from $ 1 300/kWh to about $ 500/kWh (so 

that the ba9ery may pay for itself). 

In 2010, the Nissan Leaf ba9ery pack was 

reportedly produced at a cost of $ 18 000. 

Nissan's ini5al produc5on costs at the 

launch of the Leaf were therefore about $ 

750 per kilowa9 hour (for the 24 kWh 

ba9ery). 

In 2012, McKinsey Quarterly linked ba9ery 

prices to gasoline prices on a basis of 5-

year total cost of ownership for a car, 

es5ma5ng that $ 3.50/gallon equate to $ 

250/kWh. In 2017 McKinsey es5mated that 

electric cars are compe55ve at a ba9ery 

pack cost of $100/kWh (around 2030), and 

expects pack costs to be $ 190/kWh by 

2020. 

In October 2015, car maker GM revealed at 

their annual Global Business Conference 

that they expected a price of $ 145 per 

kilowa9 hour for Li-ion cells entering 2016. 

Driving range parity means that the electric 

vehicle has the same range than an 

average all-combus5on vehicle (500 

kilometres or 310 miles), with 1+ kWh/kg 

ba9eries. Higher range means that the 

electric vehicles would run more 

kilometres without recharge. 

Japanese and European Union officials are 

in talks to jointly develop advanced 

rechargeable ba9eries for electric cars to 

help na5ons reduce greenhouse-gas 

emissions. Developing a ba9ery that can 

power an electric vehicle 500 kilometres 

(310 mi) on a single charging is feasible, 

said Japanese ba9ery maker GS Yuasa 

Corp. Sharp Corp and GS Yuasa are among 

Japanese solar-power cell and ba9ery 
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makers that may benefit from coopera5on. 

The lithium-ion ba9ery in the AC 

Propulsion tzero provides 400 to 500 km 

(200 to 300 mi) of range per charge (single 

charge range). The list price of this vehicle 

when it was released in 2003 was $ 220 

000. 

Driving in a Daihatsu Mira equipped with 

74 kWh lithium ion ba9eries, the Japan EV 

Club has achieved a world record for an 

electric car: 1 003 kilometres without 

recharging. 

Zonda Bus, in Jiangsu, China offers the 

Zonda Bus New Energy with a 500 

kilometre only-electric range. 

Tesla Model S with 85 kWh ba9ery has a 

range of 510 km .  Tesla Model S has been 

built since 2012. It is priced around US$ 

100 000. 

The supercar Rimac Concept One with 

82 kWh ba9ery has a range of 500 km. The 

car is built since 2013. 

The pure electric car BYD e6 with 60 kWh 

ba9ery has a range of 300 km 

Ba9ery pack designs for Electric Vehicles 

(EVs) are complex and vary widely by 

manufacturer and specific applica5on. 

However, they all incorporate a 

combina5on of several simple mechanical 

and electrical component systems which 

perform the basic required func5ons of the 

pack. 

The actual ba9ery cells can have different 

chemistry, physical shapes, and sizes as 

preferred by various pack manufacturers. 

Ba9ery pack will always incorporate many 

discrete cells connected in series and 

parallel to achieve the total voltage and 

current requirements of the pack. Ba9ery 

packs for all electric drive EVs can contain 

several hundred individual cells. 

To assist in manufacturing and assembly, 

the large stack of cells is typically grouped 

into smaller stacks called modules. Several 

of these modules will be placed into a 

single pack. Within each module the cells 

are welded together to complete the 

electrical path for current flow. Modules 

can also incorporate cooling mechanisms, 

temperature monitors, and other devices. 

In most cases, modules also allow for 

monitoring the voltage produced by each 

ba9ery cell in the stack by the Ba9ery 

Management System (BMS). 

The ba9ery cell stack has a main fuse 

which limits the current of the pack under 

a short circuit condi5on. A "service plug" or 

"service disconnect" can be removed to 

split the ba9ery stack into two electrically 

isolated halves. With the service plug 

removed, the exposed main terminals of 

the ba9ery present no high poten5al 

electrical danger to service technicians. 

The ba9ery pack also contains relays, or 

contactors, which control the distribu5on 

of the ba9ery pack’s electrical power to 

the output terminals. In most cases there 

will be a minimum of two main relays 

which connect the ba9ery cell stack to the 

main posi5ve and nega5ve output 

terminals of the pack, those supplying high 

current to the electrical drive motor. Some 

pack designs will include alternate current 

paths for pre-charging the drive system 

through a pre-charge resistor or for 

powering an auxiliary buss which will also 

have their own associated control relays. 

For obvious safety reasons these relays are 

all normally open. 

The ba9ery pack also contains a variety of 

temperature, voltage, and current sensors. 

Collec5on of data from the pack sensors 

and ac5va5on of the pack relays are 

accomplished by the pack ’s Ba9ery 

Monitoring Unit (BMU) or Ba9ery 

Management System (BMS). The BMS is 

also responsible for communica5ons with 

the world outside the ba9ery pack 

Ba9eries in BEVs must be periodically 

recharged. BEVs most commonly charge 

from the power grid (at home or using a 

street or shop recharging point), which is in 

turn generated from a variety of domes5c 

resources, such as coal, hydroelectricity, 

nuclear and others. Home or grid power, 

such as photovoltaic solar cell panels, 

microhydro or wind may also be used and 

are promoted because of concerns 

regarding global warming. 

With suitable power supplies, good ba9ery 

lifespan is usually achieved at rates not 

exceeding "0.5C" or so, taking two to three 

hours for a full charge, but faster charging 

can be done. 

Charging 5me is oKen limited by the 

capacity of the grid connec5on. A normal 

household outlet delivers 1.5 kilowa9s (in 

the US, Canada, Japan, and other countries 

with 110 volt supply) and 3 kilowa9s (in 

countries with 240 V supply). 

Many European countries feed domes5c 

consumers with a 3 phase system fused at 

16-25 amp allowing for a theore5cal 

capacity around 11-17 kW. At this higher 

power level charging even a small, 

7 kilowa9-hour (14–28 mi) pack, would 

require less than an hour. This is slow 

compared to the effec5ve power delivery 

rate of an average petrol pump, about 

5,000 kilowa9s. In the UK, domes5c 

premises are usually supplied with single 

phase 230 VAC fused at 40 A (some older 

premises), 60 A or 100 A, the la9er offering 

a maximum household draw of 23 kW. 

Ul5mately, even if the supply power is 

increased, ba9eries cannot accept charge 

at greater than their maximum charge rate 

(usually "2C" or "3C"), giving a recharge 

5me of 20 to 30 minutes to 80%, with 

slower charging usually recommended for 

the remaining 20%. 

In 1995, some charging sta5ons charged 

BEVs in one hour. In November 1997, Ford 

purchased a fast-charge system produced 

by AeroVironment called "PosiCharge" for 

tes5ng its fleets of Ranger EVs, which 

charged their lead-acid ba9eries in 

between six and fiKeen minutes. In 

February 1998, General Motors announced 

a version of its "Magne Charge" system 

which could recharge NiMH ba9eries in 

about ten minutes, providing a range of 

sixty to one hundred miles. 

In 2005, handheld device ba9ery designs 

by Toshiba were claimed to be able to 

accept an 80% charge in as li9le as 

60 seconds. Scaling this specific power 

characteris5c up to the same 7 kilowa9-

hour EV pack would result in the need for a 

peak of 340 kilowa9s of power from some 

source for those 60 seconds. It is not clear 

that such ba9eries will work directly in 

BEVs as heat build-up may make them 
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unsafe. 

Most people do not always require fast 

recharging because they have enough 

5me, six to eight hours, during the work 

day or overnight to recharge. As the 

charging does not require a9en5on it takes 

a few seconds for an owner to plug in and 

unplug their vehicle. Many BEV drivers 

prefer refuelling at home, avoiding the 

inconvenience of visi5ng a fuel sta5on. 

Some workplaces provide special parking 

bays for electric vehicles with charging 

equipment provided. 

Electric cars like Tesla Model S, Renault 

Zoe, BMW i3, etc. can recharge their 

ba9eries at quick charging sta5ons within 

30 minutes to 80 percent. 

In laboratories the company StoreDot from 

Israel reportedly first lab samples of 

unspecified ba9eries can (ba9ery capacity 

in the area around 1 Ah) with as of April 

2014, loaded in 30 seconds in mobile 

phones. 

Researchers from Singapore have 2014 

developed a ba9ery that can be recharged 

aKer 2 minutes to 70 percent. The 

ba9eries rely on lithium-ion technology. 

However, the anode and the nega5ve pole 

in the ba9ery is no longer made of 

graphite, but a 5tanium dioxide gel. The 

gel accelerates the chemical reac5on 

significantly, thus ensuring a faster 

charging. In par5cular, these ba9eries are 

to be used in electric cars.  Already in 2012 

researchers at the Ludwig-Maximilian-

University in Munich have discovered the 

basic principle. 

Scien5sts at Stanford University in 

California have developed a ba9ery that 

can be charged within one minute. The 

anode is made of aluminium and the 

cathode made of graphite (see Aluminium-

ion ba9ery). 

The electric car Volar-e of the company 

Applus + IDIADA, based on the Rimac 

Concept One, contains lithium iron 

phosphate ba9eries that can be recharged 

in 15 minutes. 

According to the manufacturer BYD the 

lithium iron phosphate ba9ery of the 

electric car e6 is charged at a fast charging 

sta5on within 15 minutes to 80%, aKer 40 

minutes at 100% 

The charging power can be connected to 

the car in two ways. The first is a direct 

electrical connec5on known as conduc5ve 

coupling. This might be as simple as a 

mains lead into a weatherproof socket 

through special high capacity cables with 

connectors to protect the user from high 

voltages. The modern standard for plug-in 

vehicle charging is the SAE 1772 

conduc5ve connector (IEC 62196 Type 1) in 

the US. The ACEA has chosen the VDE-AR-E 

2623-2-2 (IEC 62196 Type 2) for 

deployment in Europe, which, without a 

latch, means unnecessary extra power 

requirements for the locking mechanism. 

The second approach is known as induc5ve 

charging. A special 'paddle' is inserted into 

a slot on the car. The paddle is one winding 

of a transformer, while the other is built 

into the car. When the paddle is inserted it 

completes a magne5c circuit which 

provides power to the ba9ery pack. In one 

induc5ve charging system, one winding is 

a9ached to the underside of the car, and 

the other stays on the floor of the garage. 

The advantage of the induc5ve approach is 

that there is no possibility of electrocu5on 

as there are no exposed conductors, 

although interlocks, special connectors and 

ground fault detectors can make 

conduc5ve coupling nearly as safe. 

Induc5ve charging can also reduce vehicle 

weight, by moving more charging 

componentry oloard. An induc5ve 

charging proponent from Toyota 

contended in 1998, that overall cost 

differences were minimal, while a 

conduc5ve charging proponent from Ford 

contended that conduc5ve charging was 

more cost efficient 

In France, Électricité de France (EDF) and 

Toyota are installing recharging points for 

PHEVs on roads, streets and parking lots. 

EDF is also partnering with Elektromo5ve, 

Ltd. to install 250 new charging points over 

six months from October 2007 in London 

and elsewhere in the UK. Recharging 

points also can be installed for specific 

uses, as in taxi stands. Public charging has 

been described as costly, unmanageable, 

and resource-intensive. 

The range of a BEV depends on the 

number and type of ba9eries used. The 

weight and type of vehicle as well as 

terrain, weather, and the performance of 

the driver also have an impact, just as they 

do on the mileage of tradi5onal vehicles. 

Electric vehicle conversion performance 

depends on a number of factors including 

the ba9ery chemistry: 

• Lead-acid ba9eries are the most 

available and inexpensive. Such 

conversions generally have a range 

of 30 to 80 km (20 to 50 mi). 

Produc5on EVs with lead-acid 

ba9eries are capable of up to 

130 km (80 mi) per charge. 

• NiMH ba9eries have higher energy 

density than lead-acid; prototype 

EVs deliver up to 200 km (120 mi) 

of range. 

• New lithium-ion ba9ery-equipped 

EVs provide 320–480 km (200–

300 mi) of range per charge. 

Lithium is also less expensive than 

nickel. 

• Nickel-zinc ba9ery are cheaper and 

lighter than Nickel-cadmium 

ba9eries. They are also cheaper 

(but not as light) than Lithium-Ion 

ba9eries. 

Finding the economic balance of range 

versus performance, ba9ery capacity 

versus weight, and ba9ery type versus cost 

challenges every EV manufacturer. 

With an AC system or Advanced DC 

systems regenera5ve braking can extend 

range by up to 50% under extreme traffic 

condi5ons without complete stopping. 

Otherwise, the range is extended by about 

10 to 15% in city driving, and only 

negligibly in highway driving, depending 

upon terrain. 

BEVs (including buses and trucks) can also 

use genset trailers and pusher trailers in 

order to extend their range when desired 

without the addi5onal weight during 

normal short range use. Discharged baset 

trailers can be replaced by recharged ones 
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in a route point. If rented then 

maintenance costs can be deferred to the 

agency. 

Such BEVs can become Hybrid vehicles 

depending on the trailer and car types of 

energy and powertrain. 

• The Tesla Roadster (build 2008–

2012) can travel 245 miles 

(394 km) per charge; 

• Tesla Model S with 85 kWh ba9ery 

has a range of 510 km (320 miles). 

Tesla Model S has been built since 

2012. It is priced around US$100 

000. 

• The supercar Rimac Concept One 

with 82 kWh ba9ery has a range of 

500 km. The car is built since 2013. 

• The pure electric car BYD e6 with 

60 kWh ba9ery has a range of 

300 km. 

• The bestseller Nissan Leaf model 

year 2016 with 30 kWh ba9ery has 

a range of 172 km. 

Individual ba9eries are usually arranged 

into large ba9ery packs of various voltage 

and ampere-hour capacity products to give 

the required energy capacity. Ba9ery 

service life should be considered when 

calcula5ng the extended cost of 

ownership, as all ba9eries eventually wear 

out and must be replaced. The rate at 

which they expire depends on a number of 

factors. 

The depth of discharge (DOD) is the 

recommended propor5on of the total 

available energy storage for which that 

ba9ery will achieve its rated cycles. Deep 

cycle lead-acid ba9eries generally should 

not be discharged to below 20% of total 

capacity. More modern formula5ons can 

survive deeper cycles. 

In real world use, some fleet Toyota 

RAV4 EVs, using Nickel–metal hydride 

ba9ery, have exceeded 100 000 miles (160 

000 km) with li9le degrada5on in their 

daily range.  Quo5ng that report's 

concluding assessment: 

"The five-vehicle test is demonstra5ng the 

long-term durability of Nickel Metal 

Hydride ba9eries and electric drive trains. 

Only slight performance degrada5on has 

been observed to-date on four out of five 

vehicles.... EVTC test data provide strong 

evidence that all five vehicles will exceed 

the 100 000 mile (160 000 km) mark. SCE’s 

posi5ve experience points to the very 

strong likelihood of a 130 000 to 150 000 

mile (240 000 km) Nickel Metal Hydride 

ba9ery and drive-train opera5onal life. EVs 

can therefore match or exceed the lifecycle 

miles of comparable internal combus5on 

engine vehicles. 

"In June 2003 the 320 RAV4 EVs of the 

SCE fleet were used primarily by meter 

readers, service managers, field 

representa ves, service planners and 

mail handlers, and for security patrols 

and carpools. In five years of 

opera on, the RAV4 EV fleet had 

logged more than 6.9 million miles, 

elimina ng about 830 tons of air 

pollutants, and preven ng more than 

3,700 tons of tailpipe carbon dioxide 

emissions. vGiven the successful 

opera on of its EVs to-date, SCE plans 

to con nue using them well aQer they 

all log 100 000 miles." 

Lithium ion ba9eries are perishable to 

some degree; they lose some of their 

maximum storage capacity per year even if 

they are not used. Nickel metal hydride 

ba9eries lose much less capacity and are 

cheaper for the storage capacity they give, 

but have a lower total capacity ini5ally for 

the same weight. 

Jay Leno's 1909 Baker Electric (see Baker 

Motor Vehicle) s5ll operates on its original 

Edison cells. Ba9ery replacement costs of 

BEVs may be par5ally or fully offset by the 

lack of regular maintenance such as oil and 

filter changes required for ICEVs, and by 

the greater reliability of BEVs due to their 

fewer moving parts. They also do away 

with many other parts that normally 

require servicing and maintenance in a 

regular car, such as on the gearbox, cooling 

system, and engine tuning. And by the 

5me ba9eries do finally need defini5ve 

replacement, they can be replaced with 

later genera5on ones which may offer 

be9er performance characteris5cs. 

Lithium iron phosphate ba9eries reach 

according to the manufacturer more than 

5000 cycles at respec5ve depth of 

discharge of 70%. As the world's largest 

manufacturer of lithium iron phosphate 

ba9eries are concerned BYD, which has 

developed through precision 

manufacturing a wide range of cells for 

deep cycle applica5ons, such as in use in 

sta5onary storage systems. AKer 7500 

cycles with discharge of 85% this s5ll have 

a spare capacity of at least 80% at a rate of 

1 C; which corresponds with a full cycle per 

day to a life5me of min. 20.5 years. The 

lithium iron phosphate ba9ery Sony 

Fortelion has aKer 10 000 cycles at 100% 

discharge level s5ll a residual capacity of 

71%. This accumulator is since 2009 on the 

market. 

Used in solar ba9eries Lithium-ion 

ba9eries have partly a very high cycle 

resistance of more than 10 000 charge and 

discharge cycles and a long service life of 

up to 20 years. 

Plug-in America has among drivers of the 

Tesla Roadster (2008), a survey carried out 

with respect to the service life of the 

installed ba9ery. It was found that aKer 

100 000 miles = 160 000 km, the ba9ery 

s5ll had a remaining capacity of 80 to 85 

percent. This was regardless of in which 

climate zone the car is moved.  The Tesla 

Roadster was built and sold between 2008 

and 2012. For its 85-kWh ba9eries in the 

Tesla Model S Tesla are 8-year warranty 

with unlimited mileage. 

Varta Storage abandons his family engion 

family and engion home a guarantee of 14 

000 full cycles and a service life of 10 years. 

As of December 2016, the world's all-5me 

best-selling electric car is the Nissan Leaf, 

with more than 250 000 units sold since its 

incep5on in 2010. Nissan stated in 2015 

that un5l then only 0.01 percent of 

ba9eries had to be replaced because of 

failures or problems and then only because 

of externally inflicted damage. There are a 

few vehicles that have already covered 

more than 200 000 km; none of these had 

any problems with the ba9ery. 
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MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

500 595 1.4T 107 206  299 950 

500 595 AT 1.4t 107 206  324 950 

500C 595 1.4T 107 206  339 950 

500C 595 AT 1.4T 107 206  364 950 

500 595 Turismo 1.4T 121 230  369 950 

500 595 Turismo AT 1.4T 121 230  394 950 

500 595 Comte5zione 1.4T 132 250  443 450 

595 Comte5zione AT 1.4T 132 250  468 450 

124 Spider Turismo  125 250  649 900 

Alfa Romeo      

Giulie9a 1.4TB 1.4T 88 215  319 900 

Giulie9a Super 1.4T 88 215  362 900 

Giulie9a Super AT 1.4T 125 250  412 900 

Giulie9a 1750TBi 1.8T 170 340  479 900 

4C Coupe  177 350  1 162 900 

4C Spider  177 350  1 340 900 

Giulia 2.0T 2.0T 147 330  555 000 

Giulia 2.0T Super 2.0T 147 330  625 000 

Giulia QV  375 600  1 400 000 

Aston Mar>n      

Vantage S V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S V12 421 620  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V12 421 690  POA 

Rapide S V12 410 620  POA 

DB11 Coupe V12 447 700  POA 

Vanquish Coupe V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish Volante V12 424 630  POA 

Abarth      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Vantage S Roadster V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S Roadster AT V8 321 490  POA 

Vantage S V12 421 620  POA 

Vantage S Roadster V12 421 690  POA 

Rapide S V12 410 620  POA 

DB11 Coupe V12 447 700  POA 

Vanquish Coupe V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish Volante V12 424 630  POA 

Vanquish S Coupe V12 433 630  POA 

Vanquish S Volante V12 433 630  POA 

Audi      

Audi A1 / S1      

A1 3-door 1.0TFSi S 1.0T 70 160  286 000 

A1 1.0TFSi S Auto 1.0T 70 160  303 500 

A1 1.0TFSi SE 1.0T 70 160  310 500 

A1 1.0TFSi SE Auto 1.0T 70 160  319 000 

A1 1.4TFSi SE 1.4T 92 200  327 500 

A1 1.4TFSi SE Auto 1.4T 92 200  345 000 

A1 1.8TFSi Sport 1.8T 141 250  419 500 

A1 Sportback 1.0TFSi  1.0T 70 160  293 500 

A1 1.0TFSi S Auto 1.0T 70 160  311 000 

A1 1.0TFSi SE 1.0T 70 160  309 000 

A1 1.0TFSi SE Auto 1.0T 70 160  326 500 

A1 1.4TFSi SE 1.4T 92 200  335 000 

A1 1.8TFSi Sport 1.8T 141 250  427 000 

S1 3-door Qua9ro  170 370  499 000 

S1 Sportback Qua9ro  170 370  506 500 

Audi Q2      

Q2 1.0TFSI AT 1.0T 85 200 10.5 453 000 

Q2 1.4TFSi Sport 1.4T 110 250 8.5 511 000 

Q2 1.4TFSi Sport AT 1.4T 110 250 8.5 529 500 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Q2 2.0TDi Sport 2.0D 105 340 8.1 565 000 

Audi A3 / S3 / RS3      

3-door 1.4TFSi  1.4T 110 250 8.1 412 000 

3-door 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.1 430 500 

3-door 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.8 429 500 

3-door 2.0TFSi Auto 2.0T 140 320 6.7 448 000 

3-door 2.0TDi 2.0D 105 340 8.2 481 000 

Sportback 1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.2 419 000 

Sportback 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.2 438 000 

Sportback 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.9 437 000 

Sportback 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.8 455 500 

Sportback 2.0TDi 2.0D 105 340 8.3 489 000 

Sedan 1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.2 429 500 

Sedan 1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.2 448 000 

Sedan 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 6.9 447 000 

Sedan 2.0TFSi Auto 2.0T 140 320 6.8 465 500 

Sedan 2.0TDi 2.0D 105 340 8.3 499 000 

Cabriolet 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.2 566 500 

S3 3-door Qua9ro  228 400 4.6 638 500 

S3 Sportback Qua9ro  228 400 4.6 646 000 

S3 Sedan Qua9ro  228 400 4.6 656 000 

S3 Cabriolet Qua9ro  228 400 5.1 758 000 

RS 3 Sedan Qua9ro 2.5T 294 480 4.1 925 500 

Audi Q3 / RS Q3      

1.4TFSi S 1.4T 110 250 9.2 476 000 

2.0TDi S 2.0D 110 340 9.3 523 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 132 320 7.6 576 000 

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 135 380 7.9 597 000 

RS Q3 Qua9ro 2.5T 250 450 4.8 882 500 

Audi A4      

1.4TFSi 1.4T 110 250 8.7 476 500 

NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 
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1.4TFSi Auto 1.4T 110 250 8.5 494 500 

Audi A4 2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.3 536 500 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.7 559 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 5.8 666 000 

Audi TT      

Coupe 1.8TFSi 1.8T 132 250 7.0 563 000 

Coupe 2.0TFSi 2.0T 169 370 6.0 601 000 

Coupe 2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 169 370 5.3 691 000 

TTS Coupe 2.0T Qua9ro 2.0T 228 380 4.6 750 500 

Audi A5 / S5 Sportback      

2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.5 589 000 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.9 619 000 

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 140 400 7.4 652 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.0 723 500 

S5 Sportback Qua9ro  250 500 4.7 928 000 

Audi A5 / S5 Coupe      

2.0TFSi 2.0T 140 320 7.3 589 000 

2.0TDi 2.0D 140 400 7.7 619 000 

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 140 400 7.4 652 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.0 723 500 

S5 Coupe Qua9ro  250 500 4.7 928 000 

Audi Q5 / SQ5      

2.0TDi Qua9ro 2.0D 140 400 7.9 698 000 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.3 747 500 

SQ5 Qua9ro  250 500 5.4 1 028 000 

Audi A6 / S6 / RS 6      

1.8TFSi SE 1.8T 140 320 7.9 662 000 

2.0TDi SE 2.0D 140 400 8.2 695 500 

3.0TDi SE 3.0D 160 400 7.1 733 500 

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.7 822 000 

S6 Qua9ro  331 550 4.4 1 161 500 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

RS6 Avant Qua9ro 4.0T 412 700 3.9 1 554 500 

Audi Q7      

2.0TFSi Qua9ro 2.0T 185 370 6.9 970 000 

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 183 600 6.9 1 027 000 

Audi A7 / S7 / RS7      

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 200 580 5.7 1 039 500 

3.0TDi BiT Qua9ro 3.0D 235 650 5.2 1 145 500 

S7 Sportback Qua9ro  331 550 4.6 1 295 000 

RS7 Sportback 4.0T 412 700 3.9 1 757 000 

Audi A8 / S8      

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 190 580 5.9 1 369 000 

4.2TDi Qua9ro 4.2D 283 850 4.7 1 753 500 

S8 Qua9ro 4.0T 382 650 4.1 1 788 000 

A8L       

3.0TDi Qua9ro 3.0D 190 580 6.1 1 563 000 

4.2TDi Qua9ro 4.2D 283 850 4.9 1 950 500 

6.3 W12 Qua9ro 6.3 368 625 4.6 2 376 000 

Audi R8      

5.2 V10 Qua9ro 5.2 397 540 3.5 2 735 500 

5.2 V10 Qua9ro Spyder 5.2 397 540 3.6 2 905 500 

5.2 V10 Plus Qua9ro 5.2 449 560 3.2 3  890 000 

Bentley      

Con>nental      

GT V8 4.0T 373 660 4.8 3 562 000 

GTC V8 4.0T 373 660 5.0 3 764 000 

GT V8S 4.0T 389 680 4.5 3 791 000 

GTC V8S 4.0T 389 680 4.7 4 168 000 

GT W12 6.0T 434 720 4.5 3 909 000 

GTC W12 6.0T 434 720 4.7 4 165 000 

GT Speed W12 6.0T 467 820 4.2 4 163 000 

GTC Speed W12 6.0T 467 820 4.4 4 577 000 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Supersports 6.0T 522 1017 4 450 000 

Supersports Conver5ble  6.0T 522 1017 4 850 000 

Flying Spur     

V8 4.0T 373 660 3 622 000 

V8S 4.0T 388 680 3 861 000 

W12 6.0T 460 800 4 009 000 

Bentayga     

W12 6.0T 447 900 3 987 000 

Mulsanne     

Mulsanne V8T 377 1020 6 152 000 

Mulsanne Speed V8T 395 1100 6 739 000 

Mulsanne EWB V8T 337 1020 7 384 000 

BMW     

1-Series     

118i  100 220 417 942 

118i Auto  100 220 438 400 

120i  135 290 438 400 

120i Auto  135 290 463 784 

120d 2.0D 140 400 484 800 

120id Auto 2.0D 140 400 505 600 

125i Auto  185 310 525 140 

M140i 3.0T 250 500 540 725 

M140i Auto 3.0T 250 500 562  102 

2-Series Ac>ve Tourer     

218i Ac5ve Tourer  100 220 450 614 

218i Ac5ve Tourer Auto  100 220 471 528 

220i Ac5ve Tourer  141 280 478 380 

220i Ac5ve Tourer Auto  141 280 498 382 

220d Ac5ve Tourer 2.0D 140 400 507 400 

220d Ac5ve Tourer Auto 2.0D 140 400 528 200 

225i Ac5ve Tourer Auto  170 350 530 452 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

220i Coupe  135 290 7.1 486 554 

220i Coupe Auto  135 290 7.2 506 784 

220d Coupe 2.0D 140 400 7.1 522 100 

220d Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.0 542 900 

230i Coupe 3.0T 185 350 5.8 531 508 

230i Coupe Auto 2.0T 185 350 5.6 550 940 

220i Conver5ble  135 290 7.5 573 066 

220i Conver5ble Auto  135 290 7.7 592 954 

230i Conver5ble 3.0T 185 350 6.1 617 506 

230i Conver5ble Auto 3.0T 185 350 5.9 636 893 

M240i Coupe 3.0T 250  500 4.8 660 026 

M240i Coupe Auto 3.0T 250 500 4.6 681 402 

M240I Conver5ble 3.0T 250 450 4.9 754 866 

M240i Conver5ble Auto 3.0T 250 450 4.7 775 786 

M2 Coupe  272 465 4.5 898 206 

M2 Coupe Auto  272 465 4.3 952 610 

X1      

sDrive 18i  100 220 9.7 498 342 

sDrive 18i Auto  100 220 9.7 519 484 

sDrive 20i Auto  141 280 7.7 562 852 

sDrive 20d 2.0D 140 400 7.9 546 700 

sDrive 20d Auto  140 400 7.8 567 500 

xDrive 20i Auto  141 280 7.4 615 592 

xDrive 20d Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.6 633 540 

xDrive 25i Auto  170 350 6.5 684 934 

3-Series / M3      

318i  100 220 8.9 488 600 

318i Auto  100 220 9.1 509 400 

320i  135 290 7.2 527 612 

320i Auto  135 270 7.3 547 956 

BMW 2-Series / M2      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

BMW 320d 2.0D 140 400 7.3 559 500 

320d Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.2 580 300 

330i 3.0T 185 350 5.9 611 222 

330i Auto 3.0T 185 350 5.8 630 426 

330d Auto 3.0D 190 560 5.6 700 126 

330e eDrive  185 420 6.1 767 400 

340i 3.0T 240 450 5.1 770 448 

M3  317 550 4.1 1 199 636 

M3 Compe55on  331 550 4.0 1 335 536 

3-Series Gran Turismo      

320i GT  135 270 7.9 581 466 

320i GT Auto  135 270 7.9 601 468 

320d GT 2.0D 135 380 8.0 613 800 

320d GT Auto 2,0D 135 380 7.9 634 600 

340i GT 3.0T 240 450 5.1 816 746 

i3      

eDrive  125 250 7.3 606 800 

eDrive REx  125 250 8.1 683 600 

X3      

xDrive 20i  135 270 8.4 628 843 

xDrive 20i Auto  135 270 8.2 648 274 

xDrive 20d 2.0D 140 400 8.1 660 826 

xDrive 28i 2.0T 180 400 6.5 737 888 

xDrive 35i 3.0T 225 400 5.6 859 022 

4-Series / M4      

420i Gran Coupe  135 290 7.5 595 896 

420i Gran Coupe Auto  135 270 7.7 615 898 

420d Gran Coupe 2.0D 140 400 7.5 629 800 

420d Gran Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 7.3 650 600 

430i Gran Coupe  185 350 5.9 682 722 

430i Gran Coupe Auto  185 350 5.8 701 926 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

BMW 440i Gran Coupe  240 450 852 176 

420i Coupe  135 290 595 896 

420i Coupe Auto  135 270 615 898 

420d Coupe 2.0D 140 400 629 800 

420d Coupe Auto 2.0D 140 400 650 600 

430i Coupe  185 350 682 722 

430i Coupe Auto  185 350 701 926 

440i Coupe  240 450 852 176 

420i Conver5ble  135 290 707 750 

420i Conver5ble Auto  135 270 727 524 

430i Conver5ble  185 350 819 276 

430i Conver5ble Auto  185 350 838 252 

440i Conver5ble  240 450 974 946 

M4 Coupe  317 550 1 257 436 

M4 Coupe Compe55on  331 550 1 393 336 

M4 Conver5ble  317 550 1 419 062 

M4 Conver5ble Comp.  331 550 1 554 962 

X4     

xDrive 20i  135 270 752 474 

xDrive 20d  140 400 754 926 

xDrive 28i  180 350 822 588 

xDrive 30d  190 560 915 706 

xDrive 35i  225 400 926 422 

5-Series     

520d  140 400 780 156 

530i  185 350 850 294 

530d  195 620 963 296 

540i  250 450 990 316 

X5     

xDrive 25d  170 500 991 664 

xDrive 30d  190 560 1 075 804 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

xDrive 40d  230 630 5.9 1 209 918 

xDrive 50i  330 650 4.9 1 309 856 

M50d  280 740 5.3 1 374 942 

X5 M  423 750 4.2 1 938 932 

X6      

xDrive 35i  225 400 6.4 1 151 592 

xDrive 40d  230 630 5.8 1 270 302 

xDrive 50i  330 650 4.8 1 380 370 

M 50d  280 740 5.2 1 565 756 

X6 M  423 750 4.2 1 978 232 

6-Series / M6      

640i Coupe  235 450 5.3 1 216 228 

640d Coupe  230 630 5.3 1 261 322 

650i Coupe  330 650 4.6 1 618 906 

640i Gran Coupe  235 450 5.4 1 269 156 

640d Gran Coupe  230 630 5.4 1 314 364 

650i Gran Coupe  330 650 4.6 1 665 706 

640i Conver5ble  235 450 5.5 1 316 384 

650i Conver5ble  330 650 4.6 1 705 632 

M6 Coupe  412 680 4.2 1 902 468 

M6 Coupe Compe55on  441 700 3.9 2 064 768 

M6 Gran Coupe  412 680 4.2 1 983 268 

M6 Gran Coupe Comp.  441 700 3.9 2 130 668 

M6 Conver5ble  412 680 4.3 2 029 966 

M6 Conver5ble Comp.  441 700 4.0 2 192 266 

7-Series      

740i  240 450 5.5 1 445 576 

730d  195 620 6.1 1 471 654 

740e eDrive  240 500 5.4 1 496 500 

750i  330 650 4.7 1 896 896 

BMW xDrive 40e eDrive  230 450 6.8 1 188 600 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

BMW 750Li  330 650 2 046 838 

M 760Li xDrive  448 800 2 719 736 

i8     

eDrive Coupe  266 570 2 015 300 

Chery     

QQ3     

0.8TE  38 70 99 995 

08TX  38 70 104 995 

1.1TXE  50 90 114 995 

J2     

1.5TX  72 140 149 995 

1.5 Swag  72 140 159 995 

J3     

1.6TXE  93 160 209 995 

Tiggo     

1.6TXE  93 160 239 995 

Chevrolet     

Spark     

1.2 Curve  60 108 140 700 

1.2 Campus  60 108 141 200 

1.2L  60 108 157 700 

1.2LS  60 108 168 200 

1.2LT  60 108 173 500 
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U>lity      

1.4  68 120 12.8 163 900 

1,4 UteSpaza Edi5on  68 120 12.8 171 000 

1.4 UteSurf Edi5on  68 120 12.8 178 700 

1.4 UteForce Edi5on  68 120 12.8 178 700 

1.4 Club  68 120 12.8 192 500 

1.4 Sport  68 120 12.8 217 400 

1.8  77 161 9.8 182 100 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.8 Club  77 161 196 600 

1.8 Sport  77 161 224 300 

Cruze     

Sedan 1.6L  86 155 252 700 

Sedan 1.6LS  86 155 286 000 

Sedan 1.4TLS  103 200 292 100  ̀

Sedan 1.4TLS Auto  103 200 301 900 

Cap>va     

2.4LT  123 230 409 100 

2.4LT Auto  123 230 428 600 

2.2D LT  135 400 444 900 

Trailblazer     

2.5D LT  120 380 458 400 

2.5D LT Auto  132 440 476 500 

2.8 D LTZ  144 500 562 800 

2.8D 4x4 LTZ  144 500 624 300 

2.8D 4x4 LTZ Z71  144 500 624 300 

Datsun     

Go     

1.2 Mid  50 104 106 900 

1.2 Lux  50 104 126 900 

1.2 Remix  50 104 159 900 

Go +     

1.2 Lux  50 104 139 900 

Dodge     

Journey     

3.6 R/T  206 353 512 900 

Crossroad 3.6  206 353 533 900 

Ferrari     

California T     

California T  412 755 4 392 000 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

488 GTB  492 760 3.0 5 122 000 

448 Spider  492 760 3.0 5 692 000 

GTC4 Lusso      

GTC4 Lusso T  448 760 3.5 5 372 000 

GTC4 Lusso  507 697 3.4 6 218 000 

Fiat      

500      

0.9 TwinAir Pop  63 145 11.0 179 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Auto  63 145 11.0 190 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star  63 145 11.0 204 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star AT  63 145 11.0 215 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  63 145 11.0 226 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge AT  63 145 11.0 237 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  77 145 10.0 233 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva  63 145 11.0 267 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva Auto  63 145 11.5 288 400 

500C      

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star  63 145 11.0 240 900 

0.9 TwinAir Pop Star AT  63 145 11.0 251 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge  77 145 10.0 262 900 

0.9 TwinAir Lounge AT  77 145 10.0 273 900 

0.9 TwinAir 77 Lounge  77 145 10.0 269 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva  63 145 11.0 303 900 

0.9 TwinAir Riva Auto  63 145 11.5 319 400 

Tipo      

sedan 1.4 Pop  70 127 11.5 229 900 

sedan 1.4 Easy  70 127 11.5 249 900 

sedan 1.3 Mul5jet Easy  70 200 11.8 274 900 

sedan 1.6 Easy Auto  81 152 11.2 274 900 

hatch 1.4 Pop  70 127 11.5 249 900 

Ferrari 488      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Tipo hatch 1.4 Easy  70 127 269 900 

hatch 1.4 Lounge  70 127 289 900 

hatch 1.6 Easy Auto  81 152 294 900 

500X     

1.6 Pop  81 152 279 900 

1.6 Pop Star  81 152 299 900 

1.4T Cross  103 230 347 900 

1.4T Cross Auto  103 230 364 900 

Fullback     

2.4  97 202 232 900 

2.5Di-D  100 324 269 900 

2.5Di-D Double Cab SX  100 324  402 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 LX  131 400 468 900 

2.4Di-D D/C 4x4 LX Auto   113 380 499 000 

Ford     

Figo     

Hatch 1.5 Ambiente  82 136 175 700 

Hatch 1.5 Trend  82 136 187 900 

Hatch 1.5 Titanium  82 136 203 900 

Hatch 1.5 Titanium Auto  82 136 215 900 

Hatch 1.5 TDCI Ambiente  74 215 197 900 

Hatch 1.5 TDCI Trend  74 215 207 900 

Sedan 1.5 Ambiente  82 136 176 900 
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Sedan 1.5 Trend  82 136 11.8 188 900 

Sedan 1.5 Titanium Auto  82 136 12.0 217 900 

Fiesta      

5-door 1.4 Ambiente  71 128 12.2 226 400 

5-door 1.0T Ambiente  74 170 11.2 225 300 

1.0T Ambiente Auto  74 170 10.8 239 900 

5-door 1.0T Trend  92 170 9.4 240 900 

5-door 1.0T Trend Auto  72 170 10.8 250 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

5-door 1.0T Titanium  92 170 264 900 

1.0T Titanium Auto  74 170 374 900 

5-door 1.5TDCI Ambiente  55 185 247 900 

5-door 1.5TDCI Trend  55 185 254 900 

ST  134 290 325 900 

ST200  147 320 339 900 

B-Max     

1.0T Ambiente  74 170 241 900 

1.0T Trend  92 170 265 900 

1.0T Titanium  92 170 291 200 

EcoSport     

1.5 Ambiente  82 138 252 900 

1.0T Trend  92 170 280 900 

1.0T Titanium  92 170 307 900 

1.5 Titanium Auto  82 138 312 900 

1.5TDCI Trend  74 205 283 900 

1.5TDCI Titanium  72 205 308 900 

Focus     

Sedan 1.0T Ambiente  92 170 254 900 

Sedan 1.0T Ambiente AT  92 170 267 900 

Sedan 1.0T Trend  92 170 271 900 

Sedan 1.0T Trend Auto  92 170 285 900 

Sedan 1.5TDCI Ambiente  88 270 296 300 

Sedan 1.5TDCI Trend  88 270 301 300 

Sedan 1.5T Trend  132 240 307 900 

Sedan 1.5T Trend Auto  132 240 324 900 

Hatch 1.0T Ambiente  92 170 259 900 

Hatch 1.0T Ambiente AT  92 170 272 900 

Hatch 1.0T Trend  92 170 278 900 

Hatch 1.0T Trend Auto  92 170 290 900 

Hatch 1.5TDCI Ambiente  88 270 315 300 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hatch 1.5T Trend  132 240 8.6 313 900 

Hatch !.5T Trend Auto  132 240 8.9 330 900 

ST1  184 360 6.5 440 000 

ST3  184 360 6.5 481 900 

RS  257 440 4.7 699 900 

Ranger      

Single Cab      

2.5  122 226 N/A 227 900 

2.2  88 285 N/A 239 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 N/A 319 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 N/A 335 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 N/A 377 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS  118 385 N/A 361 900 

2.2 4x4 XL-Plus  118 385 N/A 385 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS  118 385 N/A 429 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 444 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLS  147 470 N/A 392 900 

3.2 4x4 XLS  147 470 N/A 449 900 

SuperCab      

2.2 Hi-Rider  88 285 N/A 272 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 N/A 354 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 N/A 369 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 N/A 410 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 424 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 N/A 487 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLS  147 470 N/A 416 900 

3.2 4x4 XLS  147 470 N/A 474 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT Auto  147 470 N/A 535 900 

Double Cab      

2.2 Hi-Rider  88 285 N/A 299 900 

Hatch 1.5TDCI Trend  88 270 10.5 326 300 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL  118 385 394 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XL Auto  118 385 409 900 

2.2 4x4 XL  118 385 432 900 

2.2 4x4 XL Auto  118 385 447 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLS  118 385 455 900 

2.2 4x4 XL-Plus  118 385 447 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS  118 385 518 900 

2.2 4x4 XLS Auto  118 385 534 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLT  118 385 482 900 

2.2 Hi-Rider XLT Auto  118 385 497 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLT  147 470 519 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider XLT Auto  147 470 534 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT  147 470 578 900 

3.2 4x4 XLT Auto  147 470 593 900 

3.2 4x4 Fx4  147 470 593 900 

3.2 4x4 Fx4 Auto  147 470 608 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider Wildtrak  147 470 549 900 

3.2 Hi-Rider Wildtrak AT  147 470 566 900 

3.2 4x4 Wildtrak Auto  147 470 619 900 

Tourneo Connect     

1.0T Ambiente  74 170 318 900 

1.0T Trend  74 170 328 900 

1.0T Titanium  74 170 398 900 
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Kuga      

1.5T Ambiente  110 240 9.7 383 900 

1.5T Ambiente Auto  132 240 9.9 399 900 

1.5T Trend  110 240 9.7 421 900 

1.5T Trend Auto  132 240 9.9 437 900 

1.5T AWD Trend  132 240 10.1 467 900 

2.0T AWD Titanium  177 240 7.8 516 900 

2.0TDCI AWD Trend  132 400 10.4 499 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0TDCI AWD Titanium  132 400 543 900 

Fusion     

1.5T Trend  132 240 419 900 

2.0T Trend  149 300 433 900 

2.0T Titanium  177 340 508 900 

2.0TDCI Titanium  132 400 553 900 

Tourneo Custom     

2.2TDCI SWB Ambiente  74 310 511 400 

2.2TDCI LWB Ambiente  74 310 521 900 

2.2TDCI SWB Trend  92 350 532 900 

2.2TDCI LWB Trend  92 350 539 900 

2.2TDCI SWB Limited  114 385 577 900 

Everest     

2.2 XLS  118 385 459 900 

2.2 XLS Auto  118 385 477 900 

2.2 XLT  118 385 489 900 

2.2 XLT Auto  118 385 509 900 

2.2 4WD XLS  118 385 537 900 

3.2 XLT  147 470 569 900 

3.2 4WD XLT  147 470 639 900 

3.2 4WD Limited  147 470 699 900 

Mustang     

2.3T fastback  233 430 713 900 

2.3T fastback Auto  233 430 734 900 

2.3T conver5ble Auto  233 430 795 900 

5.0 GT fastback  306 530 852 900 

5.0 GT fastback Auto  306 530 873 900 

5.0 GT conver5ble Auto  306 530 935 900 

Honda     

Brio     

Hatch 1.2 Trend  65 109 151 600 
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AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED RETAIL OUTLETS 

THROUGHOUT SOUTH AFRICA 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hatch 1.2 Comfort Auto  65 109 14.6 179 700 

Amaze sedan 1.2 Trend  65 109 12.4 165 300 

Amaze sedan 1.2 Comf.  65 109 12.5 177 200 

Amaze sedan 1.2 C A/T  65 109 15.7 190 600 

Jazz      

1.2 Trend  66 110 13.5 205 700 

1.2 Comfort  66 110 13.6 234 400 

1.2 Comfort Auto  66 110 14.3 252 100 

1.5 Elegance  88 145 9.9 268 600 

1.5 Elegance Auto  88 145 10.6 284 000 

1.5 Dynamic  88 145 9.9 285 600 

1.5 Dynamic Auto  88 145 10.7 301 000 

Ballade      

1.5 Trend  88 145 9.6 238 800 

1.5 Trend Auto  88 145 11.1 254 200 

1.5 Elegance  88 145 9.6 267 800 

1.6 Elegance Auto  88 145 11.1 283 200 

1.5 Execu5ve Auto  88 145 11.1 307 200 

BR-V      

1.5 Trend  88 145  238 900 

1.5 Comfort  88 145  252 900 

1.5 Comfort Auto  88 145  268 300 

1.6 Elegance  88 145  272 900 

1.5 Elegance Auto  88 145  288 300 

Civic Sedan      

1.8 Comfort  104 174 10.4 330 000 

1.8 Elegance  104 174 10.4 370 000 

1.5T Sport  127 220 8.2 430 000 

1.5T Execu5ve  127 220 8.2 460 000 

Civic Hatch      

Hatch 1.2 Comfort  65 109 12.1 166 300 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.8 Execu5ve  104 174 354 800 

1.8 Execu5ve Auto  104 174 370 200 

Type R  228 400 615 900 

HR-V     

1.5 Comfort  88 145 334 200 

1.8 Elegance  105 172 395 400 

CR-V     

2.0 Comfort  114 192 394 400 

2.0 Comfort Auto  114 192 409 800 

2.0 Elegance  114 192 447 900 

2.0 Elegance Auto  114 192 463 300 

2.4 Execu5ve AWD  140 220 568 100 

2.4 Exclusive AWD  140 220 608 400 

Hyundai     

i 10     

1.1 Mo5on  50 99 154 900 

1.1 Mo5on Auto  50 99 179 900 

1.25 Glide Limited Ed.  64 119 179 900 

Grand i 10     

1.25 Mo5on  64 120 186 900 

1.25 Mo5on Auto  64 120 203 900 

1.25 Fluid  64 120 202 900 

i 20     
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1.2 Mo5on  61 115 13.6 224 900 

1.2 Fluid   61 115 13.6 236 900 

1.4 Mo5on Auto  74 133 13.2 249 900 

1.4 Fluid  74 133 11.4 261 900 

1.4 Fluid Auto  74 133 13.2 279 500 

1.4 Sport  85 160  292 900 

Accent      

sedan 1.6 Mo5on  91 156 10.2 249 000 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

sedan 1.6 Fluid  91 156 269 900 

sedan 1.6 Fluid Auto  91 156 284 900 

sedan 1.6 Glide  91 156 279 900 

sedan 1.6 Glide Auto  91 156 289 900 

hatch 1.6 Fluid  91 156 276 900 

hatch 1.6 Fluid Auto  91 156 294 900 

Elantra     

1.6 Execu5ve  93 155 299 900 

1.6 Execu5ve Auto  93 155 314 900 

2.0 Elite  115 195 349 900 

1.6 turbo Elite Sport  150 265 399 900 

Creta     

1.6 Execu5ve  90 150 319 900 

1.6 Execu5ve Auto  90 150 339 900 

1.6 CRDi Execu5ve  94 260 369 900 

i 30     

1.6 Premium  95 157 339 900 

1.6 Premium Auto  95 157 365 900 

1.8 Execu5ve  110 178 365 900 

Veloster     

Turbo Elite  150 265 419 900 

Turbo Elite Auto  150 265 444 900 

Tucson     

2.0 Premium   115 196 379 900 

2.0 Premium Auto  115 196 399 900 

2.0 Elite Auto  115 196 469 900 

1.7 CRDi Execu5ve  85 280 449 900 

2.0 CRDi Elite  131 400 539 900 

1.6 turbo Execu5ve  130 265 449 900 

1.6 turbo Exec Sport  150 295 499 900 

1.6 turbo 4WD Elite Auto  130 265 534 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

2.4 wagon  126 224 17.1 499 900 

2.5 CRDi wagon  125 441 14.4 629 900 

Santa Fe      

2.2 CRDi Elite  145 436 9.8 699 900 

2.2 CRDi 4WD Elite  145 436 10.0 739 900 

Infinity      

Q50      

2.2d  125 400 8.7 475 200 

2.2d Premium  125 400 8.5 524 800 

2.2d Sport  125 400 8.5 565 000 

2.0T Premium  155 350 7.2 512 400 

2.0T Sport  155 350 7.2 570 790 

S-Hybrid  261 536 5.1 709 100 

S-Hybrid AWD  261 536 5.4 736 700 

QX50      

3.0d  175 550 7.9 596 949 

3.0d GT  175 550 7.9 637 824 

3.0d GT Premium  175 550 7.9 679 230 

3.7 GT  235 360 6.4 629 070 

3.7 GT Premium  235 360 6.4 670 476 

Q70      

3.7 GT  235 360 6.2 651 154 

3.7 GT Premium  235 360 6.2 708 205 

3.7 S Premium  235 360 6.2 732 426 

3.0d GT  175 550 6.9 672 539 

3.0d GT Premium  175 550 6.9 729 590 

3.0d S  175 550 6.9 696 759 

3.0d S Premium  175 550 6.9 753 810 

QX70      

3.7 GT  235 360 6.8 829 200 

H-1      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

3.7 S Premium  235 360 938 800 

3.7 S Black  235 360 952 900 

3.0d GT  175 550 851 700 

3.0d S  175 550 899 700 

3.0d S Premium  175 550 961 300 

3.0d S Black  175 550 975 400 

5.0 S Premium  287 500 995 200 

QX80     

5.6  298 560 1 440 700 

Isuzu     

KB     

250  58 170 236 500 

250 Fleetside  58  170 258 800 

250D-Teq Fleetside  100 320 285 600 

250D-Teq LE  100 320 334 500 

250D-Teq 4x4 LE  100 320 392 700 

300D-Teq LX  130 380 384 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380 445 100 

Extended Cab     

250D-Teq Hi-Rider  100 320 337 400 

300D-Teq LX  130 380 418 200 

300D-Teq LX Auto  130 380 432 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380 479 200 
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Double Cab      

250D-Teq Hi-Rider  100 320  358 400 

250D-Teq X-Rider  100 320  388 400 

250D-Teq LE  100 320  439 600 

250D-Teq 4x4 LE  100 320  462 000 

300D-Teq LX  130 380  486 900 

300D-Teq LX Auto  130 380  501 200 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX  130 380  549 800 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

300D-Teq 4x4 LX Auto  130 380 563 500 

Jaguar     

XE     

20d Pure  132 430 599 500 

20d Pres5ge  132 430 657 500 

25t Pres5ge  184 365 713 636 

S  280 450 1 055 436 

XF     

20d Pres5ge  132 430 772 500 

25t Pres5ge  184 365 813 076 

25d R-Sport  177 500 924 400 

35t R-Sport  250 450 1 126 992 

S  280 450 1 289 692 

F-Pace     

20d AWD Pure  132 430 802 066 

25t Pure  184 365 869 102 

25t AWD Pure  184 365 898 500 

25d AWD Pure  177 500 889 562 

30d AWD Pure  221 700 969 946 

35t AWD Pure  250 450 1 021 046 

35t AWD S  280 450 1 233 646 

F-Type     

coupe 221kW  221 400 958 302 

coupe 250kW  250 450 1 076 896 

coupe 250kW Auto  250 450 1 090 206 

coupe 280kW  280 460 1 195 196 

coupe 280kW Auto  280 460 1 208 962 

coupe 280kW AWD  280 460 1 228 274 

coupe 294kW 400 Sport  294 460 1 493 473 

coupe 400 Sport AWD  294 460 1 511 974 

conver5ble 221kW  221 400 975 902 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

conver5ble 250kW Auto  250 450 5.3 1 107 806 

conver5ble 280kW  250 460 5.5 1 212 796 

conver5ble 280kW Auto  280 460 4.9 1 226 662 

conver5ble AWD  280 460 5.1 1 245 874 

conver5ble 400 Sport  294 460 4.9 1 510 162 

conver5ble 400 S AWD  294 460 5.1 1 529 674 

R Coupe AWD  405 680 4.1 2 074 286 

R Conver5ble AWD  405 680 4.1 2 091 986 

SVR Coupe AWD  423 700 3.7 2 350 786 

SVR Conver5ble AWD  423 700 3.7 2 368 386 

XJ      

i4 Luxury  177 340 7.9 1 142 902 

30d Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 489 896 

30d Premium Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 634 796 

30 S/C R-Sport  250 450 5.9 1 864 874 

XJR  405 680 4.5 2 540 916 

XJL      

i4 Premium Luxury  177 340 7.9 1 404 702 

30d Premium Luxury  221 700 6.2 1 739 896 

30 S/C {Por\olio  250 450 5.9 1 935 774 

50 S/C Autobiography  375 625 4.9 2 783 816 

Jeep      

Renegade      

1.6L Sport  81 152 11.0 299 900 

1.6L Longitude  81 152 11.0 360 900 

1.4L T Limited  103 230 10.9 420 900 

1.4L T Limited Auto  103 230 11.0 446 900 

1.6L Mul5jet Limited  88 320 10.2 432 900 

2.4 L 4x4 Trailhawk  137 232 9.8 498 900 

1.4L T 4x4 Limited  125 250 8.8 501 900 

conver5ble 250kW  250 450 5.7 1 094 496 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4L T 4x4 LTD 75 Ann Ed  125 250 543 900 

Wrangler     

3.6L Sahara  209 347 603 900 

3.6L Rubicon  209 347 633 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Sahara  209 347 657 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Sahara 75  209 347 695 900 

Unlimited 3.6L Rubicon  209 347 689 900 

Unlimited 2.8CRD Sahara  147 460 731 900 

Unlimited 2.8CRD Sahara 75th  147 460 769 900 

Cherokee     

2.4L Longitude  130 229 595 900 

3.2L Limited  200 315 658 900 

3.2L Limited 75th Ed.  200 315 689 900 

3.2L 4x4 Limited  200 315 717 900 

3.2L 4x4 Limited 75th Ed.  200 315 747 900 

3.2L 4x4 Trailhawk  200 315 777 900 

Grand Cherokee     

3.6L Laredo  210 347 735 900 

3.0CRD Laredo  179 569 880 900 

3.6L Limited  210 347 862 900 

3.6L Limited 75th Ed.  210 347 983 900 

3.6L Overland  210 347 924 900 

3.6L Summit  210 347 1 060 900 
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5.7L Overland  259 520 7.3 965 900 

3.0CRD Limited  179 569 8.2 1 017 900 

3.0CRD Limited 75th Ed.  179 569 8.2 1 138 900 

3.0CRD Overland  179 569 8.2 1 070 900 

3.0CRD Summit  179 569 8.2 1 224 900 

SRT  344 624 5.0 1 313 900 

KIA      

Picanto      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

KIA Picanto 1.0LS  51 94 129 995 

1.0LX  51 94 164 995 

1.0LX Auto  51` 94 177 995 

1.2LS  65` 120 144 995 

1.2LS Auto  65 120 157 995 

1.2EX  65 120 183 995 

1.2EX Auto  65 120 196 995 

Rio Sedan     

1.2  65 120 219 995 

1.4  79 135 248 995 

1.4 Auto  79 135 261 995 

1.4 Tec  79 135 261 995 

1.4 Tec Auto  79 135 274 995 

Rio Hatch     

1.2LS  62 120 219 995 

1.4LX  74 135 234 995 

1.4LX Auto  74 135 247 995 

1.4EX  74 135 249 995 

1.4EX Auto  74 135 262 995 

1.4 Tec  74 135 274 995 

1.4 Tec Auto  74 135 287 995 

Soul     

1.6 Start  91 152 309 995 

1.6 Start Auto  91 152 322 995 

1.6 CRDi Start  94 260 329 995 

2.0 Street  116 192 347 995 

2.0 Smart Auto  116 192 391 995 

1.6 CRDi Street  94 260 376 995 

1.6 CRDi Smart Auto  100 300 431 995 

Cerato     

hatch 1.6 EX  95 157 299 995 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

hatch 1.6SX  95 157 10.1 344 995 

hatch 2.0EX  118 194 8.5 340 995 

hatch 2.0EX Auto  118 194 9.3 353 995 

sedan 1.6EX  95 157 10.1 299 995 

sedan 1.6EX Auto  95 157 11.6 312 995 

sedan 1.6SX Auto  95 157 11.6 357 995 

sedan 2.0EX  118 194 8.5 340 995 

sedan 2.0EX Auto  118 194 9.3 353 995 

koup 1.6T  152 265 7.7 390 995 

koup 1.6T Auto  152 265 7.4 403 995 

Sportage      

2.0 Ignite  114 192 10.5 369 995 

2.0 Ignite Auto  114 192 11.1 382 995 

1.7CRDi Ignite Plus  85 280 11.5 406 995 

2.0EX  114 192 11.1 429 995 

2.0CRDi EX  130 400 9.3 487 995 

2.0CRDi SX AWD  130 400 9.5 567 995 

2.4 GDI SX AWD  135 237 9.6 557 995 

1.6T GT Line AWD  130 265 9.1 599 995 

Sorento      

2.4LS  127 225 10.5 457 995 

2.2CRDi LS  147 440 9.3 489 995 

2.2CRDi LX  147 440 9.3 582 995 

2.2CRDi AWD EX  147 440 9.3 686 995 

2.2CRDi AWD SX  147 440 9.6 713 995 

2.2CRDi AWD SXL  147 440 9.6 733 995 

Grand Sedona      

2.2CRDi EX  147 440 13.6 584 995 

2.2CRDi SX  147 440 13.6 713 995 

2.2CRDi SXL  147 440 13.6 760 995 

hatch 1.6EX Auto  95 157 11.6 312 995 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

3.3 V6 SX  199 318 693 995 

3.3 V6 SXL  199 318 740 995 

Lamborghini     

Huracan     

LP580-2 coupe  426 540 4 300 000 

LP580-2 spyder  426 540 4 750 000 

LP610-4 coupe  449 560 4 990 000 

LP610-4 Avio coupe  449 560 POA 

LP610-4 Spyder  449 560 5 490 000 

LP640-4 Performante  470 600 5 838 500 

Aventador     

LP740-4 S Coupe  544 690 7 488 000 

Land Rover     

Discovery Sport     

Pure TD4  110 380 630 466 

Pure TD4  132 430 685 966 

Pure Si4  177 340 692 578 

SE TD4  132 430 741 866 

SE Si4  177 340 748 478 

HSE TD4  132 430 807 566 

HSE Si4  177 340 814 178 

HSE Luxury TD4  132 430 856 866 

HSE Luxury Si4  177 340 863 478 
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Range Rover Evoque      

SE TD4  132 430 9.0 782 648 

SE Si4  177 340 7.6 816 354 

HSE Dynamic TD4  132 430 9.0 939 548 

HSE Dynamic Si4  177 340 7.6 972 954 

HSE Dymanic TD4 Ember  132 430 9.0 990 548 

HSE Dynamic Si4 Ember  177 340 7.6 1 024 154 

coupe HSE Dynamic TD4  132 430 9.0 939 048 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

coupe HSE Dynamic Si4  177 340 7.6 972 854 

Autobiography TD4  132 430 9.0 1 017 248 

Autobiography Si4  177 340 7.6 1 051 054 

conver5ble HSE Dy. Si4  177 340 8.6 1 031 643 

Discovery 5      

S  TD6   190 600 8.1 989 918 

S Si6  250 450 7.1 1 034 802 

SE TD6  190 600 8.1 1 119 168 

SE Si6  250 450 7.1 1 143 052 

HSE TD6  190 600 8.1 1 232 918 

HSE Si6  250 450 7.1 1 256 802 

HSE Luxury TD6  190 600 8.1 1 323 918 

HSE Luxury Si6  250 450 7.1 1 347 802 

First Edi5on TD6  190 600 8.1 1 449 918 

First Edi5on Si6  250 450 7.1 1 473 802 

Range Rover Velar      

Velar      

D180  132 430 8.9 947 700 

D240  177 500 7.3 1 010 400 

P250  184 365 6.7 947 700 

D300  221 700 6.5 1 089 000 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 099 400 

D180 S  132 430 8.9 1 028 600 

D240 S  177 500 7.3 1 091 300 

P250 S  184 365 6.7 1 028 600 

D300 S  221 700 6.5 1 169 800 

P380 S  280 450 5.7 1 180 300 

D180 SE  132 430 8.9 1 077 900 

D240 SE  177 500 7.3 1 140 600 

P250 SE  184 365 6.7 1 077 900 

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED RETAIL OUTLETS 

THROUGHOUT SOUTH AFRICA 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

P380 SE  280 450 5.7 1 229 600 

D180 HSE  132 430 8.9 1 172 400 

D240 HSE  177 500 7.3 1 235 100 

P250 HSE  184 365 6.7 1 172 400 

D300 HSE  221 700 6.5 1 313 700 

P380 HSE  280 450 5.7 1 324 100 

Velar R-Dynamic      

D180  132 430 8.9 980 500 

D240  177 500 7.3 1 043 200 

P250  184 365 6.7 980 500 

D300  221 700 6.5 1 121 800 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 132 200 

D180 S  132 430 8.9 1 061 300 

D240 S  177 500 7.3 1 124 000 

P250 S  184 365 6.7 1 061 300 

D300 S  221 700 6.5 1 202 600 

P380 S  280 450 5.7 1 213 100 

D180 SE  132 430 8.9 1 110 600 

D240 SE  177 500 7.3 1 173 300 

P250 SE  184 365 6.7 1 110 600 

D300 SE  221 700 6.5 1 251 900 

P380 SE  280 450 5.7 1 262 400 

D180 HSE  132 430 8.9 1 205 200 

D240 HSE  177 500 7.3 1 267 900 

P250 HSE  184 365 6.7 1 205 200 

D300 HSE  221 700 6.5 1 346 400 

P380 HSE  280 450 5.7 1 356 900 

First Edi>on      

D300  221 700 6.5 1 529 300 

P380  280 450 5.7 1 539 800 

D300 SE  221 700 6.5 1 219 100 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Range Rover Sport     

S SC V6  250 450 1 152 032 

S TDV6  190 600 1 180 918 

SE TDV6  190 600 1 214 418 

SE SCV6  250 450 1 240 732 

SE SDV6  225 700 1 337 810 

HSE TDV6  190 600 1 376 818 

HSE SCV6  250 450 1 470 332 

HSE SDV6  225 700 1 600 210 

HSE Dynamic S/C  375 625 1 750 086 

HSE Dynamic SDV8  250 740 1 762 526 

Dyn Autobiography SCV6  250 450 1 632 632 

Dyn Autobiography S/C  375 625 1 920 886 

Autobiography SDV8  250 740 1 934 026 

SVR  405 680 2 212 286 

Range Rover     

Vogue TDV6  190 600 1 824 498 

Vogue SE SDV8  250 740 2 189 626 

Vogue SE S/C  375 625 2 255 128 

Autobiography SDV8  250 740 2 455 826 

Autobiography S/C  375 625 2 521 228 

SV Autobiography Dyn.  405 680 3 082 128 

LWB     
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Autobiography SDV8  250 740 7.0 2 558 726 

Autobiography S/C  375 625 5.8 2 624 128 

SV Autobiography SDV8  250 740 7.0 3 523 226 

SV Autobiography S/C  405 680 5.5 3 688 128 

Lexus      

CT      

200h S  100 142 10.3 519 100 

ES      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Lexus ES 250 EX  135 235 554 200 

300h EX  151 213 664 100 

IS     

200t E  180 350 601 900 

200t EX  180 350 659 100 

350 F-Sport  233 378 728 800 

NX     

200t E  175 350 631 500 

200t EX  175 350 677 300 

200t F-Sport  175 350 786 600 

300h EX  145 210 746 700 

RC     

200t EX  180 350 748 900 

350 F-Sport  233 378 859 000 

GS     

200t EX  180 350 786 000 

350 F-Sport  233 378 897 100 

RX     

350 EX  221 370 907 700 

450h SE  230 335 1 181 500 

LX     

450d   195 650 1 600 700 

570  270 530 1 648 200 

LS     

460  285 493 1 709 600 

LC     

500  351 540 1 729 600 

Masera>     

Ghibli     

350  258 500 1 616 836 

Diesel  202 600 1 647 360 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Levante      

Diesel  202 600 6.9 1 652 360 

QuaIroporte      

Diesel  202 600 6.4 2 223 360 

Diesel GranLusso  202 600 6.4 2 423 360 

S  302 550 5.1 2 476 376 

S GranLusso  302 550 5.1 2 676 376 

S GranSport  302 550 5.1 2 676 376 

GTS GranLusso V8 390 710 4.7 3 225 936 

GTS GranSport V8 390 710 4.7 3 225 936 

GranTursimo / Cabrio      

GT Sport Special Ed.  338 520 4.8 3 317 448 

GC Sport Special Ed.  338 520 5.0 3 557 488 

Mazda      

Mazda 2      

1.5 Ac5ve  82 145 9.6 215 100 

1.5 Dynamic  82 145 9.6 230 200 

1.5 Dynamic Auto  82 145 10.4 243 200 

1.5 Individual   82 145 9.6 243 400 

1.5 Individual Auto  82` 145 10.4 257 500 

1.5 Individual Plus Auto  82 145 10.4 286 200 

1.5 DE Hazumi Auto  77 220 10.9 331 400 

Mazda 3      

hatch 1.6 Original   77 144 13.0 264 000 

hatch 1.6 Ac5ve  77 144 13.0 277 200 

hatch 1.6 Dynamic  77 144 13.0 290 500 

hatch 1.6 Dynamic Auto  77 144 13.6 302 200 

hatch 2.0 Individual  121 210 8.3 338 500 

hatch 2.0 Individual A/T  121 210 9.0 350 700 

hatch 2.0 As5na  121 210 9.0 385 900 

S V6 301 550 5.0 1 982 836 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

hatch 2.0 As5na Plus  121 210 415 900 

sedan 1.6 Original  77 144 258 500 

sedan1.6 Ac5ve  77 144 271 700 

sedan 1.6 Dynamic  77 144 285 000 

sedan 1.6 Dynamic Auto  77 144 296 700 

sedan 2.0 Individual  121 210 333 000 

sedan 2.0 Individual A/T  121 210 345 200 

sedan 2.0 As5na  121 210 380 400 

sedan 2.0 As5na Plus  121 210 410 400 

CX-3     

2.0 Ac5ve  115 204 284 800 

2.0 Ac5ve Auto  115 204 302 100 

2.0 Dynamic  115 204 310 700 

2.0 Dynamic Auto  115 204 322 700 

2.0 Individual Auto  115 204 365 400 

2.0 Individual Plus Auto  115 204 380 600 

BT-50 Double Cab     

2.2 SLX  110 375 441 600 

2.2 SLE  110 375 477 700 

2.2 SLE Auto  110 375 497 700 

3.2 4x4 SLE  147 470 541 700 

3.2 4x4 SLE Auto  147 470 555 700 

CX-5     
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2.0 Ac5ve  121 210 10.9 379 900 

2.0 Ac5ve Auto  121 210 10.4 391 900 

2.0 Dynamic  121 210 10.9 404 900 

2.0 Dynamic Auto  121 210 10.4 416 900 

2.2DE Ac5ve  129 420 9.1 459 400 

2.5 Individual  143 257 8.8 491 900 

2.2DE AWD Akera  129 420 9.5 557 500 

MX-5      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0 Roadster-Coupe  118 200 441 700 

2.0 RF Auto  118  200 532 500 

McLaren     

540 / 570     

540 C  397 540 POA 

570 GT  419 600 POA 

570 S   419 600 POA 

720 S     

720 S Coupe  527 770 POA 

Mercedes Benz     

A-Class     

A200  115 250 439 480 

A200 Auto  115 250 462 984 

A200d  100 300 466 200 

A200d Auto  100 300 491 300 

A220d  130 350 514 500 

A250 Sport  160 350 554 822 

A45 AMG 4Ma5c  280 475 773 914 

A45 AMG 4Ma5c YN Ed.  280 475 878 914 

B-Class     

B200  115 250 442 896 

B200 Auto   115 250 463 326 

B200d  100 300 470 200 

B200d Auto  100 300 491 200 

B220d  130 350 518 500 

B250  155 350 530 978 

CLA     

CLA200  115 250 473 882 

CLA200 Auto  115 250 509 212 

CLA200d  100 300 506 000 

CLA200d Auto  100 300 541 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

CLA250 Sport 4Ma5c  160 350 6.4 668 060 

CLA45 AMG 4Ma5c  280 475 4.2 880 314 

CLA45 AMG 4Ma5c YNE  280 475 4.2 985 315 

GLA      

GLA200  115 250 8.9 487 566 

GLA200 Auto  115 250 8.8 508 452 

GLA200d  100 300 9.5 513 000 

GLA200d Auto  100 300 9.1 513 000 

GLA220d 4Ma5c  130 350 7.7 593 640 

GLA250 4Ma5c  155 350 7.1 658 576 

GLA45 AMG 4Ma5c  280 475 4.4 862 628 

GLA45 AMG 4Ma5c YNE  280 475 4.4 967 628 

C-Class Sedan      

C180  115 250 8.2 496 798 

C180 Auto  115 250 8.3 521 068 

C200  135 300 7.5 522 068 

C200 Auto  135 300 7.2 544 742 

C220d  125 400 8.1 547 400 

C220d Auto  125 400 7.5 571 100 

C250  155 350 6.5 600 312 

C250d  150 500 6.6 628 100 

C300  180 370 5.9 641 322 

C350e  205 600 5.9 804 900 

C-Class Estate      

C180  115 250 8.4 535 168 

C180 Auto  115 250 8.5 559 210 

C200  135 300 7.7 560 210 

C200 Auto  135 300 7.3 583 226 

C250d  150 500 6.9 665 900 

C43 AMG 4Ma5c  270 520 4.7 865 582 

CLA220d  130 350 7.7 545 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

C63 AMG  350 650 1 211 908 

C63 AMG S  375 700 1 360 250 

C-Class Coupe     

C200  135 300 580 524 

C200 Auto  135 300 600 726 

C220d  125 400 622 300 

C220d Auto  125 400 643 300 

C300  180 370 695 922 

C-Class Cabriolet     

C200  135 300 709 522 

C200 Auto  135 300 731 320 

C220d  125 400 783 056 

C300  180 370 818 674 

C43 AMG 4Ma5c Coupe  270 520 935 282 

C63 AMG Coupe  350 650 1 342 246 

C63 AMG S Coupe  375 700 1 461 246 

C43 AMG 4Ma5c Cabrio  270 520 1 058 736 

C63 AMG Cabriolet  350 650 1 465 472 

C63 AMG S Cabriolet  375 700 1 586 672 

Vito     

111 CDI Tourer Pro  84 270 600 096 

114 CDI Tourer Pro  100 330 628 026 

114 CDI Tourer Pro Auto  100 330 652 342 
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116 CDI Tourer Pro  120 380 11.5 665 418 

116 CDI Tourer Pro Auto  120 380  689 848 

116 CDI Tourer Select  120 380 11.5 786 030 

116 CDI Tourer Select AT  120 380  810 460 

119 CDI Tourer Select  140 440  865 374 

GLC      

GLC220d  125 400 8.3 676 622 

GLC250  155 350 7.3 684 844 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

GLC250d  150 500 699 122 

GLC300  180 370 742 198 

GLC350d  190 620 855 986 

GLC 43 AMG  270 520 969 406 

GLC Coupe     

GLC220d  125 400 775 322 

GLC250  155 350 782 600 

GLC250d  150 500 795 222 

GLC300  180 370 841 098 

GLC350d  190 620 945 186 

GLC 43 AMG  270 520 1 080 362 

SLC     

SLC200  135 300 718 476 

SLC200 Auto  135 300 736 222 

SLC200 RedArt Edi5on  135 300 743 476 

SLC200 RedArt Ed. Auto  135 300 761 222 

SLC300  180 370 793 836 

SLC300 RedArt Edi5on  180 370 818 836 

SLC43 AMG  270 520 1 044 012 

V-Class     

V200d  100 330 820 572 

V220d  120 380 856 368 

V250d  140 440 921 918 

V220d Avantgarde  120 380 1 117 086 

V250d Avantgarde  140 440 1 158 696 

E-Class Sedan     

E200  135 300 716 706 

E220d  143 400 766 700 

E250  155 350 769 208 

E350d  190 620 970 636 

E400 4Ma5c  245 480 1 006 126 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

E63 S 4Ma5c AMG  450 850 3.4 1 878 318 

E-Class Coupe      

E200  135 300 7.8 756 034 

E200 Edi5on 1  135 300 7.8 766 700 

E220d  143 400 7.4 806 500 

E220d Edi5on 1  143 400 7.4 1 031 500 

E300  180 370 6.4 847 060 

E300 Edi5on 1  180 370 6.4 1 072 060 

E400 4Ma5c  245 480 5.3 1 029 366 

E400 4Ma5c Edi5on 1  245 480 5.3 1 254 366 

E-Class Cabriolet      

E250  155 350 7.5 802 720 

E250 Sport Edi5on  155 350 7.5 828 520 

E400  245 480 5.3 1 050 910 

E400 Sport Edi5on  245 480 5.3 1 076 710 

E500  300 600 4.9 1 225 902 

E500 V8 Edi5on  300 600 4.9 1 262 702 

CLS      

CLS250d  150 500 7.5 906 542 

CLS350d  190 620 6.5 1 067 208 

CLS400  245 480 5.3 1 065 426 

CLS500  300 600 4.8 1 344 306 

CLS63 S AMG  430 800 4.1 1 920 254 

GLE      

GLE250d  150 500 8.6 973 704 

GLE350d  190 620 7.1 1 089 826 

GLE400  245 480 6.1 1 088 230 

GLE43 AMG  270 520 5.7 1 215 706 

GLE500e  325 650 5.3 1 310 000 

GLE500  335 700 5.3 1 324 478 

E43 4Ma5c AMG  295 520 4.6 1 174 008 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

GLE63 AMG  410 700 1 938 964 

GLE63 S AMG  430 760 2 083 884 

GLE Coupe     

GLE350d  190 620 1 187 238 

GLE43 AMG  270 520 1 308 766 

GLE500  335 700 1 430 776 

GLE63 S AMG  430 760 2 170 312 

GLS     

GLS350  190 620 1 354 826 

GLS500  335 700 1 531 876 

GLS63 AMG  430 760 2 378 352 

AMG GT     

Coupe 4.0T 340 600 1 961 844 

Coupe S 4.0T 375 650 2 218 756 

Roadster 4.0T 350 630 2 211 186 

Roadster C 4.0T 410 680 2 615 746 

Coupe R 4.0T 430 700 2 705 746 

SL     

SL400  270 500 1 484 470 

SL500  335 700 1 830 590 

SL63 AMG  430 900 2 540 896 

SL65 AMG  463 1000 3 231 626 

S-Class     
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S350d  190 620 6.8 1 461 190 

S400h  245 370e 6.8 1 477 246 

S500  335 700 4.8 1 898 904 

S63 AMG  430 900 4.4 2 605 338 

S-Class L      

S400h L  245 370e 6.8 1 517 746 

S400  245 480 5.3 1 514 308 

S500  335 700 4.8 1 949 604 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

S63 AMG  430 900 2 646 538 

S65 AMG  463 1000 3 280 126 

S-Class Coupe / Cabrio     

S500 coupe  335 700 2 120 276 

S500 cabriolet  335 700 2 333 388 

S63 AMG coupe  430 900 2 770 736 

S63 AMG cabriolet 4Mtc  430 900 2 943 036 

S65 AMG coupe  463 1000 3 406 126 

S65 AMG cabriolet  463 1000 3 553 368 

Mercedes—Maybach     

S500  335 700 2 337 618 

S600  390 830 2 912 956 

Mini     

Hatch     

One 3-door  75 180 290 500 

One 3-door Auto  75 180 308 500 

Cooper 3-door  100 230 352 000 

Cooper 3-door Auto  100 230 370 000 

Cooper S 3-door  141 300 411 052 

Cooper S 3-door Auto  141 300 427 798 

One 5-door  75 180 300 500 

One 5-door Auto  75 180 318 500 

Cooper 5-door  100 230 362 000 

Cooper 5-door Auto  100 230 380 000 

Cooper S 5-door  141 300 421 280 

Cooper S 5-door Auto  141 300 438 026 

John Cooper Works  170 320 471 104 

John Cooper Works Auto  170 320 492 596 

Clubman     

Cooper  100 230 376 070 

Cooper Auto  100 230  394 070 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.1 475 052 

JCW ALL4  170 350 6.3 558 612 

JCW ALL4 Auto  170 350 6.3 584 516 

Conver>ble      

Cooper  100 230 8.8 405 000 

Cooper Auto  100 230 8.7 423 456 

Cooper S  141 300 7.2 476 622 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.1 483 710 

Countryman      

Cooper  100 230 9.6 423 824 

Cooper Auto  100 230 9.6 442 052 

Cooper S  141 300 7.5 493 306 

Cooper S Auto  141 300 7.4 512 806 

JCW ALL4  170 350 6.5 600 586 

JCW ALL4 Auto  170 350 6.5 626 832 

Mitsubishi      

Mirage      

1.2 GL  57 100 11.7 149 900 

1.2 GLX  57 100 11.7 159 900 

1.2 GLS  57 100 11.7 169 900 

ASX      

2.0 GL  110 197 9.6 364 900 

2.0 GL Auto  110 197 11.5 399 900 

2.0 GLX  110 197 9.6 399 900 

2.0 GLS  110 197 9.6 414 900 

2.0 GLS Auto  110 197 11.5 434 900 

Triton (double cab)      

2.4Di-D  133 430  479 900 

2.4Di-D Auto  133 430  499 900 

2.4Di-D 4x4  133 430 10.4 539 900 

Clubman Cooper S  141 300 7.2 456 692 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.4Di-D 4x4 Auto  133 430 559 900 

Outlander     

2.4 GLS Exceed  123 222 549 900 

Pajero Sport     

2.5Di-D Auto  131 350 539 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4  131 350 574 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 Auto  131 350 589 900 

2.5Di-D 4x4 Shogun Auto  131 350 589 900 

Pajero     

3-door 3.2di-D GLS  140 441 689 900 

3.2di-D GLS Legend II  140 441 719 900 

5-door 3.2di-D GLS  140 441 769 900 

3.2di-D GLS Legend II  140 441 819 900 

5-dr 3.2di-D GLS Exceed  140 441 789 900 

Nissan     

Micra     

1.2 Vista +  56 104 159 900 

1.5 Tekna  73 134 196 900 

NP 200     

1.6i  64 128 162 900 

1.6i pack  64 128 179 900 

1.6i ICE  64 128 194 900 

1.6i 16v S  77 149 192 900 
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1.6i 16v SE  77 149 N/A 222 900 

1.5dCi pack  63 200 N/A 225 900 

1.5dCi ICE  63 200 N/A 240 900 

1.5dCi SE  63 200 N/A 244 900 

Almera      

1.5 Acenta  73 134 N/A 198 900 

1.5 Acenta Auto  73 134 N/A 208 900 

NP 300 Hardbody      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

NP300 2.0  84 169 202 900 

2.5TDi  98 304 233 900 

2.5TDi Hi-Rider  98 304 319 900 

2.4 4x4  105 205 311 900 

2.5TDi 4x4  98 304 342 900 

Double Cab     

2.5TDi Hi-Rider  98 304 344 900 

2.4 Hi-Rider  105 205 324 500 

2.4 4x4  105 205 388 900 

Juke     

1.2T Acenta  85 190 296 900 

1.2 Acenta +  85 190 317 900 

1.5dCi Acenta +  81 260 332 900 

1.6T Tekna  140 240 359 900 

1.6T 4WD Tekna  140 240 399 900 

NV200     

Combi 1.6i Visia  81 153 333 900 

Combi 1.5dCi Visia  66 200 363 900 

Qashqai     

1.2T Visia  85  190 330 900 

1.2T Acenta  85 190 354 900 

1.2T Acenta Auto  85 165 371 900 

1.5dCi Acenta  81 260 362 900 

1.6T Acenta  120 240 427 900 

1.6dCi Acenta Auto  96 320 454 900 

X-Trail     

2.0XE  106 200 374 900 

2.5 4x4 SE  125 233 421 900 

1.6dCi XE  96 320 412 900 

1.6dCi 4x4 SE  96 320 464 900 

1.6dCi 4x4 LE  96 320 529 900 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Leaf  80e 254e 11.5 500 550 

Navara      

Double Cab      

2.3D 4x4 SE  140 450  514 900 

2.3D 4x4 LE  140 450  565 900 

2.3D 4x4 LE Auto  140 450  594 900 

370Z      

coupe  245 363 5.3 661 900 

coupe Auto  245 363 5.6 680 900 

Patrol      

3.0TD pick-up  110 371  583 900 

3.0TD GL  110 380  699 900 

4.8 GRX  190 420  809 900 

GT-R      

Premium Edi5on  408 632 2.9 2 150 000 

Black Edi5on  408 632 2.9 2 250 000 

Opel      

Adam      

1.4  74 130 11.5 206 500 

1.0T Jam  85 170 9.9 230 700 

1.0T Glam  85 170 9.9 254 000 

Rocks 1.0T  85 170 9.9 287 100 

S 1.4T  110 220 8.5 320 000 

Corsa      

1.0T Essen5a  85 170 10.3 201 800 

1.0T Enjoy  85 170 10.3 324 800 

1.0T Cosmo  85 170 10.3 255 800 

1.4 Enjoy Auto  66 130 13.9 235 100 

1.4 Turbo Sport  110 220 9.6 276 200 

Mokka X      

Leaf      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4 Turbo Enjoy  103 200 317 500 

1.4 Turbo Enjoy Auto  103 200 328 400 

1.4 Turbo Cosmo  103 200 357 400 

1.4 Turbo Cosmo Auto  103 200 368 400 

Astra Hatch     

1.0T Essen5a  77 170 264 300 

1.0T Enjoy  77 170 295 800 

1.4T Enjoy  110 230 341 300 

1.4T Enjoy Auto  110 245 351 700 

1.4T Sport  110 230 368 400 

1.4T Sport Auto  110 245 389 200 

1.6T Sport  147 300 402 700 

1.6T Sport Plus  147 300 423 600 

Astra Coupe     

OPC  206 400 582 600 

Peugeot     

208     

1.0 Pop Art  50 95 174 900 

1.2 Ac5ve  60 118 224 900 

1.2T GT Line  81 205 284 900 

1.2T GT Line Auto  81 205 304 900 

2008     

1.6HDi Ac5ve  68 230 274 900 
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1.6HDi Allure  68 230 11.5 299 900 

1.2T Allure Auto  81 205 10.1 324 900 

1.2T GT Line Auto  81 205 10.1 349 900 

308      

1.2T Ac5ve  81 205 11.1 304 900 

3008      

1.6T Ac5ve  121 240 8.9 399 900 

1.6T Allure  121 240 8.9 444 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Peugeot 3008     

1.6 GT Line  121 240 499 900 

2.0HDi Allure  133 400 TBA 

2.0HDi GT Line  133 400 TBA 

Porsche     

718 Cayman     

718 Cayman  220 380 870 000 

718 Cayman S  257 420 950 000 

718 Boxster     

718 Boxster  220 380 884 000 

718 Boxster S  257 420 965 000 

Macan     

S diesel  180 580 1 098 000 

S  250 460 1 122 000 

GTS  265 500 1 351 000 

turbo  294 550 1 420 000 

turbo Performance  324 600 1 540 000 

Cayenne     

Cayenne  220 400 990 000 

Cayenne Pla5num Ed.  220 400 1 031 000 

diesel  180 550 1 084 000 

diesel Pla5num Edi5on  180 550 1 129 000 

S  309 550 1 154 000 

S Pla5num Edi5on  309  550 1 171 000 

S diesel  283 850 1 347 000 

S diesel Pla5num Edi5on  283 850 1 362 000 

GTS  324 600 1 324 000 

S e-hybrid  306 590 1 531 000 

S e-hybrid Pla5num Ed.  306 590 1 572 000 

turbo  382 750 1 975 000 

turbo S  419 800 2 504 000 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Panamera  243 450 5.7 1 361 000 

4  243 450 5.5 1 390 000 

4S  324 550 4.4 1 586 000 

turbo  404 770 3.8 2 481 000 

Execu>ve      

4 Execu5ve  243 450 5.6 1 498 000 

4S Execu5ve  324 550 4.5 1 823 000 

turbo Execu5ve  404 770 3.9 2 684 000 

Sport Turismo      

4 Sport Turismo  243 450 5.5 1 431 000 

4S Sport Turismo  324 550 4.4 1 667 000 

turbo Sport Turismo  404 770 3.8 2 522 000 

911      

Carrera coupe  272 450 4.4 1 410 000 

Carrera 4 coupe  272 450 4.3 1 535 000 

Carrera S coupe  309 500 4.1 1 572 000 

Carrera 4S coupe  309 500 4.0 1 697 000 

Carrera GTS coupe  331 550 3.7 1 768 000 

Carrera 4 GTS coupe  331 550 3.6 1 892 000 

Carrera cabriolet  272 450 4.6 1 557 000 

Carrera 4 cabriolet  272 450 4.5 1 682 000 

Carrera S cabriolet  309 500 4.3 1 719 000 

Carrera 4S cabriolet  309 500 4.2 1 844 000 

Carrera GTS cabriolet  331 550 3.8 1 914 000 

Carrera 4 GTS cabriolet  331 550 3.7 2 099 000 

targa 4  272 450 4.5 1 682 000 

targa 4S  309  500 4.2 1 844 000 

targa 4 GTS  331 550 3.7 2 039 000 

GT3  368 460 3.9 2 750 000 

GT3 Auto  368 460 3.4 2 750 000 

Panamera      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

turbo coupe  397 710 2 762 000 

turbo cabriolet  397 710 2 909 000 

turbo S coupe  427 750 3 231 000 

turbo S cabriolet  427 750 3 379 000 

turbo S coupe Exclusive  446 750 4 072 000 

Renault     

Kwid     

1.0 Expression  50 91 124 900 

1.0 Dynamic   50 91 134 900 

Sandero     

66kW turbo Expression  66 135 159 900 

Stepway Expression  66 135 174 900 

Stepway Dynamique  66 135 189 900 

Clio     

66kW turbo Authen5que  70 150 206 900 

66kW turbo Expression  70 150 224 900 

66kW turbo Dynamique  70 150 239 000 

turbo Expression Auto  88 190 259 900 

turbo GT Line  88 205 264 900 

RS 200 Lux  147 260 379 900 

RS 220 Trophy  162 280 419 900 

Duster     

1.6 Expression  77 148 239 900 
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1.6 Dynamique  77 148 11.5 259 900 

1.5dCi Dynamique  80 240 12.2 279 900 

1.5dCi Dynamique 4WD  80 240 12.8 304 900 

Captur      

66kW turbo Expression  66 135 12.9 249 900 

66kW turbo Dynamique  66 135 12.9 264 900 

66kW dCi Dynamique  66 220 13.1 289 900 

dCi Dynamique Sunset  66 220 13.1 298 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

turbo Dynamique Auto  88 190 304 900 

Megane     

84kW turbo Dynamique  84 156 292 900 

97kW turbo GT Line  97 205 348 900 

97kW turbo GT Line A/T  97 205 268 900 

151kW GT  151 280 457 900 

Kadjar     

96kW TCe Expression  96 205 364 900 

96kW TCe XP Limited Ed.  96 205 364 900 

96kW TCe Dynamique  96 205 389 900 

96kW TCe Dynamique A  96 205 399 900 

81kW dCi Dynamique  81 260 394 900 

81kW dCi Dynamique AT  81 260 414 900 

96kW dCi Dynamique AT  96 320 454 900 

Rolls Royce     

Ghost     

Ghost  420 780 POA 

Ghost Black Badge  450 840 POA 

Extended Wheelbase  420 780 POA 

Wraith     

Wraith  465 800 POA 

Wraith Black Badge  465 870 POA 

Dawn     

Dawn  420 780 POA 

Smart     

fortwo     

coupe base  52 91 174 900 

coupe passion  52 91 194 400 

coupe prime  52 91 203 400 

coupe proxy  52 91 207 400 

Brabus fortwo coupe  80 170 308 200 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

base  52 91 15.9 179 900 

passion  52 91 15.9 199 400 

prime  52 91 15.9 210 900 

proxy  52 91 15.9 212 400 

base Auto  66 135 11.9 210 400 

passion Auto  66 135 11.9 229 900 

prime Auto  66 135 11.9 241 400 

proxy Auto  66 135 11.9 242 900 

Brabus forfour  80 170 10.5 313 300 

Ssangyong      

Korando      

2.0  110 197  324 995 

Subaru      

XV      

2.0i  110 196 10.5 360 000 

2.0i Auto  110 196 10.7 381 000 

2.0i S Auto  110 196 10.7 419 000 

Impreza      

2.0i-S  115 196 N/A 399 000 

Forester      

2.0 X  110 198 10.6 389 000 

2.5 X  126 235 9.9 429 000 

2.5 XS  126 235 9.9 475 000 

2.5 XS Premium  126 235 9.9 536 000 

2.0 XT  177 350 7.5 597 000 

Outback      

2.5i-S Premium  129 235 10.2 550 000 

3.6R-S Premium  191 350 7.6 617 000 

Legacy      

3.6R-S Premium  191 350 7.2 595 000 

forfour      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

WRX     

WRX Premium  197 350 539 000 

WRX Premium Auto  197 350 559 000 

WRX STi Premium   221 407 719 000 

Suzuki     

Celerio     

1.0 GA  50 90 132 900 

1.0 GL  50 90 149 900 

1.0 GL Auto  50 90 163 900 

SwiO     

DZire sedan 1.2 GA  63 113 153 900 

DZire sedan 1.2 GL  63 113 167 900 

DZire sedan 1.2 GL Auto  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.2 GA  63 113 152 900 

hatch 1.2 GL  63 113 167 900 

hatch 1.2 GL Auto  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.2 RS  63 113 184 900 

hatch 1.4 GLS  70 130 222 900 

hatch 1.4 GLS Auto  70 130 239 900 

hatch 1.6 Sport  100 160 264 900 

Ignis     

1.2 GL  61 113 169 900 

1.2 GLX  61 113 189 900 
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1.2 GLX Auto  61 113 13.0 204 900 

Er>ga      

1.4 GA  70 130 N/A 203 900 

1.4 GL  70 130 N/A 229 900 

1.4 GL Auto  70 130 N/A 244 900 

Ciaz      

1.4 GL  70 130 N/A 203 900 

1.4 GLX  70 130 N/A 229 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

1.4 GLX Auto  70 130 244 900 

Baleno     

1.4 GL  68 130 199 900 

1.4 GLX  68 130 229 900 

1.4 GLX Auto  68 130 244 900 

Jimny     

1.3  63 110 256 900 

1.3 Auto  63 110 274 900 

Vitara     

1.6 GL  86 151 267 900 

1.6 GL+  86 151 303 900 

1.6 GL+ Auto  86 151 321 900 

1.6 GL+ AllGrip  86 151 327 900 

1.6 GLX Auto  86 151 337 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip  86 151 356 900 

SX4     

1.6 GL  86 156 282 900 

1.6 GLX  86 156 313 900 

1.6 GLX Auto  86 156 336 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip  86 156 337 900 

1.6 GLX AllGrip Auto  86 156 359 900 

Grand Vitara     

2.4 Dune  122 225 369 900 

2.4 Dune Auto  122 225 384 900 

2.4 Summit  122 225 442 900 

2.4 Summit Auto  122 225 459 900 

Tata     

Indica     

1.4 LGi  55 110 118 995 

1.4 LGi Flash  55 110 124 995 

Vista     
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AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED RETAIL OUTLETS 

THROUGHOUT SOUTH AFRICA 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

1.4 Ignis  66 116 13.5 154 995 

Bolt      

hatch 1.2T MMS  66 140 N/A 157 995 

hatch 1.2 XT  66 140 N/A 167 995 

sedan 1.2T MMS  66 140 N/A 167 995 

sedan 1.2 XT  66 140 N/A 177 995 

Manza      

1.4 ini  66 116 13.5 156 995 

1.4 Ignis  66 116 13.5 177 995 

Xenon      

XT 2.2L  110 320 N/A 219 995 

XT 2.2L double cab  110 320 N/A 269 995 

XT 2.2L d cab Evolve  110 320 N/A 279 995 

Toyota      

Aygo      

1.0   51 95 14.2 159 100 

1.0 X-Play  51 96 14.2 161 500 

1.0 X-Cite  51 95 <15.0 189 500 

E>os      

hatch 1.5 Xi  66 132 11.3 163 900 

sedan 1.5 Xi  66 132 11.3 172 200 

hatch 1.5 Sprint  66 132 11.3 172 600 

sedan 1.5 Sprint  66 132 11.3 180 500 

Cross 1.5 Xs  66 132 11.3 194 300 

Yaris      

1.0 Pulse  51 95 15.3 199 000 

1.5 Pulse  82 136 11.0 228 700 

1.5 Pulse Auto  82 136 11.2 241 400 

1.5 Pulse Plus Auto  82 136 11.2 249 800 

Hybrid Pulse  74e 111e 11.8 307 200 

Vista 1.4 ini Bounce  55 114 14.0 134 995 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Corolla Quest      

1.6 1.6 90 154 10.5 208 500 

1.6 Auto 1.6 90 154 11.1 224 400 

1.6 Plus 1.6 90 154 10.5 224 900 

Avanza      

1.3 S 1.3 70 121 N/A 220 200 

1.3 SX 1.3 70 121  N/A 237 100 

1.5 SX 1.5 77 137 N/A 244 300 

1.5 SX Auto 1.5 77 137 N/A 262 900 

1.5 TX 1.5 77 137 N/A 278 500 

Corolla      

1.3 Esteem  73 128 12.6 261 300 

1.3 Pres5ge  73 128 12.6 281 300 

1.6 Esteem  90 154 10.5 280 200 

1.6 Pres5ge  90 154 10.5 299 900 

1.6 Pres5ge Auto  90 154 11.1 314 000 

1.4D-4D Esteem  66 205 12.5 294 400 

1.4D-4D Pres5ge  66 205 12.5 307 500 

1.8 Pres5ge  103 173 N/A 313 500 

1.8 Exclusive  103 173 N/A 336 300 

1.8 Exclusive Auto  103 173 10.2 349 400 

Auris      

1.3 X  73 128 12.6 268 300 

1.6 Xi  97 160 10.0 298 800 

1.6 XS ` 97 160 10.0 311 800 

1.6 XR  97 160 10.0 345 100 

1.6 XR Auto  97 160 10.8 361 100 

Hybrid XR  100 142e 10.9 413 600 

Hilux      

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Hilux 2.0  102 183 12.0 268 300  ̀

2.4GD  110 343 12.4 272 100 

2.7 SRX  122 245 12.1 332 700 

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 343 200 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SRX  110 400 13.2 406 100 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SR  110 400 13.2 400 700 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 395 500 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 456 300 

Xtra Cab      

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 354 800 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 430 000 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 492 900 

double cab      

2.7 SRX  122 245 12.1 385 800 

2.4GD-6 SRX  110 400 13.2 442 700 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SRX  110 400 13.2 468 800 

2.4GD-6 4x4 SR  110 400 13.2 462 500 

2.8 GD-6 Raider  130 420 11.2 490 700 

2.8 GD-6 Raider Auto  130 420 10.8 508 500 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider  130 420 11.2 554 600 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider A/T  130 420 10.8 573 500 

4.0 V6 Raider  175 376 9.4 527 400 

4.0 V6 Raider Auto  175 376 9.4 621 600 

C-HR      

1.2T  85 185 10.9 318 500 

1.2T Plus  85 185 10.9 345 000 

1.2T Plus Auto  85 185 11.1 356 000 

RAV 4      

2.0 GX  107 187 N/A 368 500 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

2.2D-4D AWD GX  110 340 N/A 461 300 

2.2D-4D AWD VX  110 340 N/A 549 700 

2.5 AWD VX  132 233 N/A 515 600 

86      

2.0 standard  147 205 7.6 449 600 

2.0 high  147 206 7.6 494 900 

2.0 high Auto  147 206 8.2 519 400 

Prius      

Hybrid  90e 142e 10.6 457 600 

Fortuner      

2.7 Auto  122 245 12.4 438 000 

2.4GD-6   110 400 13.2 456 300 

2.4GD-6 Auto  110 400 12.7 474 200 

2.8 GD-6   130 420 11.2 538 500 

2.8 GD-6 Auto  130 420 10.8 557 200 

2.8 GD-6 4x4  130 420 11.2 559 100 

2.8 GD-6 4x4 Auto  130 420 10.8 617 900 

4.0 V6 4x4  175 376 9.4 663 900 

Land Cruiser 70 Series      

79 4.0 V6  170 360 12.6 551 600 

79 4.2D  96 285 18.0 586 800 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8  151 430 N/A 671 400 

79 4.0 V6 double cab  170 360 12.6 623 800 

79 4.2D double cab  96 285 18.0 654 300 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8 d/cab  151 430 N/A 734 800 

79 4.5D-4D LX V8 s/w  151 430 N/A 751 400 

FJ Cruiser      

FJ Cruiser 4.0 200 380 7.6 616 500 

Land Cruiser Prado      

3.0 DT TX  120 400 11.7 801 900 

RAV 4 2.0 GX Auto  107 187 N/A 381 400 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

Prado 4.0 VX  202 381 913 000 

30 DT VX  120 400 915 700 

Land Cruiser 200     

4.5D-4D V8 GX  173 615 970 900 

4.5D-4D V8 VX  173 615 1 304 200 

Volkswagen     

up!     

take up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 168 800 

move up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 180 400 

up! beats 5-door 1.0  55 95 196 800 

cross up! 5-door 1.0  55 95 198 800 

Polo Vivo     

hatch 1.4 Conceptline  55 132 173 800 

hatch 1.4 CiTi Vivo  55 132 178 800 

hatch 1.4 Street  55 132 185 800 

hatch 1.4 Trendline  55 132 183 500 

hatch 1.4 Trendline Auto  55 132 199 500 

hatch 1.4 Storm  55 132 191 300 

hatch 1.6 Comfortline  77 155 203 000 

hatch 1.6 GTS  77 155 207 200 

Maxx 1.6  77 155 207 000 

sedan 1.4 Conceptline  55 132 186 000 

sedan 1.4 Trendline  55 132 195 200 
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sedan 1.4 Trendline Auto  55 132 17.5 211 200 

sedan 1.6 Trendline  77 132 10.6 203 000 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline  77 132 10.6 211 600 

Polo      

sedan 1.4 Trendline  63 132 12.8 217 400 

sedan 1.4 Comfortline  63 132 12.8 240 500 

sedan 1.6 Trendline  77 155 11.1 236 700 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline  77 155 11.1 255 900 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

sedan 1.6 Comfortline A  77 155 271 900 

sedan 1.5TDi Comfort  81 250 287 800 

hatch 1.2TSi Trendline  66 160 226 900 

hatch 1.2TSi Comfortline  66 160 253 100 

hatch 1.2TSi beats  66 160 267 300 

hatch 1.2TSi BlueMo5on  70 160 263 800 

hatch 1.2TSi Highline  81 175 276 300 

hatch 1.2TSi Highline A/T  81 175 292 300 

hatch 1.0TSi R-Line Auto  81 200 294 400 

hatch 1.4TDi Trendline  55 210 253 600 

hatch 1.4TDi Highline  77 250 286 400 

CrossPolo 1.2TSi  81 175 284 800 

CrossPolo 1.4TDi  77 250 295 000 

GTi  141 320 360 000 

GTi Auto  141 320 376 000 

JeIa     

1.6 Conceptline  77 153 278 300 

1.2TSi Trendline  77 175 314 400 

1.4TSi Trendline  92 200 335 400 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 352 700 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  92 200 368 700 

1.4TSi Highline Auto  110 250 397 200 

1.6TDi Comfortline  77 250 370 700 

1.6TDi Comfortline Auto  77 250 386 700 

2.0TDi Highline Auto  103 320 424 900 

Beetle     

1.4TSi R-Line Limited Ed.  110 250 419 000 

Golf     

1.0TSi Trendline  81 200 289 900 

1.0TSi Comfortline  81 200 304 200 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 356 400 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS AND NAKED MOTORING CAN NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OF OMISSIONS 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

Golf SV      

1.2TSi Trendline  81 175 10.7 339 300 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 9.9 363 700 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  92 200 9.9 379 700 

2.0TDi Comfortline  81 250 10.5 403 400 

2.0TDi Comfortline Auto  81 250 10.5 419 200 

Caddy      

2.0TDi Trendline  81 250 12.4 389 700 

Alltrack 2.0TDi  81 250 12.4 405 100 

Alltrack 2.0TDi Auto  103 320 10.6 437 900 

Maxi 2.0TDi Trendline  81 250 12.8 410 400 

Maxi 2.0TDiTrendline A  103 320 10.9 442 200 

Transporter      

2.0TDi  75 250 15.2 333 900 

2.0TDi double cab  75 250 15.9 374 200 

2.0TDi d/cab 4Mo5on  103 340 13.5 423 600 

2.0BiTDi double cab A/T  132 400 10.2 459 600 

Amarok      

2.0TDi  103 340 13.2 304 800 

2.0TDi 4Mo5on  103 340 13.2 358 800 

2.0TDi Trendline  103 340 13.2 388 800 

2.0BiTDi Trendline  132 400 10.3 424 400 

2.0TDi Trendline 4Mo  103 340 13.2 438 800 

2.0BiTDi Trendline 4Mo  132 400 10.3 474 400 

Double Cab      

2.0TDi Comfortline  103 340 13.3 487 700 

2.0TDi Comfortline 4Mo  103 340 13.3 544 900 

2.0BiTDi Highline  132 400 10.7 521 900 

2.0BiTDi Highline Auto  132 420 11.0 539 400 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4Mot  132 400 11.3 573 000 

VW Golf GTi  169 350 6.4 545 800 

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4M AT  132 420 590 600 

2.0BiTDi Extreme 4M AT  132 420 673 600 

3.0 V6 TDi Highline 4Mot  165 550 665 700 

3.0 V6 TDi Extreme 4Mot  165 550 748 600 

Tiguan     

1.4TSi Trendline   92 200 390 200 

1.4TSi Comfortline  92 200 432 100 

1.4TSi Comfortline Auto  110 250 472 400 

2.0TDi Comfortline  81 250 477 000 

2.0TDi 4M Comfortline  105 340 532 200 

2.0TDi 4Mo5on Highline  130 380 558 300 

2.0TSi 4Mo5on Highline  162 350 550 900 

Scirocco     

2.0TSi Highline  132 280 431 700 

2.0TSi Highline Auto  132 280 448 200 

GTS 2.0T 162 350 512 200 

R 2.0T 188 350 571 300 

Passat     

1.4TSi Luxury  110 250 475 200 

2.0TDi Luxury  130 350 503 800 

2.0TDi Execu5ve R-Line  130 350 532 800 

2.0TSi Execu5ve R-Line  162 350 532 800 

Kombi     
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2.0TDi SWB Trendline  75 250 17.9 529 400 

2.0TDi LWB Trendline  75 250 17.9 537 400 

2.0TDi SWB Trendline AT  103 340 14.7 561 900 

2.0TDi SWB Comfortline  103 340 14.7 622 400 

2.0TDi SWB Comfortline A/T 103 340 14.7 639 900 

2.0TDi LWB Comfortline A/T 103 340 14.7 647 900 

2.0BiTDi SWB Cmfrtline A/T 132 400 10.2 669 500 

California Beach      

MAKE CC kW Nm PRICE 

2.0TDi 4Mo5on  103 340 833 700 

Caravelle     

2.0BiTDi Comfortline  132 400 847 900 

2.0BiTDi Comfortline 4M  132 400 880 000 

2.0BiTDi Highline  132 400 937 100 

2.0BiTDi Highline 4Mot.  132 400 972 300 

Toureg     

V6 TDi Luxury  180 550 938 600 

V6 TDi Escape  180 550 1 003 500 

V8 TDi Execu5ve R-Line  250 800 1 232 500 

Volvo     

V40     

T3 Kine5c  112 250 358 998 

T3 Momentum Auto  112 250 421 626 

D2 Kine5c  88 280 372 400 

T4 Momentum  140 300 425 298 

T4 Momentum Auto  140 300 446 712 

D3 Momentum  110 320 458 700 

D4 Momentum  140 400 469 200 

T5 Momentum  180 350 489 538 

S60     

T3 Kine5c  112 250 412 254 

T3 Momentum Auto  112 250 449 611 

T4 Momentum  140 300 486 996 

D4 Momentum  140 400 515 900 

T5 Momentum  180 350 552 220 

D5 Inscrip5on  165 470 597 700 

T6 AWD Inscrip5on  225 400 634 274 

T6 AWD Polestar  270 470 764 526 

V60     

T3 Momentum  112 250 468 852 
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NEW CAR PRICE GUIDE 

of the cars you would actually want to buy... 

MAKE CC kW Nm 0-100 PRICE 

D4 Momentum  140 400 7.7 526 800 

T5 Momentum  180 350 6.4 566 606 

D5 Inscrip5on  165 470 6.5 612 270 

T6 AWD Inscrip5on  225 400 6.0 647 302 

V60 Cross Country      

D4 AWD Momentum  140 420 8.9 556 006 

T5 AWD Momentum  187 360 7.1 589 972 

XC60      

T5 Momentum  180 350 7.2 630 416 

T5 AWD Momentum  180 350 7.2 661 770 

D4 Momentum  140 400 8.1 635 656 

D5 AWD Momentum  162 440 8.2 704 906 

T6 AWD Momentum  225 400 6.9 723 426 

S90      

T5 Momentum  187 350 6.8 685 206 

D4 Momentum  140 400 8.2 705 500 

D5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.0 786 666 

T6 AWD Momentum  235 400 5.9 841 830 

V90 Cross Country      

T5 AWD Momentum  187 350 7.4 776 486 

D4 AWD Momentum  140 400 8.8 796 852 

D5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.5 841 666 

T6 AWD  235 400 6.3 897 284 

XC90      

D4 Momentum  140 400 9.2 900 424 

T5 AWD Momentum  173 480 7.6 924 784 

D5 AWD Momentum  187 350 8.2 963 506 

T6 AWD Momentum  235 400 6.5 966 524 

T8 TwinEngine AWD Mo  300 640e 5.6 1 117 600 

T8 TwinEngine AWD Ex  300 640e 5.9 1 550 000 

T4 Momentum  140 300 7.3 501 124 

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED RETAIL OUTLETS 

THROUGHOUT SOUTH AFRICA 
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